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Borderland Futures:
Technologies, Zones, Co-existences

In the past decade, Asian borderlands have experienced intense ruptures and unparalleled connectivity across di-

verse communities and geographies. The re-opening of frontiers has unleashed a development frenzy evident in 

new railways, road networks, import/export zones, trading ports, markets and casinos. Higher-level initiatives such 

as China’s “Belt and Road” and India’s revamped “Act East” policies seem to promise a renewed interest in creating 

greater social and economic spaces for mutual prosperity. At the same time, ground-level realities challenge these 

top-down notions and visions of transregional engagement and fast-track development.

Over the past decade, peace-building and co-existence have opened new possibilities for reconciliation, resolution, 

and readiness for shared futures. State and non-state actors continue to seek new directions and pathways away 

from a past haunted by conflicts, violence and unsettled differences. In doing so, friendship ties and communal 

bonds can be strengthened across borders to make space for respect, recognition, and co-existence. Neverthe-

less, anxieties over security and sovereignty trigger concerns over unregulated mobilities, the prevalence of shadow 

economies, new forms of crime, the abuse of military force, and resource and trade wars. Borders are thus being 

reconsidered and reinforced in parts of Asia, creating new uncertainties and precarities for communities living in 

borderlands.

The 7th Asian Borderland Research Network (ABRN) conference focuses on three key themes – technologies, zones, 

co-existences – that aim to generate broader debate and intellectual engagement with borderland futures. Panels 

and papers will offer critical reflections on these key themes, both theoretically and empirically.

	 •	 Technologies	–	Borderlands	in	Asia	are	shaped	by	technology	to	varying	degrees:	from	sites	of	surveillance	

and dense infrastructure to areas that are seemingly remote and distant from nodes of technology. Panels engaging 

with	this	theme	might	consider	the	following	questions:	How	do	technologies	of	various	forms	transform	the	ways	in	

which borders are drawn, maintained, and crossed? How are technologies used to make borders “smarter”? How do 

technologies enable new opportunities for social and economic development on the margin? How have endogenous 

forms of technology been evolving across the Asian borderlands? Can technologies help to remake the geographies 

of power? Will technologies lead to new forms of displacement and dispossession?

	 •	 Zones	–	Borderlands	are	attractive	as	zones	 for	development,	 investment,	extraction	and	extra-territorial	

experimentation.	Panels	engaging	with	this	theme	might	consider	the	following	questions:	How	do	zones	alter	the	

lives and livelihoods of borderland communities? Do zones enable new forms of mobility in borderlands and across 

borders? Can we imagine zones as both productive and extractive sites? What are the politics around establishing 

zones in borderlands, and how do they reflect changing spatial imaginations? Do productive zones change the vision 

of borderlands in national and transnational ideas of the future? What happens to borderlands when zones decline 

or are shut down?

	 •	 Co-existences	–	Everyday	 life	 in	Asian	borderlands	 in	history	was	and	 is	determined	by	varying	 forms	of	

socio-economic, cultural and political co-existence, which are often (but not necessarily) subject to transforming 

border	regimes.	Panels	engaging	with	this	theme	might	consider	the	following	questions:	How	might	we	identify	

and analyse co-existence in Asian borderlands? What kinds of institutions, communities, societies and polities 

co-exist in borderlands? How does the constant negotiation of co-existence lead to new configurations of border 

arrangements? How can historical memory and experience of co-existence and convergence in borderlands resolve 

disputes and conflicts between nations and states in the future? What role do technologies and zones, but also 

interconnections, infrastructures and mobilities, play in negotiating and shaping co-existences across borders and 

vice versa?
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Organizing Partners

ASIAN BORDERLANDS RESEARCH NETWORK (ABRN)

HTTPS://WWW.IIAS.ASIA/PROGRAMMES/ASIAN-BORDERLANDS-RESEARCH-NETWORK

Scholarly and political boundaries divide Asia artificially into units, such as South Asia, Central Asia, Southeast 

Asia, East Asia, and so on. These divisions not only mask the many and varied commonalities that transcend such 

boundaries, they also reinforce the marginalisation of people who live in the so-called border areas. Yet a better 

appreciation of these ‘transitional zones’ is in fact critical to our historical understanding of processes of social and 

cultural change in the states lying beyond them. Nonetheless, such a focus remains peripheral to area studies and 

the disciplines which feed into them.

The Asian Borderlands Research Network has been developed in order to recognise the links, both historical and 

contemporary, that connect people in these borderlands, focusing on the border regions between South Asia, Cen-

tral Asia, East Asia, and Southeast Asia, where the prevailing notions of area studies have been particularly limiting.

The purpose of the network is to encourage academic exchange between both local and foreign scholars from a 

wide variety of disciplinary backgrounds in the arts, humanities and social sciences. Its concerns are varied, ranging 

from migratory movements, transformations in cultural, linguistic and religious practices, to ethnic mobilization and 

conflict, marginalisation, and environmental concerns. Its aim is to generate new knowledge and methodologies in 

order to better understand these transitional zones, and to contribute to a reconfiguration of theoretical and meth-

odological approaches to borderlands in general. We particularly want to invite scholars from any of the regions 

involved to participate in the network, its conferences, and to contribute to the organizational effort.

RECONCILIATION & COEXISTENCE IN CONTACT ZONE (RCCZ) RESEARCH CENTER

HTTP://RCCZ.CAU.AC.KR/ENG/

The research agenda of the RCCZ research center is ‘Contact Zones,’ places where various cultures and values meet 

and exchange, converge and coexist.

Contact Zones encompass not only ‘external borders’ such as borders and frontiers, but also ‘internal borders’, 

which are intersections between the various identities existing within society at the same time, namely, race/ethnic-

ity, religion, language, and lifestyle. By understanding the border as a space rather than a line, Contact Zones goes 

beyond the physical dimension and expands into a social arena where various cultures and values compete and res-

onate. The research center suggests calling the work of analyzing and conceptualizing the characteristics of individ-

uals and groups that have appeared or are appearing in these bordering spaces, ‘the humanities of Contact Zones’.

The research methodology of Contact Zones realizes ‘convergence’ between humanities departments such as his-

tory, literature, religious studies, and cultural studies. In addition, in order to avoid physical bonding by each depart-

ment and to promote chemical bonding, RCCZ pursues to conduct research combining horizontal research subjects 

such as ‘encounter and collision’, ‘mixed residence and hybridization’, and ‘fusion and coexistence’, and vertical 

research themes including time, space, and human.

Through this, the humanities of Contact Zones tries to position Contact Zones as a space of reconciliation and co-

existence rather than simply a fringe between two centers or a place where heterogeneous values fluctuate while 

providing a humanistic basis and model to resolve various conflicts in modern society
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INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR ASIAN STUDIES

HTTPS://IIAS.ASIA/

The International Institute for Asian Studies (IIAS) is a global research organisation and knowledge exchange plat-

form based in Leiden, The Netherlands. The Institute initiates and supports interdisciplinary and trans-sectoral 

programmes that engage and connect partners in Asia and the rest of the world. IIAS seeks to promote a more 

contextualised understanding of Asian realities today and pioneers new approaches to the study of Asia and the 

‘Asian factor’ in a changing global environment. It does so through an array of activities in the realms of research, 

education, publications, dissemination, network development, institutional support, and services to the community 

inside and outside academia.

Organizing Committee

Convenors

	 •	 Duncan	McDuie-Ra,	University	of	Newcastle,	Australia

	 •	 Erik	de	Maaker,	Leiden	University,	the	Netherlands

	 •	 Henryk	Alff,	Eberswalde	University	for	Sustainable	Development	(HNEE),	Germany

	 •	 Juan	Zhang,	Bristol	University,	United	Kingdom

	 •	 Kee-Hyun	Ban,	Korea	Military	Academy,	South	Korea

	 •	 Myung-Ju	Kang,	Reconciliation	&	Coexistence	in	Contact	Zone	(RCCZ)	Research	Center,	South	Korea

	 •	 Myung-Ho	Hyun,	Yonsei	University,	South	Korea

	 •	 Tina	Harris,	University	of	Amsterdam,	the	Netherlands

	 •	 Willem	van	Schendel,	University	of	Amsterdam,	the	Netherlands

Coordinators

	 •	 Martina	van	den	Haak,	International	Institute	for	Asian	Studies,	the	Netherlands

	 •	 Narutai	Riangkruar,	International	Institute	for	Asian	Studies,	the	Netherlands
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Conference Venue

Centennial Hall (Building number 310)

Chung-Ang	University

84, Heukseok-ro, Dongjak-gu

Seoul, South Korea

●Direction to Chung-Ang University from Incheon International Airport

Metro

At Incheon International Airport, take the airport train at Incheon International Airport Incheon Airport Terminal 

1	Station.	Get	off	at	Gimpo	Airport	Station	and	transfer	to	Line	9	direction	to	VHS	Medical	Center.	Take	either	the	

express	train	or	the	all-stop	train.	If	you	took	the	express	train,	please	transfer	to	the	all-stop	train	at	Noryangjin.	Get	

off at Heukseok(Chung-Ang	University)	Station.	The	fare	is	around	4,050	won	(approx.	$4).	CAU	is	20	minutes	

away from the stop, and easy to find by asking nearby passengers.

Taxi

The	fare	for	a	regular	taxi	from	the	airport	to	the	school	is	about	70,000	won	(approx.	$70).	If	you	take	a	deluxe	taxi	

(Mobeom	Taxi;	colored	black),	the	fare	will	be	around	90,000	won	(approx.	$90).	The	fares	of	regular	taxis	start	at	

2,400	won	(approx.	$2),	while	those	of	deluxe	taxis	start	at	4,500	won	(approx.	$4.5).	Most	taxi	drivers	know	how	

to	get	to	Chung-Ang	University.

●Direction to Chung-Ang University from Downtown Seoul

Metro

Chung-Ang	University	is	located	in	the	heart	of	Seoul.	Two	subway	lines	link	CAU	with	downtown	Seoul.	The	subway	

stations	near	CAU	are	Sangdo Station on Line 7 and Heukseok Station	on	Line	9.	By	subway,	CAU	is	30	minutes	

away from the downtown Seoul.

Bus

There	are	several	buses	that	connect	CAU	with	various	parts	of	Seoul.	Fares	start	at	1,300	won	and	increase	accord-

ing to distance.

Centennial Hall
Chung-Ang	University

#310
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Schedule at a Glance
Time zone: Korea Standard Time (GMT/UTC +9)

Thursday 23 June

09.00 – 17.30 Registration

10.00 – 13.00 Film Screening

12.00 – 13.15 Lunch (Cham-seul-gi Restaurant, Bldg. 310, 4th Basement Floor) 

13.15 – 15.00 Panel Sessions 1 

15.00 – 15.30  Coffee break 

15.30 – 17.15  Panel Sessions 2 

17.15 – 17.30   Short break

17.30 – 17.45    Opening Remarks by Professor Junsik Son, RCCZ Director 

Words of Welcome by Dr. Sang-Gue Park - President of Chung-Ang University

17.45 – 18.45   Keynote speech by Professor Yongku Cha - Chung-Ang University

  Whose Borders and Borders for Whom?: Durand Line, 

Oder-Neisse Line and Korean DMZ

19.00 Welcome reception (University Club, bldg. 102, 11th Floor)

Friday 24 June

09.30 – 10.30 Keynote Dr. Franck Billé - UC Berkeley, United States

 Archipelagoes, Enclaves, and Other Cartographic Monsters

10.30 – 11.00  Coffee break 

11.00 – 12.45  Panel Sessions 3

12.45 – 13.45  Lunch (Cham-seul-gi Restaurant, Bldg. 310, 4th Basement Floor)  

13.45 – 15.30  Panel Sessions 4 

15.30 – 16.00  Coffee break 

16.00 – 17.45 Panel Sessions 5

Saturday 25 June

09.00 – 11.00 Panel Sessions 6 

11.00 – 11.30  Coffee break 

11.30 – 13.15  Panel Sessions 7 

13.15 – 14.15  Lunch (Cham-seul-gi Restaurant, Bldg. 310, 4th Basement Floor) 

14.15 – 16.00  Panel Sessions 8 

16.00 – 16.15  Short break

16.15 – 16.45 Closing Remarks

16.45 Closing Reception

18.30 – 21.00 Film Screening
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Online Zoom Conference Rooms

This section is only available for Asian Borderlands Conference participants and attendees.
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Thursday
23, June

2022
Film Screening & GV

Shadow Flowers

(simultaneous

interpretation)

Culture	Talk:

Global Borders and 

Linguistic Human 

Rights in Contempo-

rary Korean Literature 

(virtual)

(simultaneous

interpretation)

Words of Welcome

Professor Junsik Son, 

RCCZ Director  

Dr. Sang-Gue Park, 

President of Chung-

Ang University

Plenary Session:

Keynote Speech -

Whose Borders and 

Borders for Whom? :

Durand Line,

Oder-Neisse Line, 

and Korean DMZ

Dr. Yongku Cha

Beyond	Exception:	

The Chinese “Zone” 

as Export Model 

across Asian Border-

lands I

Beyond	Exception:	

The Chinese “Zone” 

as Export Model 

across Asian Border-

lands II

Infrastructural 

development and 

human-nonhuman 

coexistence in Asian 

borderlands

Structure, anti-struc-

ture, infrastructure: 

The (im)materials of 

planetary transfor-

mation

Coexistence or 

competition for 

resources?

Agrarian transforma-

tions along China’s 

inland borders

Room 605 Room 601 Room 602 Room 611 Room 612

Special	Roundtable: 

War in Ukraine and 

its Impact on Asia 

(virtual)

A Discourse Between 

West and East 

through Aristotelian 

Philosophy (virtual)

10:00

~

13:00

16:00

~

16:50

17:30

~

17:45

17:45

~

18:45

13:15

~

15:00

15:30

~

17:15

13:15

~

15:00

15:30

~

17:15

15:30

~

17:15

13:15

~

14:45

15:30 

~

17:15

12:00 ~ 13:15 Cafeteria: Lunch

15:00 ~ 15:30 Coffee Break  

09:00 ~ 17:30   Registration: Hallway 605

18:45  Welcome Reception Bldg. 102 University Club (11th Floor)

17:15 ~  17:30  Short Break





Plenary	Session: 

Keynote Speech -

Archipelagoes, 

Enclaves, and Other 

Cartographic Mon-

sters Dr. Franck Billé

Roundtable:	

Art that Retraces 

Borderlines and 

Memories

(simultaneous

interpretation)

Zones of Conflict and 

Co-existence: Rede-

fining Governance 

Strategies and Trans-

national Connections 

in Asian Borderlands

Politics of Gateway:

Negotiating 

Co-existences and 

Governance across 

Borders I

Politics of Gateway:

Negotiating 

Co-existences and 

Governance across 

Borders II

Imaged and Imagined 

North Korean 

Materialities: Future 

Borders, Architec-

tures, Cartographies, 

Landscapes

The Technologies

of state-making

in the India-China Hi-

malayan borderlands: 

Land, Language, and 

Infrastructure

Borderlands Redux: 

Knowledge produc-

tion, new forms of 

public engagement, 

and the re-scaling of 

border spaces in Asia

Redefining

Citizenship, Trade 

and Transport:

Crossovers & 

Coexistences in 

the Indo-Myanmar 

Border Zone

Room 605 Room 601 Room 602 Room 611 Room 612

Korean DNA

for Future

Russian Koreans 

in Border Zones: 

Identity, Culture and 

Education (virtual)

Special	Session:

The Long Echo of 

the Frozen Conflict: 

Divergent Viewpoint 

on the Korean War 

(virtual)

(simultaneous

interpretation)

09:30

~

10:30

15:30

~

17:00

11:00 

~ 

12:45

13:45 

~ 

15:30

16:00 

~ 

17:45

11:00 

~ 

12:45

13:45 

~ 

15:30

16:00 

~ 

17:45

16:00 

~ 

17:45

10:30

~

11:30

13:45 

~ 

15:30

16:00 

~ 

17:45

10:30 ~ 11:00 Coffee Break  

15:30 ~ 16:00 Coffee Break  

12:45 ~  13:45  Lunch

Friday
24, June

2022





Graduate	Seminar:

Women’s Liberation 

and the Territories of 

Women in the 1980s

The Future of the 

International
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Borderless Economic 

World

Closing Remarks

Film Screening & GV 
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Frontier Zones I

Borders in Motion in 
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Contact Zone: Divi-

sion and the War

Graduate	Seminar: 

History in

Borderlands and 

Contact Zones

Co-Existing Ethnici-

ties and (Co-Existing) 

Materiality on the 

Northern Asian 

Borderlands

Room 605 Room 601 Room 602 Room 611 Room 612

China and

Border Question 

(virtual)

Crossing-Borders
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16:00 ~ 16:15  Short Break

16:45    Closing Reception  Bldg. 102, University Club(11th floor)

Saturday
25, June

2022



Sessions
Timezone GMT/UTC+9 (Seoul local time)

Please note that due to pandemic changes may occur to the program.

Thursday 23 June

Session 0 | 10.00 – 13.00

S0
R.605

Film Screening & Conversation - Shadow Flowers*

Moderator: Jee-Nee Jun – Hankyong National University, South Korea
Director:		Seungjun Lee 
Actor:	Ryunhee Kim
* Simultaneous interpretation

Session 1  |  13.15 – 15:00

S1-a
R.601

Beyond Exception: The Chinese “Zone” as Export Model across Asian Borderlands I

Convenor	and	chair:	Alessandro Rippa - Tallinn University, Estonia (Virtual)
Discussant:	Timothy Oakes - University of Colorado Boulder, United States

Technical Experts and the Production of China’s Airport Economic Demonstration Zones 
Max Hirsh – University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR (Virtual)

Khorgos: Branding, Expectations and “Civilization” in a Chinese-Kazakh Zone
Verena La Mela - University of Zurich, Switzerland (Virtual)

Camp Zone: The Xinjiang Model of Interlinked Safe Cities and Coercive Industrial Parks
Darren Byler - University of Colorado Boulder, United States

S1-b
R.602

Infrastructural Development and Human-Nonhuman Coexistence in Asian Borderlands

Convenors	and	Chairs:	Emilia Sulek – University of Fribourg, Switzerland
Thomas White - University of Fribourg, Switzerland

Borderlands of Biodiversity, Mobility of Pests and the Social Lives of Mosquitoes across Asia 
and the Arctic
Roger Norum – University of Oulu and RCC, Finland

Sparks from the friction of terrain: patriotic animal mobilities and the territorial imagination in 
China’s borderlands
Thomas White - University of Fribourg, Switzerland

Herder-Livestock Relations within a Mega-Infrastructure Environment
Ariell Ahearn – University of Oxford, United Kingdom (Virtual)

The Trans-Himalayan Trade of Medicinal Plants at the Northeast Nepal
Arjun Chapagain - City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR (Virtual)

RCCZ Special Session | 13.15 – 14.45

S1-D
R.612

Special Rountable: War in Ukraine and its Impact on Asia

Association for Borderlands Studies: How the Former Soviet Bloc States See the War in Ukraine 
and How it Impacts the Countries in Central Asia 
Tetsuro Chida - Nagoya University of Foreign Studies, Japan (Virtual)

War in Ukraine and the Security in East Asia 
Mihoko Kato - Hiroshima Peace Institute, Japan (Virtual)

War in Ukraine, Refugees and Humanitarian Aid in East Asia 
Naomi Chi - Hokkaido University, Japan (Virtual)

The Ukraine War and its Ramifications on Korea’s Stance toward the US-led East Asia Security Policy
Byoungkwon Shon - Chung-Ang University, South Korea (Virtual)

A Ringwanderung at the Crossroads between the Ukraine and Korea?
Ja-Jeong Koo -Daejeon University, South Korea (Virtual)
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Session 2  |  15.30 – 17.15

S2-a
R.601

Beyond Exception: The Chinese “Zone” as Export Model across Asian Borderlands II

Convenor	and	Chair:	Timothy Oakes - University of Colorado Boulder, United States
Discussant:	Alessandro Rippa - Tallinn University, Estonia (Virtual)

Southern Solidarity?
Special Economic Zones and the Circulation of Planning Models in Zambia
Dorothy Tang - Massachusetts Institute of Technology, United States

Zones of Capture: Casino Development, Superstition, and the Spatiality of Luck
Juan Zhang - University of Bristol, United Kingdom

Miniatures, Models, and Marketing: Remaking the Zone as Global City through Scalar Pectacles
Jessica DiCarlo - University of British Columbia, Canada (Virtual)

S2-b
R.602

Structure, Anti-Structure, Infrastructure: The (Im)materials of Planetary Transformation

Convenor	and	Chair:	Jolynna Sinanan - University of Manchester, United Kingdom (Virtual)

“Alexa, Was Buddha Born in Nepal?” Microcelebrity and Digital Diaspora on YouTube
Dannah Dennis - Hamilton College, United States

Appropriating Cashlessness: Global North Solutions for a Global South?
Ivan Small - Central Connecticut State University, United States

The making of Nepal through Mobile Media Imaginaries 
Jolynna Sinanan - University of Manchester, United Kingdom (Virtual)

S2-c
R.611

Coexistence or Competition for Resources? Agrarian Transformations along China’s Inland 
Borders

Convenor:	Henryk Alff - Eberswalde University for Sustainable Development (HNEE), Germany
Chair:	Michael Spies - Eberswalde University for Sustainable Development (HNEE), Germany (Virtu-
al)

Will Siberia Become the New Amazonia? 
Natalia Ryzhova - Palacky University Olomouc, Czech Republic
The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor and Agricultural Change in Northern Pakistan
Michael Spies - Eberswalde University for Sustainable Development (HNEE), Germany (Virtual)

Development Hub or Periphery? Agricultural Change in the Kazakhstan-China Borderlands
Henryk Alff - Eberswalde University for Sustainable Development (HNEE), Germany

RCCZ Special Session | 15.30 – 17.15

S2-d
R.612

A Discourse between West and East through Aristotelian Philosophy

Chair: Jaewon Ahn – Institute of Humanities, Seoul National University (Virtual)

An Introduction to the Manuscripts of Matteo Ricci’s Dell’Amicizia
Kihoon Kim - Institute of Humanities, Seoul National University (Virtual)

Mingli tan and the changes in Jesuit translation practice in China in the 1620s
Jeanhyoung Soh - Institute of Humanities, Seoul National University (Virtual)

An Example of Intertextual Analysis : Differentia and Shu 殊 in Wugong 五公
Minjun Huh - Institute of Humanities, Seoul National University (Virtual)

RCCZ Special Session | 16.00 – 16.50

S2-e
R.605

Cultural Talk: Global Border and Linguistic Human Rights in Contemporary Korean Literature

Moderator:	Dongho Kang – Inha University (Virtual)
Guest:	Jina E. Kim – Oregon University (Virtual)
* Simultaneous interpretation
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Friday 24 June

Session 3  |  11.00 – 12.45

S3-a
R.601

Zones of Conflict and Co-existence: Redefining Governance Strategies and Transnational Con-
nections in Asian Borderlands

Convenor	and	Chair:	Martin Fromm - Worcester State University, United States (Virtual)

The Lyaudet Kidnapping Incident and the Establishment of the Police Mixte in the Sino-Indochi-
nese Borderland (1895-1896)
Melody Shum - Northwestern University, United States (Virtual)

Trading activities on the border line between the Republic of Vietnam and Cambodia (1963-
1975)
Pham Thi Hong Ha - Vietnam Academy of Social Sciences, Vietnam

Remaking the “Great Northern Wilderness”: Environmental Governance along China’s North-
eastern Borderland
Martin Fromm - Worcester State University, United States (Virtual)

S3-b
R.602

Imaged and Imagined North Korean Materialities: 
Future Borders, Architectures, Cartographies, Landscapes

Convenor	and	Chair:	Robert Winstanley-Chesters - University of Leeds, United Kingdom
Discussant:	Sung-Kyung Kim - University of North Korean Studies, South Korea

Imagining and Remembering North Korean Troublesome Memorial Architectures
Robert Winstanley-Chesters - University of Leeds, United Kingdom

Divergent Memories of Tumen Shan-shui 
Xiaoxuan Lu - The University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR (Virtual)
Bo Wang - The University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR (co-author) 

Fissures at the Edge: The DMZ as a Proving Ground
Dongsei Kim - New York Institute of Technology, South Korea

Pyongyang Scenario, a City of Collision between Socialist and Capitalist Urban Regimes and its 
Future Scenario
Dongwoo Yim - Hongik University, South Korea

At the Borderland of History: A Visual Travelogue
Tong Lam - University of Toronto, Canada

RCCZ Special Session | 10.30 – 11.30

S3-c
R.612

Korean DNA For Future

Moderator:	Woohyung Chon – RCCZ, South Korea
Speaker: Seokdong Kim -  Former Financial Sercices Commission Chairman, South Korea
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Session 4  |  13.45 – 15.30

S4-a
R.601

Politics of Gateway: Negotiating Co-existences and Governance across Borders I

Convenor	and	Discussant:	Eva Hung - The Hang Seng University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR 
(Virtual)
Chair:	Po-Yi Hung - National Taiwan University, Taiwan (Virtual)

Sanitized Borders? Borderland Governance and Development at a Time of Crisis 
Yuk Wah Chan - City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR (Virtual)

Negotiating Transnational Heritage Conservation: Cultural Co-existence along the Silk Road 
Zones 
Victor Chan - The Hang Seng University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR (Virtual)

Bordering a Gray Zone over the Ocean: Fishery, Resource Frontier, and the Maritime Territorial-
ity among Taiwan, Japan, and China 
Po-Yi Hung - National Taiwan University, Taiwan (Virtual)
Yu-Hsiu Lien - National Taiwan University, Taiwan (Virtual)

S4-b
R.602

The Technologies of State-making in the India-China Himalayan Borderlands

Convenor	and	Chair:	Ruth Gamble - La Trobe University, Australia

Land Tenure in Tibetan Settlements in India’s Border States
Sonika Gupta - Indian Institute of Technology Madras, India

The Political Ecology of the India-China Border Conflict
Alexander Davis - University of Western Australia, Australia

Rivers of Concrete: The Transformation of the Yarlung Tsangpo (Brahmaputra) River 
Ruth Gamble - La Trobe University, Australia

Documenting Populations in Assam: Defining the ‘Native’ and the ‘Migrant’ 
Anindita Chakrabarty – Mahindra University, India (Virtual)

RCCZ Special Session | 13.45 – 15.30

S4-c
R.612

Russian Koreans in Border Zones: Identity, Culture and Education

Chair:	Kyounghwa Lim – Chung-Ang Univerity, South Korea (Virtual)

Shuttles of the Ethnic Borders: Case of the Mixed Identity of Chagubya and Argubya in Vladivo-
stok
Vadim Akulenko - Far Eastern Federal University, Russia (Virtual)

Sakhalin/Karafuto: Crossing of the Borders, Ideologies and Identities
Svetlana Paichadze - Hokkaido University, Japan (Virtual)
Junyoung Lee - Hokkaido University, Japan (Virtual)

Ethnic Koreans of Kazakhstan Today: Genesis and Evolution of Diasporic Identity
Yefrem Yefremov - Al-Farabi Kazakh National University, Kazakhstan (Virtual)

Session 5  |  16.00 – 17.45

S5-a
R.601

Politics of Gateway: Negotiating Co-existences and Governance across Borders II

Convenor	and	Discussant:	Yuk Wah Chan - City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR (Virtual)
Chair:	Victor Chan – The Hang Seng University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR (Virtual)

Chinese in the Caucasus: Grassroots Encounters in the Periphery
Susanne Fehlings - Goethe University, Germany (Virtual)

To Be or Not To Be? The Plight of Asylum Seekers in East Asia 
Naomi Chi - Hokkaido University, Japan (Virtual)

The Contested Checkpoint:
Brokerage and Negotiated Crossing at the Chinese-Russian Borders
Eva Hung - Hang Seng University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR (Virtual)
Olga Adams	-	Moscow State University, Russia (Virtual)
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S5-b
R.602

Borderlands Redux: Knowledge Production, New Forms of Public Engagement, and the 
Re-Scaling of Border Spaces in Asia 

Chair: Alessandro Rippa - Tallinn University, Estonia (Virtual)

Roundtable Participants
Tina Harris - University of Amsterdam, Netherlands (Virtual)
Jolynna Sinanan - University of Manchester, United Kingdom (Virtual)
Agnieszka Joniak-Lüthi - University of Zurich, Switzerland (Virtual)
Alessandro Rippa - Tallinn University, Estonia (Virtual)

S5-c
R.611

Redefining Citizenship, Trade and Transport: Crossovers & Coexistences in the Indo-Myanmar 
Border Zone

Convenor,	Chair	and	Discussant:	Erik de Maaker - Leiden University, The Netherlands (Virtual)

Negotiating Identity and Mobility Across the Chin State-Mizoram International Border: 
An Analysis of the Free Movement Regime and Its Implications
C.V. Lalmalsawmi - Jawaharlal Nehru University, India (Virtual)

Interpreting Cross-Border Connectivity: The Case of Moreh, Manipur 
Babyrani Yumnam - Binghamton University, State University of New York, United States (Virtual)

Understanding Cross-Border Narratives and Trade at Pangsau in India – Myanmar Border
Juri Gogoi Konwar - Tezpur University, India

Speculating the Frontier City: New Urbanization in Northeast India
Snehashish Mitra - National Institute of Advanced Studies, India

S5-d
R.612

Humanities and Technologies for the sustainable Peace and Co-existence in Contact Zone 
The Long Echo of the Frozen Conflict: Divergent Viewpoints on the Korean War

Chair:	Kyounghwa Lim - Chung-Ang University, South Korea (Virtual)

The Korean War and Stalin’s Calculus: Soviet Strategies before, during and after the War
Vladimir Tikhonov - University of Oslo, Norway (Virtual)

The US Psychological Warfare vis-a-vis the POWs during the Korean War:
an Analysis of Radio Broadcasting and Study Materials from the POW Camps*
Jeon Gapsaeng - Seoul National University, South Korea (Virtual)

Beyond the Boundaries of National Division and Separation:
the Exchanges between the Toronto- based Overseas Koreans’ Society for Facilitating
Separated Families’ Meetings and North Korean Overseas Koreans Assistance Commission*
Han Sunghoon - Yonsei University, South Korea (Virtual)
* Simultaneous interpretation

RCCZ Special Session | 15.30 – 17.00

S5-e
R.605

Roundtable: Art that Retraces Borderlines and Memories

Moderator:	Hangyul Kim – Chung-Ang Univerity, South Korea 

Roundtable Participants
Seok Kyung Han - Artist 
Jinjoo Kim – Artist, Archivist and Curator
Jaeyeon Park – Ajou University, South Korea
Myung ju Kang - Chung-Ang Univerity, South Korea
* Simultaneous interpretation
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Saturday 25 June

Session 6  |  9.00 – 11.00

S6-a
R.601

Migration, Co-existence, Exclusion and Identity

Chair:	Willem van Schendel – University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Understanding the Creation of Borderland Geographies in New Delhi
Shivangi Kaushik - University of Oxford, United Kingdom 

Contentious Borderlands?
Reflections on Co-existence, Belonging, and Shared Histories at the India-Pakistan Border
Philipp Zehmisch - South Asia Institute Heidelberg, Germany
Srishtee Sethi - Lal Bahadur Shastri National Academy of Administration, Mussoorie, India (co-au-
thor)

Comparing Partitions through the Prism of Gender
Benjamin Joinau - Hongik University, South Korea (Virtual)
Anne Castaing – CNRS, France (co-author)

Multiscriptalism in Northeast India:
Script reforms, Script-making and Contested Orthographies in a Borderland Space
Deepak Naorem - University of Delhi, India

Re-placing Borderland/ Re-imagining Home:
Tamil immigrant and Everyday technology used in downtown Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Sorayut Aiemueayut – Chiang Mai University, Thailand

S6-b
R.602

Knowledge-Network-Infrastructure: (dis)Connectivity and Ambiguity of the Borders

Convenor	and	Chair:	Busarin Lertchavalitsakul - Naresuan University, Thailand

Sending Money Back Home:
Banking Digitalization, Myanmar Migrant Workers, and Thailand-Myanmar Border Trade
Akkanut Wantanasombut - Chulalongkorn University, Thailand
A Checkpoint:

Border Bureaucracy and Ambiguous Infrastructure in the Myanmar-Thailand Borderland
Busarin Lertchavalitsakul - Naresuan University, Thailand

Local Responses to BRI-Clustered Projects in Remote Borderlands of Southeast Asia
Lynn Thiesmeyer - Keio University, Japan (Virtual)

Borders in Motion/Living In-Between:
Everyday State-Public Encounters at Chong Chom, a Thai-Cambodian Border Pass
Khathaleeya Liamdee - Institute of Asian Studies, Chulalongkorn University, Thailand

Behind Resistance: How Grassroots Movements Shape the Border Landscapes of Special Eco-
nomic Zones
Ratchada Arpornsilp - Australian National University, Australia

S6-c
R.611

Special Session: Humanities and Technologies for the sustainable Peace and Co-existence in 
Contact Zone: Division and the War 

Chair:	Byungki Kim - Korea University, South Korea 
The Korean Question at the Moscow Conference in 1945 
Kyoung-Hyun Min - Korea University, South Korea 
Ekaterina Nacharova - Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia (Virtual)
Soviet Espionage, Sino-Soviet Relations, and the Outbreak of the Korean War 
Mark Kramer - Harvard University, United States 
Moscow’s Fear of Japan and the Improvised Division of Korea, 1945-1946 
Kathryn Weathersby - Georgetown University, United States 
Two Korean Divisions – The DMZ and Memory 
Michael Devine - Wyoming University, United States (Virtual) 
France and the Korean War
Laurent Quisefit - Bibliothèque Universitaire des Langues et Civilisations, France (Virtual)
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Session 7  |  11.30 – 13.15

S7-a
R.601

Anxious Zones: Opportunity and Anxiety in Asian Borderlands

Convenor	and	Chair:	Mikel J.H. Venhovens - Aarhus University, Denmark (Virtual)

Anxiety or Opportunity: Refugees in the Urbanizing Thailand-Burma Borderland 
Jiraporn Laocharoenwong - Chulalongkorn University, Thailand (Virtual)

Making ‘No Man’s Lands’: Global War Infrastructures and Remoteness across China-Burma-In-
dia in the Mid-20th Century
Aditya Kiran Kakati – International Institute for Asian Studies (IIAS), The Netherlands (Virtual)

De Facto-ness: Tangible Uncertainty in the Semi-Recognized Borderlands of Abkhazia
Mikel J.H. Venhovens - Aarhus University, Denmark (Virtual)

The Panacea for Territorial Anxiety: (Re)Construction of Indonesian Border Checkpoints 
(2015-Present)
Sindhunata Hargyono - Northwestern University, United States (Virtual)

S7-b
R.602

Borders in Motion in Frontier Zones I

Convenor	and	Chair:	Martin van der Velde - Radboud University Nijmegen, The Netherlands

Transnational Labour Migration: A Multi-Scalar Perspective on Cross-Border Labour Market 
Regions
Martin van der Velde - Radboud University Nijmegen, The Netherlands

Transition from a ‘Frontier’ to a ‘Border’ 
Shubhanginee Singh - Jawaharlal Nehru University, India

Cross-Border Interaction in the Context of Border Region Development in Krayan, Kalimantan, 
Indonesia whilst Garuda is in my Chest
Lidya Sitohang - Radboud University Nijmegen, The Netherlands

RCCZ Special Session | 11.30 – 13.15

S7-c
R.611

History in Borderlands and Contact Zones

Experience in Contact Zones and Multiple Identities of Kim Maria in the Late Korean Empire 
under the Rule Japanese Imperialism
Hyeon-Jin Kim - The Independence Hall of Korea, South Korea

A study on the space for the formation of Korean’s public opinion in Incheon from the 1920s to 
the Mid-1930s: Focusing on Aegwan, Kabukijwa and Incheon Public Hall
So-hyun Jeong - Bupyeong Cultural Center, South Korea

Commemoration and Memorial Service for Koreans who Died in the War and Policy to Produce 
Japanese Loyal Subjects during the General Mobilization System (1937-1945)
Sung-Hwan Jang - Chung-Ang University, South Korea

Rethinking The Social Responsibility of an Architect: Words and Works of Chung Gu-yon
Man Joong Kim - Binghamton University, United States
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RCCZ Special Session | 11.30 – 13.15

S7-d
R.612

China and Border Question

An analysis of the Border Demarcation between China and Three Central Asian Countries after 
Dissolution of the Soviet Union, 1991-2011: Focusing ‘Separatism’ Problem and Disputed Areas
Chul-Hyun Park - Kookmin University, South Korea (Virtual)

Restored Korean Ethnicity and China’s Post-Socialist Local Development in mid-1970s and 
1980s: Yanbian Koreans in Perspective
Woo Park - Hansung University, South Korea (Virtual)

The Social Foundation of Local Development in Chian after Reform and Opening-up: Restored 
Mobilities in the Border between Hong Kong and Shenzhen
Jongsuk Yoon - The Univeristy of Seoul, South Korea (Virtual)

RCCZ Special Session | 11.30 – 13.15

S7-e
R.605

Women’s Liberation and The Territories of Women in the 1980s

Interpreting the “Korean Housework Movement” as a ‘Contemporary Text’
Kim Minji - Seoul National Univeristy, South Korea 

The Integration of Women’s magazine and the Publications of Woman’s studies and Feminist 
Movements: Focusing on Housewives and Daily Practice of “home bildung”
Hong Jihye - Sungkyunkwan Univeristy, South Korea

The Imagery and Meaning of Urban Poor Women in Women’s Magazines in the 1980s
Choi Eun-ah - Sungkyunkwan Univeristy, South Korea 

The Denied Sexual Self-Determination and a Strange Peace: An Analysis of Kim In-suk’s The 
Long Night and Quickly Approaching Morning
Lee Hannah - Dongguk Univeristy, South Korea 
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Session 8  |  14.15 – 16.00

S8-a
R.601

Technologies at the Periphery: Borders, Materialities and Culture

Convenor	and	Chair:	Khetrimayum Monish Singh - The Centre for Internet and Society, India (Virtual)
Making Borders Smart: Electronic Surveillance and Fluid Borders in Assam
Khetrimayum Monish Singh - The Centre for Internet and Society, India (Virtual)
Memes Beyond Borders: Understanding the Virality of Bangladeshi Meme Content in Assam
Sagorika Singha - Sarai, Centre for the Study of Developing Societies, India (Virtual)
Culture as Content, Content as Culture: Tracing the Korean Wave in Manipur
Sylvia Sagolsem - University of Delhi, India (Virtual)

S8-b
R.602

Borders in Motion in Frontier Zones II

Convenor	and	Chair:	Martin van der Velde - Radboud University Nijmegen, The Netherlands

Tourism and The Development of Migrant Borderless Zone in Malaysia; A Study in Kinabalu 
Park Area, Sabah
Nur Widiyanto - Ambarrukmo Tourism Institute, Indonesia
Emanuela Agra - Ambarrukmo Tourism Institute, Indonesia (co-author)

Border(ing) between Human Conditions:  Indonesia’s Response to Boat Refugees
Ainul Fajri - Radboud University Nijmegen, The Netherlands

The Immigrants-City Spatial Relationship: A Preliminary Research Experiment in the Chi-
na-Myanmar Borderlands
Tingshu Zhu - Mahidol University, Thailand (Virtual)

Borderland Solidarity, Underground Networks, and the Politically Unthinkable in Kachinland 
Emily Hong - Haverford College, United States (Virtual)

S8-c
R.611

Co-Existing Ethnicities and (Co-Existing) Materiality on the Northern Asian Borderlands

Convenor:	Aurore Dumont - Centre national de la recherche scientifique (CNRS), France (Virtual) 
Chair:	Anne Dalles Marechal – Groupe Sociétés, Religions, Laïcités , France (Virtual)

Changing Perceptions of Ethnicity on the Sino-Mongolian and Sino-Russian Borderlands 
Aurore Dumont - Centre national de la recherche scientifique (CNRS), France (Virtual)

“(Re)Creation of Visible “Ethnic Identities” amongst the Hezhe in China and the Nanaï in Rus-
sia: A Comparative Study of Cultural Heritage Processes
Anne Dalles Marechal – Groupe Sociétés, Religions, Laïcités , France (Virtual)

The Buryat ‘Three Manly Games’ in Three Non-Buryat Nation States: Traditional Sports’ Role in 
Shaping a Transborder Minority’s Groups’ Identities and Materialities
Stefan Krist - Inner Mongolia University, China (Virtual)
Baigal Khuasai - National University of Mongolia, Mongolia (Virtual)
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RCCZ Special Session | 14.15 – 16:00

S8-d
R.612

Crossing-Borders with K-Culture

Is Hallyu Truly Globalized?: Revisiting UK Based Consumption of Korean Culture
Dongjoon Lee - Hongik University, South Korea

Gender Constructions in Korean Pop Music and their Implications for Gender Identity
Negotiation among Korean Language Learners in the United Kingdom
Soyoon Park - York St. John University, United Kingdom

Dialogues Beyond Borders: K-pop Fans’ Multilingual Practices and Glocal Identity Construction
Suok Kwon - Indiana University, South Korea

K-Pop in China in the Mobile Internet Period
Aimee Meicheng Sun - Nanyang Technological University, Singapore

RCCZ Special Session | 14.15 – 16:00

S8-e
R.605

The Future of the International Monetary System and Borderless Economic World

Chair:	Jihoon Park – Chung-Ang University, South Korea

The Possibility and Limitations of RMB Globalisation: The Nature of Money and Social Trust
Kyuteg Lim - Korea University, South Korea

The policy paradigm of Financial Regulation and the Ontology of Financial Markets 
Jaehwan Jung - Ulsan University, South Korea

China’s “Belt and Road Initiative” Strategy and Domestic Politics: A Discourse Analysis of 
People’s Daily 
Yulbin Lee - Sungkyunkwan University, South Korea

Session 9 | 18.30 – 21.00

S9-a
R.605

Film Screening & Conversation – Comfort*

Moderator:	Yun-Jong Lee – Hankyong National University, South Korea
Director:		Emmanuel Moonchil Park 
Woohyung Chon – RCCZ, South Korea
* Simultaneous interpretation
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Special Events

Thursday 23 June
Keynote Speech

17.45 – 18.45
Rm.605

Whose Borders and Borders for Whom? : Durand Line, Oder-Neisse Line, and Korean DMZ

Yongku Cha	–	Professor	in	the	Department	of	History,	Chung-Ang	University

After	World	War	II,	the	people	of	India	and	Korea	celebrated	their	liberation	from	the	imperial	powers	of	Great	Brit-

ain	and	Japan.	Meanwhile,	Nazi	Germany	had	been	occupied	by	the	victorious	Allies:	the	United	States,	Great	Britain,	

France,	and	the	Soviet	Union.	Liberation	and	occupation	brought	about	totally	different	types	of	feelings.	Koreans	and	

Indians	rejoiced	at	their	liberation,	while	defeated	Germany	worried	about	their	survival.	

New Borders:	However,	the	imposition	of	borders	was	a	concern	for	all	three	countries	(India,	Korea,	and	Germany).	Lib-

erated	countries	like	India	and	Korea	were	divided	by	‘new	borders’:	the	Radcliffe	Line	and	the	38th	Parallel,	respectively.	

I say ‘new’ borders as borders had, historically, been an unfamiliar concept to Indian and Korean citizens. Ally-occupied 

Germany	also	got	a	‘new’	border:	the	Oder–Neisse	Line,	which	became	the	Polish–German	border.	All	three	borders	were	

newly created after World War II, and elicited an affective dimension of traumatic experience, hate, and lamentation.

Comparative Perspective:	What	these	three	borders	have	in	common	is	that	they	were	created	not	by	the	countries	

in which the border existed, but by foreign powers. The Radcliffe Line between India and Pakistan was, as the name 

suggests, demarcated in red ink by a British lawyer, Sir Cyril Radcliffe, who had never been to India before (and never 

returned	to	India	after	doing	his	job	to	create	the	border,	which	only	took	five	weeks).	On	the	eve	of	Great	Britain’s	retreat	

from India, British Imperial power had arbitrarily drawn the border and decided the fate of millions of people.

The Oder–Neisse Line has a similar but more dramatic history. Stalin claimed Poland’s eastern borderlands (the Polish 

provinces	east	of	the	so-called	Curzon	Line)	as	a	kind	of	souvenir	of	the	war	and	shifted	the	borders	of	the	USSR	250	

kilometers to the west. He had reconstituted Poland’s borders to suit his needs. As compensation for territorial losses, 

Stalin	promised	to	the	Poles	the	conquered	‘German’	lands	east	of	the	Oder	and	Neisse	rivers	(Pomerania	and	Silesia).	

This	is	how	the	German–Polish	border	moved	west	200	kilometers,	thus	moving	Poland	decisively	westward	(Westver-

schiebung). Poland’s case shows that the delineation of borders can precede the state-building process.

The Korean Peninsula was divided neither by colonial power nor a warring country. In August 1945, the two Allies (the 

United	States	and	the	Soviet	Union)	that	had	liberated	colonial	Korea	agreed	to	share	control	over	the	Peninsula.	Korea,	

which	had	celebrated	its	liberation	from	decades-long	Japanese	occupation,	was	neither	a	colony	of	the	USA	or	the	So-

viet	Union,	nor	an	enemy	of	them.	Two	occupying	powers	brought	about	the	division	of	Korea,	a	liberated	country,	into	

two zones. This became a terrible burden for future generations living on the Korean Peninsula.

To	sum	up,	the	abovementioned	borders	were	created	by	foreign	powers;	they	were	drawn	up	without	those	powers	

seeking the consent of people who had lived there for centuries. This unilateral decision elicited considerable public 

resentment in the respective communities.

Postcolonial borders:	The	1945	partition	of	the	Korean	Peninsula	along	the	38th	Parallel,	and	the	Korean	War	(1950–53)	

led to the displacement and separation of up to 10 million family units. The war killed at least 2.5 million people. The ar-

mistice	that	ended	that	war	left	the	peninsula	divided	much	as	before,	with	a	demilitarized	zone	(DMZ)	running	roughly	

along the 38th Parallel. The 1947 partition of India displaced more than 10 million people along religious lines, triggering 
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one	of	the	largest	population	movements	in	history.	Four	million	Germans	had	been	expelled	from	Poland’s	‘regained/

recovered territories’ (Ziemie Odzyskane). I will refrain from speaking about the inhuman and degrading treatment 

of	German,	Indian,	Pakistani,	and	Korean	refugees.	Postcolonial	borders	caused	severe	trauma	to	all	involved,	and	the	

ramifications of their establishment come back to haunt citizens of the affected countries through conflicts, violence, 

and hostilities.

It has been asserted that the Western powers aimed to create a buffer zone between two deadly rivals. For centuries be-

fore	the	1945	division,	however,	Korea	was	a	single,	unified	state,	ruled	by	the	Goryeo	(918–1392)	and	Joseon	dynasties	

(1392–1910). Because there were in fact no South and North Koreans, Koreans did not need a buffer zone. On the Indian 

subcontinent,	Hindus,	Muslims,	and	Sikhs	lived	separately	but	peacefully	together	for	centuries,	until	Britain	employed	

the	‘divide	and	conquer’	strategy.	Before	Hitler’s	invasion	of	Poland	(1939),	Germans	living	in	Poland	and	Polish	people	

expressed no antagonistic nationalism toward each other. 

A buffer zone for whom? The ideological (communist and capitalist) and geopolitical goals of the three great Allied 

powers created the new borders during the turbulent times of World War II.

Center and periphery:	However,	the	new	governments	that	had	been	established	after	World	War	II,	such	as	those	of	

South	and	North	Korea,	India	and	Pakistan,	and	Germany	and	Poland,	also	had	their	own	border	policies;	border	issues	

became politicized. The authoritarian regimes and political elites of North and South Korea continued to use border 

issues to enhance their political power, as did nationalist Pakistanis and Indians. 

Even before the war was over, Poland had already begun to set up, in April 1945, Polish boundary posts along the Oder 

and Neisse rivers, accompanied by border closures and relentless communist propaganda against the aggressive and 

expansionist	Germany.	In	West	Germany,	expellees	(Heimatvertriebene)	gave	their	votes	to	the	conservative	parties,	

denying the new frontier and asserting their right to ‘lost’ territories. To borrow Franck Billé’s phrasing, this could be 

labeled “territorial phantom pains.”

“Border thinking” in the post–Cold War era:	With	regard	to	the	Oder–Neisse	Line,	international	and	domestic	factors	

prevented	the	border’s	formal	recognition	until	German	reunification	on	October	3rd,	1990	–	that	is	to	say,	official	rec-

ognition of Oder–Neisse Line as Poland’s legitimate and inviolate border did not take place until 45 years after the end 

of World War II.

From	the	year	2000	on,	inter-Korean	summits	took	place	5	times:	in	2000,	2007,	and	2018	(three	times).	The	symbolic	

cross-border	cooperation	of	the	Mount	Kumgang	tour	program	and	Kaesong	Industrial	Zone	(KIZ)	is	born	out	of	post–

Cold War transformations.

As seen above, the history of borders—their emergence and management, and cooperation regarding them—has been 

connected with international relations and ‘made’ by political discourses and institutions, media, and school textbooks. 

Traditional	concepts	of	the	border	define	it	as	a	static,	unchanging	feature.	However,	as	Vladimir	Kolossov	and	James	

Scott have argued in their article published in 2013, “borders are not only semi-permanent institutions but are also 

non-finalizable processes.” Additionally, “the shifting character of state borders themselves” reflects non-finalizable 

makings and remakings of political boundaries. Therefore, we should not give up on the possibility of transforming the 

Korean	Demilitarized	Zone	into	the	Peace	&	Life	Zone,	as	borders	are	constantly	being	created,	confirmed,	and	chal-

lenged.

Pandora’s box:	I	would	not	dare	to	make	a	moral	judgment	here	on	the	borders	that	Western	powers	drew	on	the	world	

political	map.	Germans,	Indians,	Pakistanis,	Bangladeshis,	and	South	and	North	Koreans,	on	whom	I	focused,	are	still	

facing	a	double	burden	when	it	comes	to	borders:	(1)	they	never	consented	to	the	drawing	up	of	these	borders,	and	(2)	

the lives and futures of people living on these borders are defined by these borders. I suggest that border studies should 

take the phenomenon of the double burden of borders into consideration in the future.
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누구를 위한 누구의 국경인가?

래드클리프 선, 오데르-나이세 선 그리고 한국의 DMZ

차용구(중앙대 역사학과)

제2차 세계 대전 이후 인도와 한국인들은 제국주의 열강인 영국과 일본으로부터 해방된 것을 경축했다. 반면 나치 독일

은 승전국인 미국, 영국, 프랑스,   소련 연합군에 의해 점령되었다. 해방과 점령은 전혀 다른 감정을 불러일으켰다. 한국과 인

도는 해방의 기쁨을 누렸지만 패전국 독일은 생존을 걱정해야만 했다.

새로운/낯선 국경: 하지만 ‘국경’과의 조우로 이 세 나라(인도, 한국, 독일)들은 비슷한 운명을 겪게 되었다. 해방국인 인

도와 한국은 래드클리프 선과 38선이라는 ‘새로운 국경’으로 나뉘었다. 국경은 인도와 한국인들에게 생소한 개념이었기 때문

에 ‘새로운’ 국경이라는 표현이 보다 적절할 수 있다. 연합군이 점령한 독일에도 폴란드-독일의 ‘새로운’ 국경인 오데르-나이

세 선(Oder-Neisse Line)이 만들어졌다. 이 세 국경선은 모두 제2차 세계 대전 이후 새로이 창조되었으며, 트라우마, 혐오, 

애통과 같은 ‘감정의 영역’으로 치환되었다. 

비교적 관점: 세 국경선의 공통점은 당사국이 아닌 외세에 의해 국경이 설정되었다는 사실이다. 인도와 파키스탄의 분단

을 고착화시킨 래드클리프 선은 그 이름이 암시하듯 영국의 법률가 시릴 래드클리프 경(Sir Cyril Radcliffe)이 지도에 그었던 

빨간 잉크로 ‘획정’되었다. 인도를 처음 방문하여 단지 5주간 머물렀던 그는 이후 다시는 인도를 찾지 않았다고 한다. 대영제

국은 인도에서 철수하기 직전에 수백만 명의 운명을 결정할 국경을 자의적으로 그어버렸다.

오데르-나이세 선은 래드클리프 선과 유사하면서도 더 극적인 맥락을 보여준다. 스탈린은 폴란드와 소련의 접경지역[커

즌 선(Curzon Line)의 동쪽에 위치한 폴란드 지역]을 마치 전리품인 양 주장하면서 소련의 국경을 서쪽으로 250km 이동시

켰다. 그는 자신의 이해관계를 위해 폴란드 국경을 재설정했다. 스탈린은 그 대신 폴란드인들에게 영토 손실에 대한 보상으

로 승전을 통해 점령했던 오데르강과 나이세강 동쪽의 ‘독일’ 땅(포메라니아와 실레지아)을 약속했다. 이에 독일-폴란드 국

경은 서쪽으로 200km 이동하게 되었고, 폴란드의 영토가 동쪽에서 서쪽으로 이동하게 되었다(Westverschiebung). 이는 국

경의 설정이 국가 건설 과정에서 선행할 수 있음을 보여주는 사례라 할 수 있다.

한반도에서의 양상은 인도나 독일과는 다른 방식으로 진행되었다. 한국은 제국주의 세력이나 교전 당사국에 의해 분단

되지 않았다. 두 연합국(미국과 소련)은 1945년 8월 해방된 한국을 분할통치하는 데에 합의했다. 수십 년에 걸친 일제 강점으

로부터 해방을 맞이한 한국은 미국과 소련의 식민지도 아니었고 적은 더더욱 아니었다. 두 점령 세력은 해방을 맞이했던 한

국을 두 지역으로 나누었고, 이는 한반도의 후대에 지독한 부담을 안겨주는 분단으로 귀결되었다.

요컨대 위에서 언급한 국경들은 외세에 의해 형성되었다. 그들은 수세기 동안 그 지역에 터전을 잡고 살았던 주민들의 

동의를 구하지 않고 자의적으로 국경을 획정하였다. 이러한 일방적인 결정은 각 지역사회의 격렬한 분노를 불러일으킬 수

밖에 없었다.

탈식민 시기의 국경: 1945년 38선을 따라 한반도가 분단되었고 이후 일어난 한국 전쟁(1950~53)은 거의 천만 명에 이

르는 이산가족을 만들어냈다. 전쟁으로 인한 사망자도 최소 250만 명으로 추정된다. 휴전협정으로 전쟁은 끝났지만 38선

을 따라 비무장지대(DMZ)가 형성되면서 한반도는 분단 시대를 맞게 되었다. 1947년 인도와 파키스탄의 분리 독립은 그들

의 종교에 따라 천만 명 이상의 사람들을 강제 이주시켰고, 그 규모는 인류 역사상 가장 많은 인구 이동 중 하나로 기록될 정

도였다. 또한 400만명 이상의 독일인들도 폴란드의 ‘수복 영토(Ziemie Odzyskane)’에서 추방되었다. 여기에서는 독일, 인

도, 파키스탄, 한국 난민들에 대한 비인간적이고 굴욕적인 처우에 대해서는 언급하지 않을 것이다. 중요한 점은 탈식민 시

기의 국경은 관련된 모든 사람들에게 심각한 트라우마를 안겨 주었고, 그로 인한 갈등·폭력·적대감이 이들을 끊임없이 괴

롭혔다는 것이다.

서구 열강들이 적대 관계에 있던 국가들 사이에 완충 지대를 만들고자 했다는 주장이 제기된 바 있다. 그러나 1945년 분

단 이전의 수세기 동안 한국은 고려(918~1392)와 조선 왕조(1392~1910)가 통치했던 단일한 통일 국가였다. 남과 북이라

는 구분이 없었기 때문에 완충 지대가 필요하지 않았던 것이다. 인도 아대륙(Indian subcontinent)에서는 힌두교도, 무슬

림, 시크교도가 각자 분리되어 생활하기는 했지만 대영제국이 ‘분리 통치’ 전략을 채택하기 이전 수세기 동안 평화롭게 공존
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하고 있었다. 역시 히틀러의 폴란드 침공(1939) 이전에는 폴란드에 거주하는 독일인과 폴란드인들은 서로를 향해 적대적인 민

족주의를 드러내지 않았다.

그렇다면 완충 지대가 진정으로 필요했을지 의문이 들 수밖에 없다. 과연 누구를 위한 완충 지대였는가? ‘빅3’ 연합국의 이념

(공산주의와 자본주의)과 지정학적 이해관계가 2차 세계대전이라는 격동의 시기에 새로운 국경을 만들어냈던 것이다!

중심과 주변: 그러나 남한과 북한, 인도와 파키스탄, 독일과 폴란드와 같이 2차 세계 대전 이후 수립된 새로운 정부들 역시 그

들 자신을 위한 국경 정책을 펼쳤다. 국경 문제가 정치 이슈로 환원되었던 것이다. 파키스탄과 인도의 민족주의자들이 그러했듯

이 북한과 남한의 독재정권과 정치 지도자들은 자신들의 정치 권력을 강화하기 위해 국경 문제를 지속적으로 이용했다.

심지어 폴란드에서는 전쟁이 끝나기도 전인 1945년 4월 오데르-나이세강을 따라 폴란드 국경 경계석이 세워졌으며, 국경 

폐쇄와 더불어 공산당 선전활동을 통해 공격적 독일 팽창주의에 대한 적대감을 부추겼다. 서독에서는 강제 추방자들(Heimat-

vertriebene)이 보수 정당을 지지하면서 새로 획정된 경계를 거부하고 ‘빼앗긴’ 영토에 대한 권리를 주장했다. 이는 Franck Billé

의 표현을 빌리면, 신체 일부가 상실되었지만 여전히 통증을 느끼는 것과 같은 “영토의 환상통(territorial phantom pains)”이

라 할 수 있다.

탈냉전 시대의 “경계 사유(border thinking)”: 독일은 국내외적 요인으로 인해 오데르-나이세 국경선을 1990년 10월 3일 독

일이 재통일될 때까지 공식적으로 인정하지 않았다. 제2차 세계대전이 종식되고 45년이 흐른 뒤에서야 합법적이고 불가침적인 

국경선으로서 인정했던 것이다.

한반도에서는 2000년 이후 남북정상회담이 2000년, 2007년, 2018년에 걸쳐 총 다섯 차례 열렸다. 금강산 관광사업과 개성

공업지구(KIZ)로 상징되는 초국경 협력은 탈냉전 시대가 도래하면서 이루어질 수 있었다.

앞서 살펴본 바와 같이 국경의 역사는 그 출현과 획정, 공조라는 측면에서 국제관계와 결부되어 있으며, 정치담론과 제도, 

언론 그리고 교과서에 의해 ‘만들어진’ 것이라 할 수 있다. 전통적으로 국경이라는 개념은 고정적이며 불변적인 것으로 정의되었

다. 그러나 2013년 블라디미르 콜로소프(Vladimir Kolossov)와 제임스 스콧(James Scott)이 주장한 바와 같이 “국경은 반영구

적인 제도이면서 확정될 수 없는 과정”이라 할 수 있다. 나아가 “국경의 가변성”은 정치적 경계선이 형성되고 재형성되는 것을 

가능하게 한다. 이러한 국경의 역동성과 (재)구성성은 우리에게 한반도의 비무장지대(DMZ)가 평화와 생명의 장(Peace & Life 

Zone)으로 탈바꿈할 수 있다는 희망을 갖게 해준다. 국경은 만들어지는 것(borderscape)이지 고정적인 것이 아니기 때문이다. 

판도라의 상자: 이 자리에서 서구 열강이 세계 정치 지형도에 그려놓은 국경선 획정에 대한 도덕적 판단을 내리지는 않으려 

한다. 단지 독일인, 인도인, 파키스탄인, 방글라데시인, 남한과 북한인들이 여전히 ‘국경의 이중 부담’을 지고 있음을 강조하고자 

한다. 즉, 당사자들이 이 국경 획정에 결코 동의하지 않았다는 것, 그리고 국경지대에 살아가는 사람들의 삶과 미래가 이러한 국

경에 달려있다는 것이다. 앞으로의 국경 연구는 이러한 ‘국경의 이중 부담’을 고려해야 할 것이다.

한글 번역: 고반석 (중앙대 역사학과) 

Yongku Cha	 is	a	professor	of	History	Department	and	Global	Border	Studies	 (GBS)	at	Chung-Ang	University	 in	

Seoul,	Korea.	His	main	research	and	teaching	interests	focus	on	border	history	in	Medieval	Europe.	He	has	pub-

lished,	among	other	papers,	“Discourse	on	Borderland	History	between	German	and	Polish	Historians”,	“From	‘Fron-

tier’	to	‘Contact	Zones’:	Eastern	Border	Studies	in	the	German	Historiography	of	the	Twentieth	Century”,	and	his	

most	recent	book	History	of	Borders:	Adopting	the	Borderscape	as	Method	(2022).
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Friday 24 June

Special Session I

Humanities and Technologies for the sustainable Peace 

and Co-existence in Contact Zone

16.00 – 17.45

Rm. 612

ABRN and RCCZ will host two special sessions on 24 and 25 June to encourage cross-disciplinary dialogues and 

scholarly discussions on sustainable peace and co-existence in contact zones in and beyond the Korean context.

THE LONG ECHO OF THE FROZEN CONFLICT: DIVERGENT VIEWPOINT ON THE KOREAN WAR 

(SEE THE ABSTRACTS SECTION FOR DETAILED INFORMATION)

Saturday 25 June

Special Session II

Humanities and Technologies for the sustainable Peace 

and Co-existence in Contact Zone

9.00 – 11.00

Rm. 611

ABRN and RCCZ will host two special sessions on 24 and 25 June to encourage cross-disciplinary dialogues and 

scholarly discussions on sustainable peace and co-existence in contact zones in and beyond the Korean context.
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RCCZ Special Sessions

ABRN and RCCZ will host various special local sessions and activities throughout the conference. The RCCZ special 

sessions will take place at room 605 and 612.  These will include not only the academic presentations on the past 

and current affairs in Asian borderlands, such as dialogues between western and eastern philosophies, Russian-Ko-

rean communities, and the international monetary circulation, but also two film screenings on the issues of Korean 

military sexual slaves to the Imperial Japanese Army during World War II and a North Korean defector, followed by 

directors’	talks,	a	roundtable	discussion	on	the	ongoing	war	in	Ukraine	and	its	impact	on	Asian	politics	and	societ-

ies, forums on the globalization of Korean cultures, and a roundtable forum on the rise of Border Art and its broad 

significance with artists and art historians.

(SEE THE ABSTRACTS SECTION FOR DETAILED INFORMATION)

Thursday 23 June
10.00-13.00 Rm. 605
Film Screening & Conversation - Shadow Flowers

13:15-14:45 Rm. 612
Special Roundtable: War in Ukraine and its Impact on Asia (Online)

15:30-17:15 Rm. 612
A Discourse Between West and East through Aristotelian Philosophy (Online)

16.00-16.50 Rm. 605
[Culture Talk] Global Borders and Linguistic Human Rights in Contemporary Korean Literature (Online)
 
Friday 24 June
10:30-11:30 Rm. 612
Korean DNA for Future

13:45-15:30 Rm. 612
Russian Koreans in Border Zones: Identity, Culture and Education (Online) 

15:30-17:00 Rm. 605 
Roundtable: Art that Retraces Borderlines and Memories

Saturday 25 June
11:30- 13:15 Rm. 605
Graduate Seminar:  Women’s Liberation and the Territories of Women in the 1980s

11:30- 13:15 Rm. 611
Graduate Seminar: History in Borderlands and Contact Zones

11:30- 13:15 Rm. 612
China and Border Question (Online)

14:15-16:00 Rm. 612
Crossing-Borders with K-Culture (Online)

14:15-16:00 Rm. 605
The Future of the International Monetary System and Borderless Economic World

18:30- 21:00 Rm. 605
Film Screening & Conversation - Comfort
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Abstracts

Thursday 23 June
Session 0

10.00-13.00

S0   10.00-13.00   Room 605

RCCZ SPECIAL SESSION:

FILM SCREENING & CONVERSATION - SHADOW FLOWERS*

Moderator:	Jee-Nee Jun	-	Hankyong	National	University,	South	Korea

Director:	Seungjun Lee

Actor:	Ryunhee Kim

A documentary film was released in October 2021. Shadow Flowers is a documentary of the struggle for the return 

of	North	Korean	defector	KIM	Ryunhee,	who	entered	South	Korea	11	years	ago.	In	the	process	of	her	defection,	her	

passport was taken away and confiscated in South Korea for 11 years of her stateless life. The absence of a passport 

symbolizes her inability to prove herself in the international community, which is why she has no choice but to live 

within certain boundaries, whether she has arrived or not. While planning this documentary film in 2015, the ending 

scene	that	director	YI	Seungjun	expected	was	KIM	Ryunhee	in	Pyongyang.	However,	after	the	film	was	over,	the	di-

rector	and	the	KIM	Ryunhee	appeared	on	stage	and	talked	about	the	film,	so	she	was(is)	not	in	Pyongyang	yet.	After	

the	screening,	film	critic	JUN	Jeenee	will	host	a	cine	talk	with	director	LEE	Seungjun	and	KIM	Ryunhee.

* Simultaneous interpretation

Thursday 23 June
Session 1

13.15 – 15.00

S1-A   13.15 – 15.00   Room 601

BEYOND EXCEPTION: THE CHINESE “ZONE” AS EXPORT MODEL ACROSS ASIAN BORDERLANDS I

Convenor	and	Chair:	Alessandro Rippa	-	Tallinn	University,	Estonia

Discussant: Timothy Oakes	-	University	of	Colorado	Boulder,	United	States

Since Aihwa Ong’s (2006) famous intervention, the debate on development zones in Asia has system-

atically	engaged	with	the	issue	of	“exception.”	More	recently,	with	the	expansion	of	Chinese	influence	across	the	

region special zones have also been interpreted as an extension of Chinese power abroad and as the spearhead of 

the Belt and Road Initiative’s “debt-trap diplomacy.” At the same time, several studies have demonstrated that SEZs 

across Asia’s borderlands are not only sites of exceptional governance but also particular state tools that function 

as technologies of territorialization in areas deemed remote and previously inaccessible for state authorities (Nyiri 

2012, Rippa 2019). 

Against this backdrop, this panel engages with the emergent role of the Chinese zone as a medium through 

which China seeks to export its development model(s). In particular, papers in this panel follow the development of 

the Chinese zone from a space designed to attract foreign capital for domestic development, to one that serves the 
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purposes of exporting not only capital, but also models of governance, technological innovation and surveillance, 

but also planning and civilization. In China, many SEZs scattered around the country have become incubators for 

Chinese companies with international aspirations. Abroad, Chinese zones reflect and disseminate a particular mod-

el of development, while setting up favorable conditions for Chinese companies to operate internationally. Rather 

than “exception,” then, what seems to define today’s zones across Asian borderlands is their aspiration to particular 

models of planning, well visible in the ways in which such zones are designed, branded, and marketed. It is through 

such processes that the “zone” maintains its powerful promises of speedy development.

Engaging with this approach, papers in this panel will discuss the following themes:

•	Temporality:	zones	are	eminently	ephemeral	and	transition	is	one	of	their	key	aspects.

•		Transnationalism:		ethnographic	moments	of	encounter	between	a	particular	“Chinese”	model	and	 local	

ideas of development, environmental sensitivities, and socio-political power structure in 

particular trans-border contexts.

•	Models:		the	zone	as	a	design	model,	and	the	role	that	particular	branding	efforts	play	in	its	development	

across culturally and politically diverse regions.

•	Infrastructure:		the	tension	between	what	 is	 laid	down	 initially	as	a	zone	 infrastructure	and	the	material	

outcomes that often diverge significantly from the original plan.

•	Zone-City:		a	critical	approach	to	the	zone	as	a	new	form	of	urbanism.

•	Technology:		the	zone	as	a	space	designed	for	technological	innovation,	but	also	as	a	site	of	experimenta-

tion with new surveillance technology.

Technical Experts and the Production of China’s Airport Economic Demonstration Zones

Max Hirsh –	University	of	Hong	Kong,	Hong	Kong	SAR

Recent	scholarly	work	on	China	has	devoted	much	attention	to	policy	directives	that	aim	to	export	a	“China	Mod-

el”	of	 infrastructure-led	urban	and	regional	development	to	emerging	economies	 in	Asia,	Africa,	and	the	Middle	

East. Less attention has been paid to the origins of those infrastructure models, which form the centerpiece of the 

Chinese government’s Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). This paper addresses that gap by studying the development 

of China’s airport infrastructure from the 1980s to the present. Focusing on the rise of so-called “Airport Economic 

Demonstration Zones,” it posits aviation as an insightful lens for framing the multidirectional processes by which in-

frastructural and urban planning expertise was imported into China from Europe, Japan, and North America during 

the	post-Mao	period	of	Opening	Up	and	Reform.	Drawing	on	fieldwork	conducted	at	airports	in	Beijing,	Hong	Kong,	

and Shanghai—as well as on expert interviews with architects, planners, and engineers—the essay argues that 

an analysis of the transnational origins of China’s infrastructural expertise can help us to better conceptualize the 

processes	by	which	the	“China	Model”	of	infrastructure-led	urban	development	is	currently	being	exported	abroad.

Khorgos: Branding, Expectations and “Civilization” in a Chinese-Kazakh Zone

Verena La Mela	-	University	of	Zurich,	Switzerland

The large shopping complexes, two-lane highways and high-tech surveillance systems of the “International Centre 

of Boundary Cooperation” (in short ICBC but in Kazakhstan usually referred to as “Khorgos”) give it the appearance 

of a small but growing Chinese town. However, the visa-free shopping and tourist zone sits right on the Sino-Kazakh 

border and is accessible from both countries which administer it at the same time.

The construction of Khorgos in 2013 raised high expectations among the local population in Kazakhstan. 

People	imagined	a	free	trade	zone	and	were	disappointed	that	trading	there	came	at	higher	costs	than	expected:	

“They	say	that	the	bazaar	we	used	to	go	to	in	Khorgos	is	still	there.	Usually	big	trucks	go	there	now.	And	people	do	

not	go	there	because	they	have	to	pay	for	it.	It	is	not	for	free.”	Like	Nuriya,	the	Uyghur	trader	quoted	above,	many	

other	 local	actors	were	disappointed	by	the	promises	made	about	the	zone:	 infrastructure	was	built	slower	than	

expected	or	was	poorly	planned,	official	rules	and	regulations	frequently	changed	and	access	to	resources	within	

the zone was not distributed equally.
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Despite	these	disappointments	Kazakhs	and	Uyghurs	in	Khorgos	often	discuss	the	arrival	of	“civilization”	

in connection to Khorgos and the new technology arriving from China. In my paper I trace the recent history of the 

Khorgos	free	trade	zone	through	several	interviews	conducted	in	loco	with	small-scale	traders	and	zone	officials	and	

discuss to what extent we may call the Chinese zone a model of “civilization.”

Camp Zone: The Xinjiang Model of Interlinked Safe Cities and Coercive Industrial Parks

Darren Byler -	University	of	Colorado	Boulder,	United	States

Since the “People’s War on Terror” began in China in 2014, Xinjiang has become a special borderland zone for secu-

rity technology development and textile manufacturing. In order to develop this new production zone, state author-

ities have partnered with private industry to build an integrated web of “safe city” surveillance projects that uses a 

“Xinjiang	Model”	of	policing	to	restrict	the	movement	of	targeted	borderland	populations.	This	security	system	is	

supported	by	hundreds	of	punitive	internment	camps	where	Turkic	Muslims	deemed	“pre-criminal”	are	reeducated	

before being sent to work in adjacent industrial parks. A 2019 government document describes the camp system as 

a new “carrier” of the Xinjiang economy. It credits them with attracting numerous private companies to relocate in 

“satellite” factories in the industrial parks. These parks, built as part of the SEZ of Kashgar, the cross-border SEZ of 

Khorgos and elsewhere in the region as part of Eastern China “pairing assistance” programs, offer state-subsidized 

lease agreements, shipping and worker training. These incentives and deeply-exploitative wages make the factories 

in the Xinjiang camp zone highly profitable. This paper argues that the Xinjiang camp zone is a model that incen-

tivizes private industry to produce a borderland lumpen proletariat. This form of private industrial “extrastatecraft” 

(Easterling	2014)	 utilizes	 “safe	 city”	 technology	 to	 hold	Turkic	Muslim	populations	 in	 place	on	 the	border	with	

Central Asia. It uses the threat of the punitive camp system to force them to work at low wages. Elements of this 

system have broader implications for targeted populations in other border regions. For instance, the same Chinese 

technology	companies	are	building	“safe	city”	projects	in	Malaysia;	camp	systems	are	being	built	in	Myanmar	in	

part with Chinese state funding.

S1-B   13.15 – 15.00   Room 602

INFRASTRUCTURAL DEVELOPMENT AND

HUMAN-NONHUMAN COEXISTENCE IN ASIAN BORDERLANDS

Convenors	and	Chairs:	Emilia Sulek -	University	of	Fribourg,	Switzerland

Thomas White	-	University	of	Fribourg,	Switzerland

Often situated far from sites of industry and urban development and their concomitant environmental harms, bor-

derlands across Asia are sites of significant biodiversity, as well as practices of extensive pastoralism characterised 

by a high degree of animal mobility. In recent years, however, many border areas have become sites of a range of 

large-scale infrastructure projects, including expressways, railways and mining-related infrastructure.

This panel explores the ways in which infrastructure mediates the relations between humans and nonhu-

mans. It enquires into the politics that have have emerged in border regions in response to the threats to both 

wildlife and domestic animals posed by infrastructural development. It asks whether shared concern for nonhumans 

has helped to enable human co-existence across borders, or whether such concern manifests itself in exclusionary 

‘ecological nationalisms’. It also examines the ways in which the negative effects of infrastructural projects on non-

humans foster tensions between border dwellers and the state. But rather than merely seeing these infrastructural 

projects in terms of their negative effects on longstanding modes of human-nonhuman coexistence, the panel also 

seeks to shine a light on new forms of human-nonhuman coexistence that can be afforded by infrastructural devel-

opment. This includes cases of ‘fraught coexistence’, where border dwellers must negotiate their entanglement with 

new invasive species and animal-borne diseases, for example. The panel thus seeks to bring recent social scientific 
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interest in both infrastructure and human-nonhuman relations into productive conversation.

Borderlands of Biodiversity, Mobility of Pests and the Social Lives of Mosquitoes across Asia and the Arctic

Roger Norum	–	University	of	Oulu	and	RCC,	Finland

More	people	die	of	mosquito-borne	disease	in	the	world	than	from	any	other	single	cause.	The	Asian	tiger	mosquito	

can carry diseases such as Zika, and yellow and dengue fever, yet in Lapland the parasite that causes malaria (and 

other	diseases)	cannot	survive	so	far	North.	Given	these	differences,	humans	construct	particular	relations	to	the	

pest-ness of mosquitos in distinct ways, depending on a variety of factors (e.g. health, climate, experiential context, 

etc.). This comparative talk maps out several dimensions of human-mosquito interactions across Asia (coastal 

Cambodia) and Arctic (northern Finland) borderland spaces, considering how human perceptions of and experienc-

es with non-humans are variously bounded and unbounded by infrastructural spaces. In multiple contexts, a shared 

human lack of concern for non-human pests (or rather concern for their eradication) has engendered particular 

ways	of	constructing	the	‘fellow	feeling’	of	problematic	or	unloved	Others.	Moreover,	mosquitoes	are	seen	as	pests	

(or are not seen at all) in part due to the presence of various types of nature infrastructures, both built and non-built. 

I will consider the ‘fraught coexistences’ that necessarily persist during particular moments of human-mosquito 

interaction, taking place among infrastructures that generate new modes of human-nonhuman dis/connection. This 

work contributes to emerging scholarship in the environmental humanities on human-pest symbioses and work in 

the anthropology of infrastructure on critical links between built and non-built natures.

Sparks from the friction of terrain: patriotic animal mobilities and the territorial imagination in China’s border-

lands

Thomas White	-	University	of	Fribourg,	Switzerland

In	recent	years	China’s	northern	borderland	of	Inner	Mongolia	has	seen	the	rapid	expansion	of	road	infra-

structure. Rural areas of this sparsely-populated region have long been dominated by open-range grazing systems, 

and these new roads thus often traverse well-established trajectories of livestock mobility.

This paper examines these roads as sites of fraught co-existence between humans and animals, with impli-

cations	for	human	co-existence	both	within	this	borderland	and	across	the	international	border	with	Mongolia.	It	

highlights the politics of roadkill in the context of the history of ethnicized tensions over land use and development 

at	this	frontier	between	Han	Chinese	agriculture	and	Mongol	pastoralism,	and	in	the	context	of	the	state’s	attempts	

to reduce the number of livestock in the region, ostensibly for environmental reasons.But rather than seeing roads 

merely as sites of violence and conflict between human technologies and animals, the paper shows how they allow 

for the performance of different modalities of interspecies care and co-existence. Some new expressways, praised 

in state media as the ‘most humane in China’, have passageways built into them to allow animals to pass freely un-

derneath. The paper compares such infrastructural care bestowed by the central state to the everyday forms of care 

which	are	woven	into	the	driving	habits	of	local	Mongols.	It	argues	that	the	presence	of	animals	on	smaller	roads	is	

tolerated and sometimes even welcomed by these drivers. In the context of reduced livestock numbers in the region, 

such encounters provide moments of pleasure as well as ethical reflection. 

Finally,	the	paper	compares	these	attitudes	with	those	of	pastoralists	across	the	border	with	Mongolia,	who	

see	in	plans	to	link	up	Inner	Mongolia’s	road	network	with	new	roads	across	the	border	threats	to	their	much	larger	

herds of free-roaming animals.

Herder-Livestock Relations within a Mega-Infrastructure Environment

Ariell Ahearn	–	University	of	Oxford,	United	Kingdom

Whilst	 the	 extended	 Sino-Mongol	 border	 divides	 culture,	 language	 and	 pastoral	 practice,	 the	 disparate	 nations	

share a mega-infrastructure boom. Promoted as a development bonanza, resource extraction has a disruptive im-

pact	on	Mongolian	herders	and	 their	 livestock.	The	mega-mines	and	 infrastructure	 they	bring	 (roads,	pipelines,	
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S1-C   13.15 - 14.45   Room 612

RCCZ SPECIAL SESSION:

SPECIAL ROUNDTABLE: WAR IN UKRAINE AND ITS IMPACT ON ASIA

As	we	have	witnessed,	the	impact	of	the	war	in	Ukraine	is	not	only	confined	to	Europe.	The	war	has	and	will	eco-

nomically, politically, and diplomatically change Asia and the Asian political order.

Economically speaking, prices of oil, wheat, and corn have skyrocketed. Rising commodity prices threaten many 

countries, which could lead to hindering countries from recovering from the current pandemic as well as cause fur-

ther	political	and	economic	instability.	Moreover,	more	than	600	multinational	companies	(MNCs)	have	divested	

from Russia resulting in “de-globalisation” and “de-coupling.” As the New York Times recently put it, this could, in 

the long term, fracture the world into economic blocs. This would have profound and isolating consequences for 

Asian	countries	seeking	to	do	business	with	the	United	States,	China,	and	Russia.

Politically, the war has already resulted in divisions in Asia. Japan and Korea are worried about China and territorial 

sovereignty	and	have	joined	the	US	in	condemning	Russia.	The	ASEAN	bloc	is	divided	where	the	Myanmar	junta	has	

praised	Moscow’s	actions,	while	Singapore,	which	has	always	tried	to	balance	China	and	the	US	in	the	Asia	Pacific,	

has	condemned	Moscow.	However,	some	countries	like	Vietnam	which,	like	India,	are	in	the	middle,	as	these	two	

countries are highly dependent on Russian arms and defense exports, but at the same time have comprehensive 

partnership	with	Ukraine	and	both	countries	have	abstained	from	condemning	Russia	in	the	United	Nations.

Socially,	the	war	has	resulted	in	hundreds	of	Ukrainian	refugees	fleeing	their	country.	Families	are	being	torn	apart	

and forced out of their homes. While refugees are being accepted in many countries around the world, it is expected 

that the number of refugees will continue to increase. Without a fundamental solution at hand, the international 

community is facing a serious human security crisis.

While	the	war	in	Ukraine	is	geographically	confined	to	Europe,	it	has	and	will	have	great	ramifications	in	Asia.	In	

this special roundtable, we have invited experts on Central Asia, Russia and Asia to discuss the impact of the war in 

Asia.	Professor	Tetsuro	Chida	will	discuss	about	the	impact	of	the	war	in	Central	Asia,	Professor	Mihoko	Kato	will	

discuss the impact on security in Asia and Professor Naomi Chi will discuss the impact of the war on human rights 

and humanitarian issues in East Asia.

Thursday 23 June
Session 2

15.30 – 17.15

S2-A   15.30 – 17.15   Room 601

BEYOND EXCEPTION: THE CHINESE “ZONE” AS EXPORT MODEL ACROSS ASIAN BORDERLANDS II

Convenor	and	Chair:	Timothy Oakes	-	University	of	Colorado	Boulder,	United	States

Discussant:	Alessandro Rippa	-	Tallinn	University,	Estonia

Since Aihwa Ong’s (2006) famous intervention, the debate on development zones in Asia has systematically en-

gaged	with	the	issue	of	“exception.”	More	recently,	with	the	expansion	of	Chinese	influence	across	the	region	spe-

cial zones have also been interpreted as an extension of Chinese power abroad and as the spearhead of the Belt 

and Road Initiative’s “debt-trap diplomacy.” At the same time, several studies have demonstrated that SEZs across 

Asia’s borderlands are not only sites of exceptional governance but also particular state tools that function as tech-

nologies of territorialization in areas deemed remote and previously inaccessible for state authorities (Nyiri 2012, 

Rippa 2019). 

Against this backdrop, this panel engages with the emergent role of the Chinese zone as a medium through which 
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China seeks to export its development model(s). In particular, papers in this panel follow the development of the 

Chinese zone from a space designed to attract foreign capital for domestic development, to one that serves the 

purposes of exporting not only capital, but also models of governance, technological innovation and surveillance, 

but also planning and civilization. In China, many SEZs scattered around the country have become incubators for 

Chinese companies with international aspirations. Abroad, Chinese zones reflect and disseminate a particular mod-

el of development, while setting up favorable conditions for Chinese companies to operate internationally. Rather 

than “exception,” then, what seems to define today’s zones across Asian borderlands is their aspiration to particular 

models of planning, well visible in the ways in which such zones are designed, branded, and marketed. It is through 

such processes that the “zone” maintains its powerful promises of speedy development. 

Engaging	with	this	approach,	papers	in	this	panel	will	discuss	the	following	themes:	

•	 Temporality:	zones	are	eminently	ephemeral	and	transition	is	one	of	their	key	aspects.	

•	 Transnationalism:		ethnographic	moments	of	encounter	between	a	particular	“Chinese”	model	and	local	

ideas of development, environmental sensitivities, and socio-political power structure 

in particular trans-border contexts. 

•	 Models:		the	zone	as	a	design	model,	and	the	role	that	particular	branding	efforts	play	in	its	development	

across culturally and politically diverse regions.

•	 Infrastructure:		the	tension	between	what	is	 laid	down	initially	as	a	zone	infrastructure	and	the	material	

outcomes that often diverge significantly from the original plan.

•	 Zone-City:	a	critical	approach	to	the	zone	as	a	new	form	of	urbanism.

•	 Technology:		the	zone	as	a	space	designed	for	technological	innovation,	but	also	as	a	site	of	experimenta-

tion with new surveillance technology. 

Southern Solidarity? Special Economic Zones and the Circulation of Planning Models in Zambia

Dorothy Tang	-	Massachusetts	Institute	of	Technology,	United	States

Special economic zones (SEZs) have played an important role in China’s global investment strategies since the 

“Going	Global”	policy	in	2000	and	the	recent	“Belt	and	Road	Initiative”	of	2013.	Currently,	there	are	113	Chinese-fi-

nanced	economic	zones	 in	46	countries	underway—of	which	twenty	are	officially	and	funded	recognized	by	the	

Chinese government. This paper examines the design and planning of SEZs in Zambia to understand the relation-

ship between Chinese state-led overseas development projects and their relationships to the host countries. As 

one of the first sites of Chinese development aid in the 1970s and subsequent investment in the 2000s, Zambia 

has a long-standing history of “Southern Solidarity” with China. Zambia is also one of the first sites of Japanese ex-

periments	in	“South-South	Cooperation”	in	which	a	tripartite	collaboration,	including	Malaysian	consultants,	were	

crucial in shaping Zambian foreign investment policies. A spatial comparison of SEZs separately funded by Chinese 

investors and the Zambian state suggests that urban design decisions, such as location, infrastructural connec-

tions, land-use planning, and environmental concerns are subject to competing domestic politics and geo-political 

interests. In addition, while the SEZ model has largely been credited for the China’s miraculous urban and economic 

transformation since the 1980s, its origins and proliferation are far more global. By tracing the genealogy of Zambian 

SEZs, we uncover a diverse network of international actors, deep histories of engagement, and a wide circulation of 

planning ideas that collectively shape Zambia’s urban landscape.

Zones of Capture: Casino Development, Superstition, and the Spatiality of Luck

Juan Zhang	-	University	of	Bristol,	United	Kingdom

In	this	paper,	I	use	casinos	in	Macau	SAR	as	an	example	to	illustrate	an	alternative	aspect	of	the	development	zone	

beyond its physical infrastructure, the built-environment, or the new models of governance championed in such a 

space of exception. Focusing on the decorative and spatial design based on feng shui principles and technologies in 

and	around	Macau’s	casino	spaces,	I	draw	in	the	immaterial	aspect	of	luck	and	auspiciousness	that	are	often	over-

looked but are regarded as having symbolic significance in everyday practice in making zones successful. From the 
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famous	Casino	Lisboa	with	its	“bird	cage”	to	the	complex	waterways	of	the	ultra-modern	resort	the	Venetian,	spatial	

design has been utilized to capture investors and gambling customers as well as to lock in their wealth, contributing 

to the long term profitability of the casino industry and the prosperity of the city. Elsewhere, feng shui may be seen 

as	a	form	of	superstition	incompatible	with	the	ideas	of	development	in	economic	zones;	in	Macau	however,	“super-

stitious” designs and practices are potent and productive, giving zones an aura of luck and potentiality. Such an aura 

fuels imaginations and brings investment to a place that was once nowhere and had nothing. Thinking of casinos as 

zones of capture, I aim to see how elements of magic and luck may become important components of zone making. 

On a broader theoretical level, I extend discussions on technology and infrastructure to include possibilities of ren-

dering luck technical. As we think about Chinese development zones in the hard language of planning, building and 

governing, it may be useful to also think about the “softer” techniques of making development work, techniques that 

often involve certain elements of magic, luck, and gambling as such zones capture both capital and imaginations.

Miniatures, Models, and Marketing: Remaking the Zone as Global City through Scalar Spectacles 

Jessica DiCarlo	-	University	of	British	Columbia,	Canada

This paper examines the remaking of Boten, a Chinese-built and financed Special Economic Zone (SEZ) in Laos at 

the border with China. Chinese overseas zone investments have begun to focus on urban development and con-

sumptive	infrastructures.	Since	the	Yunnan-based	developer	Haicheng	Group	took	over	the	design	and	construction	

of Boten, the zone has been re-envisioned as a new urban center, an exemplary Belt and Road project, and the 

largest inland port on the Indochina Peninsula. It is marketed as an international city yet-to-come, with high-rise 

apartments and aspirations of 300,000 to 350,000 residents by 2035. Once a hub for gambling, the zone is being 

re-built through spectacle and tools that suggest a particular image of the future. Spectacle involves visual and 

imaginative work, and dependence on spectacle is a regular feature of the search for financial capital and of large-

scale infrastructure construction. In Boten, spectacle is crafted through Chinese-derived models, plans, marketing 

materials, and performance meant to inspire speculation. For example, miniatures and models operate as imagi-

native tools that enact different visions of the future, as they encourage guests, potential investors, and real estate 

buyers to build their own expectations onto it. In addition, advertising and videos render the city-to-be perceptible 

through imaginative and representational work. These images help the sales team sell the promise of a bustling 

future of trade and tourism. I examine the tools for imagining the future and attracting investment to consider their 

origins in China, who such visions target and constrain, and what this tells us about zone-making on Yunnan’s bor-

der. In doing so, I draw connections to China’s domestic models of both theme parks and zones to show how Boten 

is made legible by and for actors from Yunnan engaged in the remaking of the zone. I conclude by reflecting on how 

effective the miniatures, marketing, and performance are for capital accumulation in Boten.

S2-B   15.30 – 17.15   Room 602

STRUCTURE, ANTI-STRUCTURE, INFRASTRUCTURE: 

THE (IM)MATERIALS OF PLANETARY TRANSFORMATION

Convenor	and	Chair:	Jolynna Sinanan -	University	of	Manchester,	United	Kingdom

Technological	infrastructures	create	not	just	our	planet,	but	our	world:	they	define	and	form	it,	delimit	and	forge	it	

(Nielsen	and	Pedersen,	2015;	Norum	and	Rippa	forthcoming).	Borderlands	all	over	Asia	are	undergoing	shifts	and	in-

tensifications in the mobility of people, goods, capital, data and thoughts owing to broader geopolitical changes and 

state-led infrastructure projects. This panel examines the interplay between infrastructure, ecologies and the social 

– processes through which material infrastructure constructs the planet and in which aspirations of individuals and 

communities are shaped by such regional transformations. In what ways do infrastructures influence socio-cultural 

relations? How do they reinforce and contest individual and collective imaginations? And how do infrastructures 
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speak to, reflect or determine environmental practices and discourses? In particular, we seek to draw attention to 

the emerging role of media flows in their various forms and to how they are being created, worked and reworked, 

facilitated by new infrastructures, imaginaries and epistemologies. These flows frequently cross, circumvent and 

conflict with domestic and international borders, where media organisations are often owned by government enti-

ties and/ or large companies. This panel explores these changing circuits of technological infrastructures and seeks 

to determine how they influence the ways in which nature becomes environment across Asian borderlands.

“Alexa, Was Buddha Born in Nepal?” Microcelebrity and Digital Diaspora on YouTube

Dannah Dennis	-	Hamilton	College,	United	States

In prior work (Dennis 2017), I have written about the ambivalent political tensions surrounding the claim that “Bud-

dha was Born in Nepal,” which is pervasive in political discourses about Nepali national identity. In this paper, I focus 

on the ways in which the claim to Buddha’s birthplace is deployed by some Nepalis living beyond Nepal as both a 

means of maintaining a connection to Nepal as a diasporic homeland and as a means of building their own online 

celebrity. In particular, I am interested in the ways in which the claim is communicated online by Nepali Youtubers 

such as Lex Limbu, James Shrestha, and Sagar Tamang, whose videos embed the claim to Buddha’s birthplace within 

recognizable memes and narratives that are part of the Internet’s shared culture. For example, James Shrestha made 

a video of himself unboxing an Amazon Echo Dot in which he asked Amazon’s Alexa whether Buddha was born 

in Nepal, and then dabbed in celebration when Alexa confirmed that Buddha was born in Nepal. I argue that the 

makers	of	these	videos	are	not	only	reaffirming	their	own	sense	of	connection	to	Nepal	as	their	diasporic	homeland,	

but are also developing themselves as global citizens who have something important to say to global audiences. 

Moreover,	they	are	building	their	own	personal	brands	by	linking	their	own	reputations	as	digital	microcelebrities	

with the Buddha’s global name recognition. Through this case study, I aim to theorize how, within the context of a 

digital diaspora, microcelebrity can be a form of practicing citizenship at a distance.

Appropriating Cashlessness: Global North Solutions for a Global South?

Ivan Small	-	Central	Connecticut	State	University,	United	States

Remittances have been a topic of development policy focus since 2001. However in the last decade there has been 

heightened attention to domestic remittances along urban-rural corridors, including the introduction of techno-

logical interventions to harness and bank them. This paper examines how the topic of “remittances”, as a site of 

development intervention, has shifted over the last generation. This includes the expansion of attention from inter-

national to domestic remittances, but also to the emergence of “cashlessness” as a mode of remittance transfer, 

including mobile money applications. Cashlessness, although conceptually and practically recognized as preferable 

by migrants as well as migration policy makers, has been explored variably by a variety of stakeholders, many of 

whom	have	been	already	advancing	cashless	ecology	agendas	in	the	Global	North.	Among	those,	there	has	been	

a convergence of interests by development policy analysts and entrepreneurs around cashlessness in the form of 

mobile	money	as	a	solution	for	financial	inclusion	in	the	Global	South.	In	the	process	conceptions	of	cashless	ecol-

ogies have evolved to represent a particular type of financial technology solution requiring intervention, modeling 

and oversight. This paper considers the growth of interest in cashlessness as a generalized concept across the 

global North (drawing on selected case studies from Scandinavia and Singapore) and South (drawing on selected 

case studies from Southeast Asia and Albania), and then turns to its manifestations in the developing world. It 

demonstrates how a comparative ethnographic lens highlights the limits of its applicability, but also the tremendous 

transformations to monetary behavior and symbolism that have accompanied its introduction. It considers how 

global financial infrastructures and intersections of for-profit and non-profit agendas and expertise have contributed 

to the production of an “unbanked” subject in need of poverty alleviation solutions via technology and on-ramps into 

the formal economy. 
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The making of Nepal through Mobile Media Imaginaries 

Jolynna Sinanan	-	University	of	Manchester,	United	Kingdom

Anthropologists and geographers of tourism and migration to Nepal have described the country as one of contra-

dictory	global	imaginaries	(Leichty,	2017;	Norum,	2016).	Early	visitors	to	the	country	were	drawn	to	the	region	for	

the images it evoked of solitude, spiritualism and heroic mountain narratives, materialised through a lack of infra-

structures,	then-modern	amenities	and	semaphores	of	underdevelopedness.	More	recently,	scholars	have	shown	

that	the	global	mediatisation	of	Everest	plays	a	key	role	in	drawing	visitors	to	the	region	(Mazzolini,	2015;	Mu	and	

Nepal,	2016,	Ortner,	1999).	Mobile	phones	and	internet	connectivity	have	grown	exponentially	in	regions	outside	

the	conurbation	of	Kathmandu	since	2005	(Parajuli	and	Haynes,	2018;	Pradhan	and	Bajracharya,	2015).	And	since	

the 2014 and 2015 earthquakes and subsequent Everest avalanches, Nepal’s government has made a committed 

effort to increasing mobile phone connectivity in underdeveloped and rural regions in the north Himalaya. Drawing 

on ethnographic fieldwork in the Solukhumbu region, this paper explores the multiple ways in which mobile media 

are transforming socialities, imaginaries and mobility practices in Nepal. I examine 1) how the circulation of mobile 

visual media surrounding treks and summit expeditions shape how Everest is seen, understood and consumed and 

2)	the	ways	in	which	the	affordances	GPS	location-based	services	are	transforming	practices	of	wayfinding.	In	doing	

so, I will explore the ways in which emerging digital infrastructures and patterns of usage are intensifying, trans-

forming and reproducing in new ways the substance and processes of imaginary-making that have long “made” 

Nepal for the West.

S2-C   15.30 – 17.15   Room 611

COEXISTENCE OR COMPETITION FOR RESOURCES? 

AGRARIAN TRANSFORMATIONS ALONG CHINA’S INLAND BORDERS

Convenor:	Henryk Alff -	Eberswalde	University	for	Sustainable	Development	(HNEE),	Germany

Chair:	Michael Spies -	Eberswalde	University	for	Sustainable	Development	(HNEE),	Germany

Over the past three decades, rural communities along China’s inland borders have faced cataclysmic and large-

ly interconnected social, economic and ecological transformations. In the post-Soviet states bordering China, for 

instance, collective farms have been dismantled, the productivity of evolving smallholder agriculture has suffered 

from a sharp decline of financial inputs, the deterioration of infrastructure and the lack of knowledge concerning 

sustainable agricultural management. Rural precarity overlapped with and facilitated political marginalisation and 

rural-urban migration. In various regional contexts, Chinese agricultural and infrastructural investments (incl. what 

is often termed as land-grabbing) or the global or regional demand for agricultural commodities have led to the over-

exploitation of natural resources along with ecosystem degradation and substantial changes in livelihood systems.

This panel scrutinises recent agrarian dynamics along China’s inland borders taking an empirically grounded and 

case study-based perspective. It draws attention to the interest of state governments and local communities in 

increasing agricultural production in the face of national nutrition (in-) security, on the one hand, and the increasing 

regional/global demand for food (grain, vegetables, meat) and non-food (biofuel, cotton residues, wool, wood) 

commodities, on the other. The contributions to this panel explore the multi-scalar social negotiations between 

different	human	(and	non-human)	actors	(state	officials,	local	farmers,	agricultural	firms,	technical	infrastructures	

etc.)	 in	shaping	present	and	 future	agrarian	 transformations.	Given	 the	decreasing	availability	of	and	 increasing	

competition for resources (water, agriculture commodities etc.), the contributions to this panel may sketch out and 

conceptualise (in an inter- and transdisciplinary way) more sustainable transboundary trajectories for agricultural 

cooperation, in particular in the context of emerging bio-economies in the region.
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Will Siberia Become the New Amazonia? 

Natalia Ryzhova	-	Palacky	University	Olomouc,	Czech	Republic

Respected scientific journals (Nature, 2015) and mass media (New York Times, 2020) discuss that global cata-

strophic climate change could benefit some regions of the world. Among them, Siberia is always mentioned, which, 

thanks to warming, could enlarge its land resources. Even if one does not believe the apocalyptic forecasts, it is hard 

not to notice that Siberia is already expanding its arable land, and soybeans are beginning to occupy a significant 

share of this land. The consequences of growing monoculture soybean fields in the Americas are well known - land 

degradation, deforestation, significant cultural shifts. Is a similar future expecting Siberia?

I will not make long-term predictions in my report. Instead, drawing on recent insights from environmental an-

thropology	discussing	the	Capitalocene	and	Plantaciocene	(Haraway,	2015;	Tsing,	2015)	and	looking	at	the	history	

of economic changes in soybean production, I will reveal how this plant is changing social life and ecology in the 

villages in the Amur River basin.

The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor and Agricultural Change in Northern Pakistan

Michael Spies	-	Eberswalde	University	for	Sustainable	Development	(HNEE),	Germany

Recently, a leaked policy document on the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) highlighted agriculture as a 

priority sector for future Chinese investments in Pakistan. This created significant media outcry and raised concerns 

about land grabbing, national food security and economic dependencies on China. While these debates are highly 

speculative, there is very little empirical evidence on direct Chinese investments in Pakistani agriculture. However, 

there are manifold ways in which the long history of China-Pakistan economic cooperation has shaped agrarian 

developments	–	in	particular	in	the	border	region	of	Gilgit-Baltistan	as	a	result	of	major	infrastructure	investments.	

In	a	case	study	on	a	high	mountain	farming	community	in	Gilgit-Baltistan,	I	investigate	how	the	construction	of	the	

Karakoram Highway and its subsequent improvements through the CPEC project has shaped local farming systems. 

This important road linking Pakistan with China not only provided access to new agricultural markets, but created 

new economic opportunities through migration and transboundary trade. These factors contributed to major social 

change that affected local agrarian developments in complex ways. The paper outlines future trajectories of the 

CPEC–agriculture	nexus	in	Gilgit-Baltistan,	highlighting	the	unique	geopolitical	situation	and	dynamic	social-politi-

cal changes in this border region.

Development Hub or Periphery? Agricultural Change in the Kazakhstan-China Borderlands

Henryk Alff	-	Eberswalde	University	for	Sustainable	Development	(HNEE),	Germany

Since	the	dissolution	of	the	Soviet	Union,	rural	communities	in	the	Kazakhstan-China	borderlands	have	faced	cata-

clysmic and largely interconnected social, economic and ecological transformations. While collective farms, often 

being highly productive during Soviet times, have been dismantled across the region, evolving smallholder agricul-

ture has suffered from a sharp decline of financial inputs, a deterioration of infrastructure and a lack of knowledge 

with regard to sustainable agricultural management. 

The proposed paper contribution is based on recent ethnographic fieldwork data in Panfilov District, being located 

at one of major cross-border road connections and hosting the Kazakhstan section of the Khorgos SEZ. It explores, 

how the border situation (and eventually the border’s changing permeability for people and goods since the 1980s) 

eventually shaped and conditioned agricultural practices until today. Taking a socio-spatial assemblage/political 

ecology perspective, the paper scrutinises, how the practices of key actors in agriculture have been constantly 

re-negotiated in face of recent political, social and ecological transformations. Special attention will be drawn to the 

impact of China’s agricultural and infrastructural policy across its borders and particularly the development of its 

expanding bioeconomy going along with a rising demand for agricultural commodities.
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S2-D   15.30 – 17.15   Room 612

RCCZ SPECIAL SESSION:

A DISCOURSE BETWEEN WEST AND EAST THROUGH ARISTOTELIAN PHILOSOPHY

Chair:	Jaewon Ahn	-	Institute	of	Humanities,	Seoul	National	University,	South	Korea

The aim of this session is to investigate both the similarity and differences between Western thought and Eastern 

thought through Aristotelian philosophy. For this aim, this session pays special attention to how the Chinese under-

stood	Aristotelian	philosophy	and	how	Western	people	reacted	to	Chinse	understanding	of	this	philosophy.	More	

specifically,	this	session	deals	with	two	texts,	i.e.	(a)	Matteo	Ricci’s	Dell’Amicizia,	which	is	an	inquiry	into	how	the	

Chinese	reacted	to	the	Aristotelian	theory	of	philia	(the	ancient	Greek	word	for	‘love/friendship’),	and	(b)	Minglin	

Tan,	which	involves	the	first	Chinese	translation	of	Aristotle’s	Category.	Minglin	Tan	is	the	most	proper	place	from	

which one should think about how the Chinese understood Aristotelian philosophy because this text is the most 

foundational work of Aristotelian philosophy. In addition, friendship is an ethical issue in which there is a global in-

terest, thus it is a good subject for comparing Eastern and Western ways of thought. In this vein, it is worth exploring 

Matteo	Ricci’s	Dell’Amicizia,	which	 is	a	sort	of	Contact-Zone	of	different	views	on	friendship,	to	unfold	both	the	

similarity and differences between Western thought and Eastern thought.

S2-E   16.00 – 16.50   Room 605

RCCZ	SPECIAL	SESSION:	

[CULTURE TALK] GLOBAL BORDERS AND LINGUISTIC HUMAN RIGHTS IN

CONTEMPORARY KOREAN LITERATURE

Moderator:	Dongho Kang	-	Critic,	Inha	University

Guest:	Jina E. Kim	-	Oregon	University,	United	States

What constitutes Korean literature or the Korean literary field in the twenty-first century? How is Korean literature 

being reconstituted through diasporic subjects and transnational movements? That is, how has the changing geo-

political and cultural landscape of global, regional, and local histories affected our ideas about what is Korean liter-

ature? In this paper, I examine works by two authors writing in Korean about transnational migrant labor subjects 

in their fiction to investigate the making of Korean literature in globalizing Korea. This essay analyzes the narrative 

point of view and narrative voice in Kim Chaeyŏng’s “The Elephant” and Kim Yŏnsu’s “Happy New Year to Everyone” 

as a method for understanding the interaction and relationship that is constructed between the Korean Self and the 

transnational migrant laborer Other. These works, I argue, attempt to challenge the linguistic imperialist impulses 

in South Korean society. I show how globalization of Korean literature must be linked to the guaranteeing linguistic 

human rights to non-Korean speaking minorities in Korea. The short fictions that I examine, therefore, participate in 

putting forth a literary form that takes readers to task regarding the status of the Korean language and its ways of 

communicating with the Other.
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Friday 24 June
Session 3

11.00 – 12.45

S3-A   11.00 – 12.45   Room 601

ZONES OF CONFLICT AND CO-EXISTENCE: REDEFINING GOVERNANCE STRATEGIES AND

TRANSNATIONAL CONNECTIONS IN ASIAN BORDERLANDS

Convenor	and	Chair:	Martin Fromm	-	Worcester	State	University,	United	States

Historically, borderlands in East and Southeast Asia have featured as zones of conflict and co-existence, margin-

al yet central to states’ management and utilization of human and natural resources.  As such, borderlands have 

evolved as experimental sites in redefining the extent and limits of state sovereignty, governance technologies, 

labor mobility, and transnational linkages and cooperation.  The papers in this panel explore these issues through 

the lenses of environmental conservation, post-colonial migrant labor regimes, international approaches to policing 

the	borderland,	and	official	and	unofficial	trading	practices.		In	doing	so,	these	papers	shed	light	on	the	relationships	

between	official	national	policies	and	on-the-ground	lived	realities	and	connections,	the	capacity	of	international	

collaboration to resolve borderland disputes, and the ongoing legacies of colonialism and historically contested 

frontiers	in	shaping	the	mobilization	and	exploitation	of	natural	resources	and	human	labor.		Using	French	and	Chi-

nese	diplomatic,	political,	and	business	correspondences	to	investigate	the	formation	of	the	Police	Mixte	along	the	

Sino-Indochinese	border	in	1895-96	in	response	to	a	kidnapping	incident,	Melody	Shum	evaluates	the	concepts,	

technologies, and stakeholder agendas involved in shaping an international approach to policing the borderland.  

Shifting	our	attention	to	the	Cambodia-Vietnam	borderlands	during	the	period	between	1963	and	1975,	Pham	Thi	

Hong	Ha	explores	the	tensions	between	official	hardening	of	national	borders	and	cutting	off	of	diplomatic	ties	on	

one hand and on-the-ground realities of commercial exchange driven by regional political exigencies and local com-

munities on both sides of the border.  Juxtaposing national state policies and multinational corporation strategies 

against lived social realities and community formations of Burmese migrants along the Thai-Burmese borderlands.

The Lyaudet Kidnapping Incident and the Establishment of the Police Mixte in the Sino-Indochinese Borderland 

(1895-1896)

Melody Shum	-	Northwestern	University,	United	States

On April 24, 1895, Lyaudet, a Frenchmen working in the coal mines on Cái Bŏu Island in Tonkin, his wife, and his little 

daughter were kidnapped and transported across the Sino-Indochinese border, less than 150 kilometers from the 

crime	scene.	This	soon	escalated	into	an	international	conflict	that	involved	senior	French	and	Chinese	officials	and	

the formation of a joint-rescue mission. The Lyaudets were rescued, but the incident exposed major problems of 

border governance, including issues of jurisdiction, trespassing, communication, banditry, and local grievances. For 

one thing, this borderland was still home to the remnant networks of the Black and Yellow Flag bandit armies formed 

during	the	Sino-French	War	(1884-1885).	This	paper	argues	that	the	Police	Mixte,	a	Franco-Chinese	joint-border-

land policing institution established in 1896, was an international solution to these local problems. It was an attempt 

by	the	center	to	stabilize	and	systematize	border	governance	across	a	landscape	that	had	historically	been	difficult	

to penetrate without local knowledge. 

Utilizing	French	and	Chinese	diplomatic,	political,	and	business	correspondences	as	well	as	memoirs,	 this	paper	

uses the Lyaudet incident to reconstruct the historical circumstances that had led to the formation of the Police 

Mixte.	Why	was	it	so	important	to	police	the	borderland?	What	were	the	“tools”—laws,	methodologies,	and	tech-

nologies used? What role did business enterprises play in making borders? How did ordinary inhabitants respond 

to the political and socio-economic changes brought forward by a border? Why were the French and the Chinese 
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still so persistent in solidifying the border when they were fully aware of the violent and volatile history of the bor-

derland? Seeing the region on both sides of the border as a single borderland, I focus on the interactions of different 

stakeholders and communities, demonstrating the contingencies of state building and governmentality at different 

scales and modalities.

Trading activities on the border line between the Republic of Vietnam and Cambodia (1963-1975) 

Pham Thi Hong Ha	-	Vietnam	Academy	of	Social	Sciences,	Vietnam

This	paper	analyzes	commodity	trading	activities	in	the	border	area	between	the	RVN	and	Cambodia	in	the	1960s	

and	1970s.	The	article	explains	why	although	the	governments	of	the	Republic	of	Vietnam	(RVN)	and	Cambodia	

had	officially	severed	diplomatic	and	economic	relations,	and	strengthened	border	control	activities	since	the	mid-

1960s, trading activities in the border area were still exciting with many diverse forms and involving many different 

actors, not only between the two governments, but also including Western merchants, residents living on either side 

of	the	border,	and	forces	of	the	National	Liberation	Front	for	South	Vietnam	(NLFSV).

Using	sources	from	the	Vietnam	Archives	Centers,	the	paper	shows	that	this	phenomenon	stems	from	three	main	

factors:	First,	It	was	impossible	to	erase	the	very	diverse	trade	routes	that	residents	of	both	sides	of	the	border	had	

established over a long history. Secondly, the border area between the two countries was the vital supply area for 

the	NLFSV.	Therefore,	despite	the	efforts	of	the	RVN’s	government,	revolutionary	forces	in	South	Vietnam	continued	

to create diverse ways of exchanging goods, ensuring relatively stable supplies for revolutionary forces in the South 

Vietnam.	Finally,	both	governments	of	RVN	and	Cambodia	recognized	that	the	continuation	of	maintaining	border	

trade	was	of	great	significance	to	both	parties.	For	Cambodia,	trading	with	the	RVN	was	the	only	way	to	access	con-

sumer goods with the West without having to use its foreign currencies, which in Cambodia was relatively scarce 

at	the	time.	For	the	RVN,	the	cross-border	trade	with	Cambodia	contributed	significantly	to	the	supply	of	many	

products in the markets in Saigon and in the border area at that time.

Remaking the “Great Northern Wilderness”: Environmental Governance along China’s Northeastern Borderland

Martin Fromm -	Worcester	State	University,	United	States

With its history as a zone of Chinese and Russian state expansion, migrations, and competing claims to natural re-

sources, China’s northeastern borderland with Russia is an important site for assessing the possibilities of integrat-

ing development with environmental conservation in cross-border economic zones.  While China’s ethnically restive 

northwest and southwest borderlands have captured attention in regard to the intersections between state-driven 

exploitation of natural resources and neo-colonial policies, the northeastern borderland formerly known as northern 

Manchuria	has	largely	gone	unnoticed,	in	part	due	to	a	successful	project	of	rewriting	this	region’s	history	and	cul-

ture	as	undisputedly	Chinese.		Yet	how	do	the	more	complicated	realities	of	Manchuria’s	past	identities	figure	into	

on-the-ground ideas about the politics and significance of nature conservation and exploitation?    

This paper will examine this question through the lenses of local government reports, conservation activist writings, 

and	regional	forestry	officials’	assessment	of	the	theory	and	practice	of	forest	protection	and	development.		It	will	

evaluate these stakeholders’ evolving concepts of nature as a site of cross-border competition and collaboration, 

new neo-colonial dynamics of resource extraction and exploitation, and ongoing projects of modernization and 

social	engineering.		Border	town	officials	have	reconceived	of	“greenification”	as	integrally	tied	to	new	technologies	

of industrialization and new cross-border dynamics of neo-colonialism with its Russian neighbors.  This expansive 

and developmentally focused perspective on the environment has also grown out of historical associations of the 

region	with	the	“Great	Northern	Wilderness,”	a	term	that	invoked	frontier	ideals	of	limitless	natural	abundance	for	

the construction of a socialist society.  At the same time, the extensive publications of Yao Zhongyin, a regionally 

well-known	writer/forestry	official,	and	nature	enthusiast,	reveal	another	more	nationalist	interpretation	of	border-

land-centered nature conservation. These entangled views speak to the historical legacies of colonialism, migration, 

and competing modernization projects in informing borderland-centered views of the environment. 
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S3-B   11.00 – 12.45   Room 602

IMAGED AND IMAGINED NORTH KOREAN MATERIALITIES: 

FUTURE BORDERS, ARCHITECTURES, CARTOGRAPHIES, LANDSCAPES

Convenor	and	Chair:	Robert Winstanley-Chesters -	University	of	Leeds,	United	Kingdom

Discussant:	Sung-Kyung Kim -	University	of	North	Korean	Studies,	South	Korea

North	Korea’s	future	is	marked	by	possibilities	and	presumptions.	Much	analysis	of	the	Pyongyang	and	North	Ko-

rea to come focuses on future relationships with the south, political vacuums, population displacements, security 

threats	and	hypotheticals;	few	questions	are	asked	of	the	nation’s	current	materialities.	Rather	than	theoretical	or	

conceptual, future North Korean bordered landscapes will be complex physical co-productions of past, present and 

future, generating new terrains. How might we imagine such spaces and places characterized by the coexistence of 

the realistic and surrealistic, mundane and heroic, certain and contingent? This panel explores architectural, design, 

cartographic and topographic exercises in bringing the materialities of North Korean borders and memorial zones 

into the present, seeing across, through and beyond them and constructing, deconstructing and reconstructing 

them	in	theoretically	considered	but	imaginative	futures.	Using	the	tools	of	architecture,	engineering,	cartography,	

futurology and human geography, this panel aims to produce new ways of imaging and imagining North Korean bor-

der and memorial landscapes. Robert Winstanley-Chesters first considers areas of the nation close to its northern 

border and places of vital political memorial as lively active materialities, techno-natures currently in the services 

of	its	ideology;	Xiaoxuan	Lu	and	Bo	Wang	suggest	analyzing		water	as	an	urbanizing	agent	at	intersections	of	the	

material	and	cultural,	acting	upon	the	Tumen	river	region	bordering	China,	North	Korea	and	Russia;	Dongsei	Kim	ex-

amines four spatial examples to illustrate how spatial fissures of the border between North and South Korea become 

a	stage	and	a	proving	ground	for	thawing	inter-Korean	relationships;	Finally	Dongwoo	Yim	reviews	Pyongyang,	a	po-

tentially de-bordered city of the future’s socio-economic change through its physical transformations and foresees 

development paths that may occur with expansion of market-oriented economy in the city.

Imagining and Remembering North Korean Troublesome Memorial Architectures

Robert Winstanley-Chesters	-	University	of	Leeds,	United	Kingdom

North Korean memorial architectures, monuments and bordered spaces have formed part of a wider framework of 

Charismatic politics and landscape which has underpinned Pyongyang’s ideological narrative and national mythol-

ogy.	This	paper	considers	these	places	holding	in	mind	the	work	of	writing	from	Critical/Human	Geography	and	

Materialist	Philosophy	on	the	power	of	technologies,	material	objects,	things	and	forces	in	the	wider	frameworks	of	

politics and culture. Natures co-produced by humans, technologies and the global environment are vibrant, active, 

lively matters in flux. Does this flux and liveliness however cross temporal or anamnestic boundaries. Following a 

transformation on Korean Peninsula in which North Korea and its borders as we know them might cease to exist, 

how would future politics and cultural power impact on terrains so heavily transformed by the culture, ideology and 

history of Pyongyang. How will we imagine these future political landscapes and natures? How will we remember 

North Korean architectures of history and memory? This paper considers in particular, spaces in the north of the 

country,	near	its	border	with	China,	such	as	the	Samjiyon	Grand	Monument,	the	Birch	Trees	of	Lake	Samji	and	the	

memorial	terrains	around	Mt	Paektu.	The	paper	explores	what	it	might	be	to	remember	such	North	Korean	politi-

cal/environmental materialities in a time when the nation as currently constituted no longer exists. How will these 

ideological, techno-natures be remembered, who will do this remembering and just how lively or active will these 

memories be?
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Divergent Memories of Tumen Shan-shui 

Xiaoxuan Lu	-	The	University	of	Hong	Kong,	Hong	Kong	SAR

Bo Wang	-	The	University	of	Hong	Kong,	Hong	Kong	SAR

Serving as a boundary between China, North Korea and Russia, the Tumen / Tuman River rises on the slopes of 

Mount	Changbai	/	Paektu	and	flows	into	the	Sea	of	Japan/East	Sea.	Since	the	Peking	Treaty	of	1860,	the	river	and	

its surrounding areas have become a site of violent conflict and global power shifts for more than a century, notably 

the	Russo-Japanese	War	from	1904	to	1905,	the	establishment	of	Manchukuo	in	1932,	the	partition	of	the	Korean	

peninsula in 1945, and the beginning of the Cold War in East Asia since mid-1950s. Two decades after the trilateral 

border opened to the outside world in the early 1990s, visible developmental changes have just started to emerge, 

notably the rapid Chinese funded infrastructure expansion aiming to better connect China’s landlocked northeast 

provinces with seaports in Russia’s Far East and North Korea.

Utilizing	the	spatial	and	visual	power	of	drawn	cartography,	and	the	sequential	and	temporal	power	of	video,	this	

project creates a fabricated and imaged transnational landscape, shifting the gaze from colonial and Cold War 

dreams to a new way of looking at the Tumen region on the verge of rapid change. Rather than a developable totality, 

the Tumen region is composed of a set of highly dynamic components that create an ever-changing whole through 

contingent	processes	of	assemblage	and	dis-assemblage.	More	specifically,	the	project	casts	new	light	on	water’s	

role as participant in not only the formation of physical reality of the riparian areas defined by this one river, but also 

the generation of conceptual relations among states within this transborder region. Each map, image, and video is a 

visual narrative of interrelationships between contemporary phenomena, historical background, and ever-changing 

conceptualization of the Tumen landscape. 

Fissures at the Edge: The DMZ as a Proving Ground

Dongsei Kim - New York Institute of Technology, South Korea

The Korean Peninsula has been ruptured since 1953 and few fissures or fractures have appeared in the divisive 

monolith	in	intervening	decades.	Inter-Korean	relationship	made	an	abrupt	turn	following	Moon	Jae-in’s	election	as	

South Korea’s President in 2017. The thaw in the relationship was expressed through the two Koreas marching under 

the	Unified	Korean	Flag	and	forming	a	united	women’s	ice	hockey	team	for	the	2018	Winter	Olympics	hosted	by	

South	Korea.	Following	these	cooperative	political	actions,	a	historic	summit	between	Moon	Jae-in	and	Kim	Jong-un	

took	place	at	the	Joint	Security	Area	(JSA)	in	the	Demilitarized	Zone	(DMZ).	This	historic	milestone	at	the	border	

signalled how this space and surrounding territories actively become a stage for this dynamically shifting political 

change and how changes at the border can reshape inter-Korean relationships. 

This paper examines four spatial examples to illustrate how spatial fissures of the border between Koreas become a 

proving	ground	for	the	thawing	relationship	between	them.	First,	the	history	of	the	Korean	Unified	Flag,	used	in	2018	

is analyzed to explicate the symbolic role of maps in constructing a spatially unified Korea. Second, how infrastruc-

ture is used to construct a cohesive nation-state imaginary is illustrated through the reconnected railway crossing 

the	DMZ.	Third	and	fourth	examples	are	the	destruction	of	security	infrastructures	such	as	the	ten	Guard	Posts	and	

the	North-South	Korean	joint	project	to	recover	fallen-soldiers	from	Korean	war	buried	within	the	DMZ	illustrate	

how border fissures actively deconstruct war memories and reconstruct new state imaginaries.  

Pyongyang Scenario, a City of Collision between Socialist and Capitalist Urban Regimes and its Future Scenario

Dongwoo Yim	-	Hongik	University,	South	Korea

Though everlasting sanction on North Korea in the past couple of decades, it seems Pyongyang, the capital of North 

Korea, has been gradually transforming in the period. And suddenly, but not surprisingly, we began to observe its 

new	massive	urban	developments,	such	as	Mirae	Scientist	Street	or	Ryomyong	Street,	in	recent	years,	and	it	is	no	

longer an argument that they are reflection of new market demand arising in the city. As a city that was built based 

on socialist urban regime since the 1950s is finally adopting market economy, and the city is being transformed with 
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the logic of capitalist urban regimes. For instance, the city that tried to realize spatial equality throughout itself now 

develops certain areas of the city, such as waterfront developments, to meet real estate demand. 

It seems it is inevitable to respond to market forces that are driving socio-economic change of the country, and 

these responses are captured by physical transformations of the city. However, as a city that once tried to build an 

ideal socialist city might have a different urban development scenario than following any capitalist city model. By 

proposing masterplan scenarios of the city, this paper will look into features of socialist urban spaces in Pyongyang 

and how they could be remained, or reframed, while responding to new capitalist’s market demand as well as new 

technologies and industries. 

At the Borderland of History: A Visual Travelogue

Tong Lam	-	University	of	Toronto,	Canada

Drawing on field observations in Dandong and Sinuiju, the two corresponding border cities in China and North 

Korea respectively, this extended visual essay meditates on the mutual imbrication of landscape and history in this 

border contact zone. Whereas Chinese soldiers and tourists passing through Dandong once used North Korea—real 

or imagined—as the photographic backdrop to construct their socialist imageries from comradeship to the indus-

trializing future, mainland tourists today regard North Korea as an economic and political failure vis-à-vis China’s 

highspeed growth. Aside from being a trade hub, Dandong has become a giant theme park for those who seek to 

consume	everything	North	Korea.	Meanwhile,	amid	the	sense	of	Chinese	superiority	over	their	neighboring	country	

on the other side of the Yalu River, China’s own past, much like the murky river that divides the two port cities, has 

become more disarticulated than ever.

 

S3-C   10.30 – 11.30   Room 612

RCCZ SPECIAL SESSION:

KOREAN DNA FOR FUTURE

Moderator:	Woohyung Chon - RCCZ, South Korea

Speaker:	Seokdong Kim - Former Financial Services Commission Chairman, South Korea
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Friday 24 June
Session 4

13.45 – 15.30

S4-A   13.45 – 15.30   Room 601

POLITICS OF GATEWAY: NEGOTIATING CO-EXISTENCES AND GOVERNANCE ACROSS BORDERS I

Convenor	and	Discussant:	Eva Hung -	The	Hang	Seng	University	of	Hong	Kong,	Hong	Kong	SAR

Chair:	Po-Yi Hung	-	National	Taiwan	University,	Taiwan

Borders can be both rigid and fluid, constraining and facilitating, and promoting and discouraging connectivity. Bor-

ders	exist	to	create	social,	political	and	economic	divisions;	yet,	under	certain	circumstances,	they	also	minimize	

differences	and	enhance	material	flows,	human	contacts,	and	technology	and	idea	exchanges.	Many	border	zones,	

in historical times, were not marginal regions, but prosperous strips of international trade corridors facilitating ma-

terial flows and cultural diffusion. Border and borderland studies often inquire into the different political conditions 

and cultural climates under which border zones thrive as gateways for co-prosperity or impedes co-existence and 

development. 

This panel brings together a total of six papers, looking at a variety of borderlands (including those in-between Hong 

Kong	and	China,	Vietnam	and	China,	Malaysia	and	Singapore,	and	Russia	and	China)	and	development	corridors	

(such as China-South Asia, China-Central Asia, and Taiwan-Southeast Asia). The papers will be located in two 

sub-panels with different emphases. 

This first sub-panel discusses borderland governance and development discourses. Yuk Wah Chan’s paper sets 

out to examine the borderlands as both contact and contested zones where state-state and centre-periphery re-

lationships are shaped, and borderland governance and development discourses are transformed. The paper will 

also	discuss	how	COVID-19	has	impacted	on	the	prospering	Asian	borderlands	and	cast	gloomy	prospects	on	the	

livelihood	of	people	at	borders.	Victor	Chan’s	paper	focuses	on	the	inscription	of	transnational	world	heritage	at	the	

“Silk Road” Zones. He argues that co-existence and shared historical and developmental themes across borders are 

often made possible not by history itself, but by practices of diplomatic negotiations and state relations. Po-Yi Hung 

and Yu-Hsiu Lien explore the contested maritime border at the Senkaku Islands. They argue that while Japan, China 

and Taiwan have been competing for catches in this fishing zone, such competition seems to involve not only ocean 

resources, but a coalescence of colonial, cold-war and development ideologies.

Sanitized Borders? Borderland Governance and Development at a Time of Crisis 

Yuk Wah Chan	-	City	University	of	Hong	Kong,	Hong	Kong	SAR

Borderlands are both contact and contested zones. Lying at the edge of the nation, they can represent both the 

delimitation of state power as well as a defiance of the state. Whether borderland is a strip of prosperous zone, or a 

piece of no-man’s land often depends on borderland governance – which is more than the policies and ruling of one 

national government. Borderland governance is an outcome of the interactions of states and sets of national policies 

on both sides, as well as contacts and interactions of multiple actors of different nationalities, ethnic and cultural 

backgrounds. Policies on the state level and interactions on the ground level will lead to various opportunities (for 

prosperity)	and	constraints	(for	development).	Ever	since	the	outbreak	of	the	COVID	pandemic,	a	new	element	has	

been	added	to	borderland	governance	–	sanitization	of	the	border.	COVID-19	has	forced	countries	around	the	world	

to close borders and impeded all crossing-border activities for the sake of health security. A standstill at borders 

has resulted in various separation and suspension - jobs were suspended, flows came to a halt and families were 

separated. Prosperous border zones were converted into no man’s land. By using cases from East and Southeast 

borderlands	(such	as	the	Hong	Kong-China,	Singapore-Malaysia	and	Vietnam-China	borderlands),	this	paper	pro-
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vides	updates	of	Asian	borderlands	under	the	impacts	of	COVID	stalemates.	It	will	provide	a	preliminary	analysis	of	

borderland governance with the concept of ‘sanitized borders’ at a time of crisis. 

Negotiating Transnational Heritage Conservation: Cultural Co-existence along the Silk Road Zones 

Victor Chan	-	The	Hang	Seng	University	of	Hong	Kong,	Hong	Kong	SAR

The	inscription	of	world	heritage	under	the	UNESCO	framework	has	brought	increasing	world	attention	to	heritage	

conservation. This is so not only because of the intrinsic historical values of heritage itself, but also because of the 

economic and political importance embedded in heritage and historical sites. Instead of focusing on single-nation 

heritage	 inscription,	 the	UNESCO	 in	 recent	 years	has	put	 emphasis	 on	 “transnational”	 heritage	 conservation	of	

broad geographical zones that share similar historical themes, hoping to boost cultural co-existence amongst con-

cerned nations and borderland communities. Inevitably, this complicates the heritage conservation process and 

heritage politics regarding dissonant interpretations of histories. This paper examines the evolution of heritage 

diplomacy	practices	and	the	nomination	of	“transnational”	UNESCO	world	cultural	heritage	sites	along	the	“Silk	

Road” zones. It will focus on two “transnational” heritage site nominations in China-Central Asia and China-South 

Asia	borderlands.	The	successful	inscription	of	“Silk	Roads:	the	Routes	Network	of	Chang’an-Tianshan	Corridor”	as	

World Cultural Heritage in 2014 has in fact demonstrated a series of diplomatic efforts and compromises between 

the involved countries and parties. However, the result in the China-South Asia nomination ended up in dissonance 

and diplomatic standstill. The paper argues that whether cultural co-existence and shared identity can be enshrined 

in heritage conservation is largely dependent on the practices of diplomatic negotiations and state-state relations. 

The cases also precisely illustrate how the meanings of histories can be “undermined” or “over-interpreted” for 

political and economic purposes.

Bordering a Gray Zone over the Ocean: Fishery,

Resource Frontier, and the Maritime Territoriality among Taiwan, Japan, and China 

Po-Yi Hung	-	National	Taiwan	University,	Taiwan

Yu-Hsiu Lien	-	National	Taiwan	University,	Taiwan

This paper, by addressing the contested fishing gray zone near the Senkaku Islands (Diaoyu Islands) among Taiwan, 

Japan,	and	China,	reconsiders	the	reconfiguration	of	maritime	border	of	East	Asia.	Maritime	border	has	recently	

been a critical issue in social sciences. The immense and seemingly boundless ocean, in fact, does involve in a va-

riety	of	bordering	forces.	Meanwhile,	the	state	governance	based	on	the	terrestrial	borders	has	been	challenged	by	

the	depth	and	the	relatively	unbounded	ocean	waters.	Moreover,	the	advancement	of	technologies	has	also	enabled	

more human activities for exploring the ocean as a resource frontier, especially for the fishery. Recently, the deple-

tion of fishing resources has pushed Taiwan, Japan, and China to secure state territories over the ocean for fishing 

rights. As a result, taking the fishing gray zone near the Senkaku Islands as the case, this paper aims to re-think 

the East Asian maritime border beyond the terrestrial framework of land-based Westphalian demarcation of na-

tion-states. In accordance, it emphasizes more on both the colonial and cold-war legacy in bordering the vast ocean 

as both for the state territorial sovereignty and for the extraction of ocean resources. In other words, while the po-

litical competition among modern nation-states, Taiwan, Japan, and China in particular, to border the ocean as the 

extension of state sovereignty never ends, this paper argues that the practices of East Asian maritime border have 

been more the interweaving of colonial, cold-war, and resource borders over the ocean around the Senkaku Islands.
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S4-B   13.45 – 15.30   Room 602

THE TECHNOLOGIES OF STATE-MAKING IN THE INDIA-CHINA HIMALAYAN BORDERLANDS

Convenor	and	Chair:	Ruth Gamble	-	La	Trobe	University,	Australia

This panel examines the different technologies of state-making in the Himalaya, focussing on infrastructure, lan-

guage, land tenure and tourism. State-making practices, spurred by increasing geo-political anxieties of India and 

China have produced integrationist projects encompassing language, territory, waterways and land. This is trans-

forming the region, culturally, environmentally and politically. In the context of these geo-political tensions, both 

states have built roads, train-lines and airports, and dammed major rivers, while extracting resources in previously 

difficult	 to	 access	 this	 terrain.	They	have	also	govermentalized	populations	 through	various	 instruments	of	 citi-

zenship and belonging. In this context, co-option, denial and promotion of languages is increasingly aligned with 

statist projects. We highlight the operation of these state-making practices and their impact on lived experiences 

of border populations. We also engage with technologies of resistance that minoritized peoples deploy to protect 

their, rights to land, cultures, and responding to the slow creep of the Indian and Chinese states into their Himalayan 

borderlands.

Land Tenure in Tibetan Settlements in India’s Border States

Sonika Gupta	-	Indian	Institute	of	Technology	Madras,	India

This paper focusses on the contentious policy of Tibetan refugee rehabilitation in India’s Himalayan borderlands, spe-

cifically in the north-eastern state of Arunachal that shares over a thousand kilometre border with China. Arunachal 

has a relatively small population of Tibetan exiles ( less than 5500) spread over the five small mostly agricultural 

settlements. However, the issue of Tibetan resettlement in the state is a volatile and visible issue tied in with the 

politicised	discourses	of	indigeneity	and	belonging.	Much	of	these	political	positions	are	reflected	through	student	

organisations	 like	the	All	Arunachal	Pradesh	Students	Union	or	 the	Students	Union	Movement	of	All	Arunachal	

(	SUMAA)	This	paper	focusses	specifically	on	the	 local	protests	against	 Indian	government’s	codification	of	the	

2014 Tibetan Rehabilitation Policy that provided guidelines for regularising land tenure of Tibetan settlements and 

providing enhanced welfare benefits to the stateless Tibetans in all designated Tibetan exiles settlements in India. I 

attempt to uncover the intersecting discourses of statelessness, belonging, indigeneity that arise from Arunachal’s 

geo-political location as a borderland between India and Tibet.

The Political Ecology of the India-China Border Conflict

Alexander Davis	-	University	of	Western	Australia,	Australia

The India-China conflict has gradually transformed the Himalayan region, cutting off its trade routes, dissecting 

local communities, and preventing human and animal movement across its borders. This has been made more pos-

sible through increased technological domination and surveillance of the mountains, through satellite monitoring, 

infrastructure	projects.	Much	of	this	has	been	driven	by	the	prevailing	military	 logic	of	border	disputes	between	

India and China. This paper rethinks the international politics of the Himalaya, through a political ecology approach, 

when emphasises the entanglements between environmental destruction, increased human activity, border dis-

putes, geologically active mountains, geopolitical tensions, cultural changes, the erosion of local culture and knowl-

edge, are replicated across the Himalaya today. I focus on interaction between international politics, the mountains, 

and their more-than-human ecology. This approach, I argue, gives us a deeper understanding of the region than our 

traditional state-centric frameworks of IR, and enables us to reckon with crucial human and ecological issues which 

are ultimately more important, and more threatening, than the possibility of physical violence, war and conflict. 

Throughout, I illustrate the case through a discussion of the Brahmaputra River basin.
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Rivers of Concrete: The Transformation of the Yarlung Tsangpo (Brahmaputra) River 

Ruth Gamble -	La	Trobe	University,	Australia

The transboundary Yarlung Tsangpo (Brahmaputra) River flows across the Tibetan Plateau at an average altitude 

of more than 4000 meters, before entering northeast India through the world’s deepest gorge. China, in particular, 

is	engaged	in	a	profound	transformation	of	the	river	through	multiple	large-scale	development	projects:	a	series	of	

hydro-electrical dams, a highspeed rail line, a freeway, relocated housing, tourism infrastructure, and large agri-

cultural projects. What is more, many of the resources to build this infrastructure, particularly sand and water, are 

being taken straight from the river and processed in pop-up concrete factories along the river’s edge. Recent clashes 

between China and India over its waters look set to intensify after China announced a proposal to build its largest 

ever hydropower project in the lower reaches of the river next to the India-China Line of Actual Control. This paper 

will examine the environmental, cultural and geopolitical consequences of concretizing the river.

Documenting Populations in Assam: Defining the ‘Native’ and the ‘Migrant’ 

Anindita Chakrabarty	-	Mahindra	University,	India

The paper aims to understand how technologies of controlling population are devised by the contemporary state, in 

the context of documentation regimes in the Indian state of Assam. The paper interrogates how borders come to be 

lived through statist nomenclatures that differentiate the genuine citizens or ‘indigenous’ from the ‘doubtful’. This 

plays a determinant role in the logic of state control. The legality discourses in Assam entail bio-political initiatives 

on the part of the state to control the inhabitants. The paper unravels how these bureaucratic initiatives and their 

implementations are experienced in everyday life, entailing conflicting notions of belonging, citizenship, or residency 

between a ‘native’ and a ‘migrant’. This in turn has created newer ethnocentric feelings, and forms the foundation for 

futuristic drives for displacement and dispossession in Assam.

The paper throws light upon the legality discourses in post-colonial Assam, and understands how these have re-

sponded to ethno-nationalist claims of Assamese society. It understands that the legal initiatives are reflections of 

an anti-immigrant society, and therefore, explores state-society relations that have shaped the discourse. It explores 

the thin line of difference between residents and citizens, and how these categories exist and are produced through 

determinants of legality. It establishes that within the territory of a nation, borders get produced through construc-

tions of citizens and non citizens, and through encounters between a state and negotiating people. The techno-

logical control on the populace thus represents the state’s imposition of objectifying attempts to define culturally 

specific identity according to a statist discourse. Therefore it is necessary to understand how technologies come 

to define the very notion of citizenship, and the relatedness between borders and the categorisation of citizens and 

their delineations. The paper thus addresses the evolution of the endogenous forms of technology in South Asia, 

with specific focus on contemporary India.

S4-C   13.45 – 15.30   Room 612

RCCZ SPECIAL SESSION:

RUSSIAN KOREANS IN BORDER ZONES: IDENTITY, CULTURE AND EDUCATION

Chair:	Kyounghwa Lim	-	Chung-Ang	University,	South	Korea

Koreans are one of the most important diasporas visibly present in many Eurasian borderlands. Numbering ca half a 

million, Russophone Koreans are highly educated and upwardly mobile minority which now forms a bridge between 

post-Soviet Eurasia and its ethnic homeland of South Korea in such mutually distant places as Central Asia and 

Kazakhstan on the one hand and Russian Far East and Sakhalin Island on the other hand. The present panel focuses 

on the issues of identity and identity formation (via schooling etc.) among (post-)Soviet Koreans of Kazakhstan 
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(Yefremov),	Russian	Maritime	Province	(Akulenko)	and	Sakhalin	(Paichadze	and	Lee).	It	particularly	emphasizes	the	

hybridized identities resulting both from personal-level interethnic boundary-crossing (mixed marriages etc.) and 

institutional hybridization (Sovietized Korean-language education on Sakhalin).

 

Shuttles of the Ethnic Boundaries: Case of the Mixed Identity of Chagubya and Argubya in Vladivostok 

Vadim Akulenko	-	Far	Eastern	Federal	University,	Russia

This paper examines the phenomenon of mixed identities and the ability of people with

such identities to cross ethnic boundaries. In this case, attention focuses on the children from interethnic marriages 

who can choose an ethnic identity and change their choice throughout their lives depending on various circumstanc-

es. The objects of the study are descendants of mixed marriages. The paper considers a case of descendants of 

marriages	between	Koreans	and	representatives	of	other	ethnic	groups	living	in	Vladivostok.	The	theme	of	the	study	

are ethnic boundaries and the conditions of their crossing. The aim of the work is to try to find out how and under 

which conditions the crossing of the boundaries of large ethnic groups by descendants of the marriages between 

Koreans and non-Koreans can occur.

Sakhalin/Karafuto: Crossing of the Borders, Ideologies and Identities 

Svetlana Paichadze -	Hokkaido	University,	Japan

Junyoung Lee	-	Hokkaido	University,	Japan

Presentation, analysing the history of the education of the Koreans of Sakhalin, has two purposes. One is to demon-

strate the connection between the school system development in the Russian mainland Far East and Sakhalin/

Karafuto. We argue that there were both overt (in North Sakhalin) and covert (in Karafuto) forms of this influence. 

The second is to trace the shifting ideological attitudes that have always accompanied Korean school education on 

Sakhalin. Speaking of the latter period of Korean language education, we will outline how textbooks changed from 

texts promoting national identity to “Russian texts” in Korean. We suggest that this transition played a role in the 

abandonment of Korean language education in schools on Sakhalin in 1963.

Ethnic Koreans of Kazakhstan Today: Genesis and Evolution of Diasporic Identity 

Yefrem Yefremov	-	Al-Farabi	Kazakh	National	University,	Kazakhstan

Presenter will examine the factors influencing the transformation and development of minority identity in a multi-

ethnic society in Kazakhstan. The crucial factors of identity maintenance and its evolution, in presenter’s analysis, 

are the accepted criteria and main features of “Korean-ness”, Koreans’ attitude to their ethnicity, and the connec-

tions between Koreans of Kazakhstan and Koreans living in other CIS countries.presenter observes a “renaissance” 

of the diasporic identity of Koreans in Kazakhstan nowadays, but also sees a potential possibility of a gradual weak-

ening of diasporic identity with an increase in the proportion of interethnic marriages among ethnic Koreans.
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Friday 24 June
Session 5

16.00 – 17.45

S5-A   16.00 – 17.45   Room 601

POLITICS OF GATEWAY: NEGOTIATING CO-EXISTENCES AND GOVERNANCE ACROSS BORDERS II

Convenor	and	Discussant:	Yuk Wah Chan	-	City	University	of	Hong	Kong,	Hong	Kong	SAR

Chair:	Victor Chan	-The	Hang	Seng	University	of	Hong	Kong,	Hong	Kong	SAR

Borders can be both rigid and fluid, constraining and facilitating, and promoting and discouraging connectivity. Bor-

ders	exist	to	create	social,	political	and	economic	divisions;	yet,	under	certain	circumstances,	they	also	minimize	

differences	and	enhance	material	flows,	human	contacts,	and	technology	and	idea	exchanges.	Many	border	zones,	

in historical times, were not marginal regions, but prosperous strips of international trade corridors facilitating ma-

terial flows and cultural diffusion. Border and borderland studies often inquire into the different political conditions 

and cultural climates under which border zones thrive as gateways for co-prosperity or impedes co-existence and 

development. 

This panel brings together a total of six papers, looking at a variety of borderlands (including those in-between Hong 

Kong	and	China,	Vietnam	and	China,	Malaysia	and	Singapore,	and	Russia	and	China)	and	development	corridors	

(such as China-South Asia, China-Central Asia, and Taiwan-Southeast Asia). The papers will be located in two 

sub-panels with different emphases.

This second sub-panel examines the actual co-existence and ground-level interactions of people. The BRI connects 

China to Central Asia and Caucasus and brings the Chinese afar. Susanne Fehlings discusses how border trade 

encourages	a	large	number	of	Chinese	to	settle	in	Georgia	and	examines	their	encounters	and	strategies	of	co-exis-

tence	with	the	local	people.	Naomi	Chi	looks	at	the	plights	of	asylum	seekers	from	Africa	and	the	Middle	East	who	

reached the border zones of Korea and Japan. Co-existence is out of the question as people in both countries hold a 

general animosity towards intruding refugees. Ironically, the acts of excluding refugees with the intention of protect-

ing one’s identity and national borders have actually challenged the sense of Korean-ness and Japanese-ness and 

forced the people to reflect on their own status quo in the world. The third paper by Eva Hung and Olga Adams, on 

the other hand, looks at how shuttle traders (and carriers) negotiate and contest their border-crossing at the check-

point in the Chinese-Russian borderland. Shuttle trade, though informal, is highly organized in accordance with the 

checkpoint setting. The border arrangement and hence the checkpoint setup thus allow the co-existence of both the 

formal and informal passage of border-crossers. 

Chinese in the Caucasus: Grassroots Encounters in the Periphery

Susanne Fehlings	-	Goethe	University,	Germany

In	1890	a	man	named	Liu	Jungzhou	from	China’s	Guangdong	province	came	to	Georgia	and	started	to	cultivate	tea	

in Chakvi, a little town at the Blacksea coast. Although this man and his colleagues may be perceived as ‘one of the 

first modern cases of Chinese migration to the Caucasus’, it is only in the 21. Century that Chinese became visible 

as	an	ethnic	group	in	what	has	been	part	of	the	periphery	of	the	tsarist	empire	and	the	Soviet	Union.	In	Georgia,	

today, Chinese appearance is associated with the New Silk Road Initiative. Through this initiative, Chinese have 

expanded their outreach and have, one could argue, removed their borders into places, which are in far distance 

to the PRC. Borders, here, do not manifest in physical borderlines but in encounters between local populations 

and Chinese newcomers. These encounters are shaped by prejudges, conflict and rapprochement. Sinophobia is 

a	common	phenomenon	in	post-Soviet	Eurasia.	In	a	jargon	taken	from	Marxist	theory,	stereotypes	describe	Asian	

cultures as backward and wild. At the same time, unlike Central Asia or India, China, especially in the 80s and 90s, 
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was often romanticized. In the Caucasus it was (and still is) admired for its old and rich civilization, which was 

compared	to	local	equivalents	in	the	past.	The	Chinese,	who	have	become	active	in	Georgia	since	the	early	2000s	

are entrepreneurs or representatives of Chinese state owned (construction) companies. Their encounters with local 

elites, businesspeople and employees are shaped by pragmatic considerations. Still, social and cultural factors play 

an important role. In this paper I describe how Chinese adapt to local circumstances, how they are perceived by 

locals, and how they build social relationships in the Caucasus. This paper thus is about borderwork in a setting, 

where	borders	have	faded.	As	special	role,	here,	is	taken	over	by	Chinese	Muslims,	Uyghurs,	who	became	the	most	

important	Chinese	investors	in	Georgia.

To Be or Not To Be? The Plight of Asylum Seekers in East Asia 

Naomi Chi -	Hokkaido	University,	Japan

In 2015, over 500 Yemini refugees landed in the Jeju Island of South Korea to seek asylum. An article in the Foreign 

Policy referred to the reactions of people in South Korea as, “South Korean public reacted to these refugees with 

hysteria.” In Japan, out of 19000, 42 refugees were given asylum status in 2018. A young Nigerian man died as a 

result of a hunger strike to oppose the long detention at one of the immigration centres that detain overstayers and 

undocumented migrants. These incidents in Korea and Japan are the result of the increasing number of refugees 

that	have	sought	to	seek	asylum	in	Japan	and	Korea,	due	to	the	instabilities	in	Africa	and	the	Middle	East.	Both	Japan	

and Korea are members of the OECD with developed economies, yet, the acceptance of refugees are very low and 

there is still a great animosity towards acceptance of refugees in these two countries. However, what is particularly 

interesting is that with the influx of refugees, Japan as an island country and Korea as de facto island country (due 

to the 38th parallel), the borders of these countries are being challenged from the outside and Korean-ness and Jap-

anese-ness are being challenged at the same time. This has implications to migration issues in these two countries 

as well.

This presentation will attempt to examine the background to the increase in the asylum seekers in Korea and Japan, 

the current situation and legal framework in the two respective countries, the reasons as to why the acceptance of 

refugees are so low in these two countries, and provide some insights regarding migration and nationalism through 

this refugee phenomena.

The Contested Checkpoint: Brokerage and Negotiated Crossing at the Chinese-Russian Borders

Eva Hung	-	Hang	Seng	University	of	Hong	Kong,	Hong	Kong	SAR

Olga Adams	-	Moscow	State	University,	Russia

This paper compares two border zones of Russia bordering Heilongjiang province of China, Pogranichny–Suifenhe 

and Blagoveshchensk–Heihe, and discusses how the checkpoint arrangement configures the organization of shuttle 

trade and hence border-crossing to and fro China and Russia. Border checkpoint is a state institution common to all 

nation-states. In most instances it is highly securitized if not militarized. It is the prime establishment responsible for 

regulating trans-boundary movements and enforcing the selective permeability of borders. As border crossings are 

allowed only at sanctioned points of entry and exit, checkpoints are therefore the point of power negotiation among 

state and non-state actors in the maintenance and modification of borders as an institution of selective passage. 

Different types of border crossings are guarded by different state agencies such as customs, immigration, border 

police and military. Oftentimes, a significant difference can be found between the two sides of a border in terms of 

strictness	of	checkpoint	control.	At	the	local	level,	it	is	the	immigration	and	customs	officials	who	constantly	nego-

tiate the application of laws and exercise the discretion to decide on which kinds of goods/people to let go, in what 

quantities, by whom, at which checkpoints, and in what moments. In this sense, repeated negotiation of the licitness 

of social and commodity movements is a key activity revolve around the checkpoints.

We examine in this paper the checkpoint regime and the co-existence of formal and informal border-crossers. We 

will discuss how the brokerage of shuttle (or carrier) trade is organized in accordance with different checkpoint 

settings, in this case, a land vs. river checkpoint. We argue that while the trade is informal to the extent that it is 
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shadowy, the trade is indeed highly organized with complex division of labor, and we describe such a combination 

of organized competence and informal networks as “organized informality”.

S5-B   16.00 – 17.45   Room 602

BORDERLANDS REDUX:  KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTION, NEW FORMS OF PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT,

AND THE RE-SCALING OF BORDER SPACES IN ASIA

Convenor:	Agnieszka Joniak-Lüthi	-	University	of	Zurich,	Switzerland

Chair:	Alessandro Rippa	-	Tallinn	University,	Estonia

There is growing interest, in various scholarly fields and the general public, in what is happening across Asian bor-

derlands. Part of this interest is drawn by China’s assertive foreign policy and the rhetoric surrounding its most 

ambitious	global	project	 to	date:	 the	Belt	and	Road	 Initiative	(BRI).	As	part	of	 the	BRI,	yet	often	within	projects	

that preceded it, many roads at the interface of China and its Inner Asian, South Asian and Southeast Asian neigh-

bours were asphalted and expanded, reflecting China’s augmented interest in paving the way for an increased (Si-

no-centric) circulation of commodities, labour, and investment. As tarmac expanded, imposing border checkpoints 

were	built	and	brand-new	Economic	Zones	set	up,	the	borderlands	underwent	a	significant	re-scaling:	from	former	

‘blind alleys’ and national edges governed to monitor and often block trans-border interactions, they have become a 

springboard for Chinese companies to expand globally.

As social anthropologists conducting research across China’s border regions, we have witnessed our fieldsites ex-

periencing this rescaling and the borderlands becoming the focus of increased state investment and international 

attention. As those developments occur, we also feel the need to become more visible in the global knowledge pro-

duction on the region, which is currently dominated by large-scale geo-political and economic analyses. As we try 

to create a discursive space for scholarly exchanges, questions relating to its audiences, distribution and translation 

arise. For example, how can we, as fieldwork-based ‘slow science’ scholars become more visible and vocal in regard 

to knowledge production on China’s borderlands? How can we make the experience that we have accumulated 

matter for the way general knowledge is produced on these seemingly marginal – yet arguably central – regions of 

Asia? What is the value of an ethnographic perspective and how to make it understandable to non-academics and to 

more quantitatively oriented sciences? What is our potential audience? But also, what would we like this knowledge 

to be doing and who do we produce it for? 

The first aim of this roundtable is thus to reflect on the production of knowledge on Asian borderlands, its potential 

addressees, its power, and the challenges of cross-disciplinary communication.

Secondly, this roundtable engages with the existing knowledge infrastructures. When discussing how to make the 

research that we produce available and how to reach the audiences that we consider important, the question of 

publishing and outreach is central. In the currently prevailing system where authors and reviewers provide their 

work and knowledge for free to large, profit-oriented publishing conglomerates that restrict access to it, we find it 

important	to	discuss	the	alternatives:	open	access	(OA)	initiatives	situated	at	the	edges	of	the	established	publish-

ing landscape but also clearly attracting an increasing number of authors and readers. In this roundtable, scholars of 

Asian	borderlands	and	the	invited	editors	of	innovative	e-journals	(Made	in	China,	The	South	Asianist,	Roadsides)	

and university press series, will discuss the challenges of knowledge production in the current political moment, the 

specificities of various publishing forms and the potential of OA to transform scientific communication.

Roundtable Participants

Tina Harris -	University	of	Amsterdam,	Netherlands

Jolynna Sinanan -	University	of	Manchester,	United	Kingdom

Agnieszka Joniak-Lüthi	-	University	of	Zurich,	Switzerland

Alessandro Rippa	-	Tallinn	University,	Estonia
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S5-C   16.00 – 17.45   Room 611

REDEFINING CITIZENSHIP, TRADE AND TRANSPORT: 

CROSSOVERS & COEXISTENCES IN THE INDO-MYANMAR BORDER ZONE

Convenor,	Chair	and	Discussant:	Erik de Maaker	-	Leiden	University,	The	Netherlands

This	panel	focus	on	the	various	modalities	by	which	people	and	goods	move	across	the	Indo-Myanmar	border,	and	

the extent to which these movements are affected by changes in policies enacted by the two states. The border 

between	India	and	Myanmar	has	earlier	largely	been	porous,	with	small	scale	trade	and	movement	of	cross-border	

ethnic groups taking place regularly. Policies enacted with respect to the border are ambiguous. The two constitu-

ent states attempt to increasingly control and thus close the border, while they attempt to open it by encouraging 

regulated border trade.

The	border	between	India	and	Myanmar	has	come	into	existence	in	1937,	during	British	colonial	rule.	Much	of	the	

border,	which	has	a	total	length	of	1624	km,	runs	through	mountainous	terrain,	which	is	difficult	to	access	for	state	

forces. The border, located far from the centers of the respective states, has long been considered peripheral. From 

the 1990s onwards, India developed first its ‘Look East’ and then its ‘Act East’ policy, which focused on formalizing 

and encouraging cross border trade with its Southeast Asian neighbors. While investments were made in facilities 

provided by border towns, and infrastructures were extended, informal movement of people and trade goods be-

came increasingly restricted. The Indo-Bangladesh border is also gaining further new significances in the light of the 

controversial Indian policies currently enacted (or about the be enacted) regarding post-independence citizenship. 

The	National	Register	of	Citizens	(enacted	in	Assam,	proposed	across	India)	deprives	large	groups	of	Muslims	of	

their	 right	of	 residence.	The	Citizenship	Amendment	Bill	 (proposed)	 intends	to	grant	citizenship	 to	non-Muslim	

refugees from neighboring states. 

The issues that are central to this panel are developed in four papers. Lalmalsawmi’s paper focuses on how people 

in	the	context	of	an	institutionalized	Free	Movement	Regime	across	the	border	have	negotiated	shared	identities.	

Konwar’s paper sheds light on the border town of Pangsau in Arunachal Pradesh, and how border interactions at 

Pangsau have increased after the reconstruction of the long abandoned strategic cross-border Stilwell Road. Yum-

nam’s	paper	elucidates	on	border	narratives	of	Moreh,	a	border	town	in	Manipur.	Mitra,	focusing	on	the	growth	of	

Champhai,	a	border	town	in	Mizoram,	contends	that	cross-border	relations	could	undergo	a	major	shift	through	the	

new trade and citizenship regime. Collectively, the papers explore the dynamic created by the changing economics 

of trade, and the newly imposed politics of citizenship. 

Negotiating Identity and Mobility Across the Chin State-Mizoram International Border: An Analysis of the Free 

Movement Regime and Its Implications

C.V. Lalmalsawmi -	Jawaharlal	Nehru	University,	India

The	Chins	and	Mizos	are	an	ethnically	homogenous	group	belonging	to	the	Tibeto-Burman	linguistic	stock	spread	

across	 India,	Myanmar,	and	Bangladesh.	They	are	however	mostly	concentrated	 in	the	contiguous	areas	of	Chin	

State	 in	 northwest	Myanmar	 and	Mizoram	 in	 India’s	 northeast	 along	 an	 unfenced	 510	 km	 international	 border	

across	the	Tiau	River.	The	Indo-Myanmar	border	region	is	situated	at	the	crossroads	of	South	and	Southeast	Asia	

The colonial and post-colonial state-making processes and ‘mindless cartographic surgery’ of the region’s ethnic 

political landscape have resulted in their subsequent separation into different countries, under different political 

systems	and	citizenships.	The	Free	Movement	Regime	(FMR)	 is	a	significant	bilateral	agreement	that	came	into	

existence	as	an	official	acknowledgment	of	 the	traditional	 linkages	and	unique	co-existence	between	the	border	

communities	in	the	Indo-Myanmar	region.	Allowing	for	a	16	km	visa-free	travels	on	either	side	of	the	border,	the	

FMR	aims	to	facilitate	the	free	flow	of	the	people	and	improve	their	socio-cultural,	trade	and	economic	ties.	

The	paper	explores	the	various	ways	in	which	the	Chins	and	Mizos	negotiate	their	shared	identities	rooted	in	histo-

ry, ethnicity, culture and tradition across the border and how these are juxtaposed with the differences (and hence 
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practices)	in	their	national	and	political	identities.	It	critically	analyzes	the	impact	of	the	FMR	mechanism	on	border-

land	lives	and	its	many	implications	on	the	trans-border	kinships	and	relationships	between	the	Chins	and	Mizos,	

and	the	manner	in	which	it	regulates	cross-border	mobility	and	connectivity.	The	effectiveness	of	FMR	in	the	context	

of a long porous border will also be examined. In doing so, the paper will rely on both primary and secondary data 

based on fieldwork interviews and literature comprising of local indigenous writings.   

Interpreting Cross-Border Connectivity: The Case of Moreh, Manipur 

Babyrani Yumnam	-	Binghamton	University,	State	University	of	New	York,	United	States

Cross-border connectivity has been the buzzword within India’s policy circles since the inception of the Look East 

Policy (now Act East Policy) in the early 1990s. In a policy paradigm aiming to expand national economic and po-

litical	interests	in	the	Asia-Pacific	region,	Moreh,	a	sleepy	town	on	the	Indo-Myanmar	border	became	one	of	the	

spotlights	of	ambitious	cross-border	infrastructure	projects	and	initiatives.	Since	the	Indo-Myanmar	Border	Trade	

Agreement	in	1994,	multiple	reports	and	papers	have	been	written	about	Moreh	–	its	potential	to	become	India’s	

‘gateway to the East’, problems of viability, and concerns of increasing insurgency. From the state’s perspective, 

such an initiative of economic integration held the dual promise of ushering material progress and hence peace to a 

region beset with age-old problems of political instability, separatist movements, and underdevelopment. 

But what exactly does this newfound attention on border crossings and regional connectivity mean for the people? 

How is the re-constructed version of ‘connectivity’ perceived in a border zone characteristic of unrestricted mobil-

ity that was put to an end by colonial and post-colonial map-making exercises? Examining these questions with 

the help of informal conversations and unrecorded interviews with “area borderlanders” themselves (van Schendel 

2002, Baud and van Schendel 1997), this paper highlights the multiple layers of meaning and actual experiences 

of	mobility	in	India’s	northeastern	borderlands.	Documenting	border	realities	in	Moreh,	I	contend,	is	an	attempt	to	

highlight border realities and call attention to the usually silent (and silenced) histories, narratives, and agencies of 

marginal histories (Winichakul 1993, 2003, Kalir and Sur 2012, Baud and van Schendel 1997).

Understanding Cross-Border Narratives and Trade at Pangsau in India – Myanmar Border

Juri Gogoi Konwar	-	Tezpur	University,	India

North	East	India	representing	Arunachal	Pradesh,	Nagaland,	Mizoram	and	Assam	has	historical	ties	with	Myanmar	

(Burma),	one	of	the	adjacent	countries	of	South	East	Asia.	Pangsu	pass	of	India	and	Myanmar	border	in	Arunachal	

Pradesh is an identified area where inter - border trade takes place, cultural exchange between the border inhabi-

tants	are	seen.	Situated	on	the	crest	of	the	Patkai	Hills	on	the	India-Myanmar	border,	the	Pangsau	Pass	offers	the	

easiest	routes	to	Myanmar	from	Arunachal	Pradesh.	Cross-border	movements	of	men	and	materials	continued	in	a	

restricted	manner	in	the	Indo-Myanmar	border	in	Changlang	District.	The	Governments	of	India	and	Myanmar	have	

permitted entry of peoples having certain terms and conditions. The informal trade activity in Pangsu Pass have in-

creased recently due to conversion of the Stilwell Road into NH-153.The border trade at Pangsau serves a convergent 

point	for	the	people	of	Assam,	Arunachal	Pradesh	and	Myanmar	which	traverses	the	social	barriers,	inspires	strong	

bond among the people with diverse cultures and traditions and also helps in economic growth. This market is not 

only expected to encourage human welfare but also India’s ambitious ‘Act East Policy’.

The paper tries to understand how everyday life is reflected in border narratives and the impact of Pansau pass mar-

ket help in shaping peaceful co-existence in border areas. An attempt will be made to examine the narrative cluster 

to see how the concerned factors like socio- cultural relation, expressive behavior, economic need and survival tend 

to assist in leading a cordial relation between the two nations. Data will be collected in and around Pangsau pass 

market involving the Singphos and the Tangsas living in either side of the border. In this context, the upcoming Pang-

sau Pass International Festival, to be held in January 2020 is also targeted to explore.

Speculating the Frontier City: New Urbanization in Northeast India

Snehashish Mitra - National Institute of Advanced Studies, India
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The	town	of	Champhai	in	Mizoram	state	(India)	is	located	within	30	km	of	the	Indo-Myanmar	border	which	has	

expanded in recent years as the cross-border trade flow has increased. The paper interrogates the urban formation 

in Champhai which has been shaped by numerous legal/illegal flows across border. There has been a surge in the 

infrastructural activities in Champhai and Zokawthar (border settlement), on the basis of which the paper evaluates 

the	‘frontier’	status	of	the	borderland	and	the	prospect	of	Mizoram	in	India’s	 ‘Act	East	Policy’.	Champhai	district	

shares	border	with	Chin	province	of	Myanmar.

Fieldwork was conducted in Champhai where in-depth and semi-structured interviews were carried out with re-

spondents	 ranging	 from	 government	 officials,	 school	 teachers	 and	 businesswo(men).	Data	 collected	 from	 gov-

ernment agencies, indicating tax collection and smuggling activities over time gives an idea about the changing/ 

unchanging	nature	of	border	 trade	and	attempts	by	Mizoram	state	government	 to	 increase	 revenue	generation.	

Through the findings the paper attempts to convey the ongoing transition in the border areas of Northeast India and 

the subsequent urbanisation with a set of stakeholders ranging from the local traders, migrant labours across the 

border,	smugglers	and	state	officials.	

The	Chins	and	Mizos,	are	ethnically	encompassed	under	the	‘Zo’	identity	.	National	borders	however	have	created	a	

perception	of	different	against	the	Chins	from	Chin	province	of	Myanmar	in	Mizoram.	Drawing	on	earlier	instances	

of	violence	against	the	Chins	in	Mizoram,	the	paper	raises	question	on	how	the	question	of	citizenship	will	be	rec-

onciled in Champhai as the trade flow accentuates over time. The question of citizenship in India is going through a 

tectonic shift through National Register of Citizens and Citizenship Amendment Bill. This complicates new regime 

of politics over citizenship, influencing the interface of commerce, communities and mobilities in the Indian border-

land.

S5-D   13.15 – 15.00   Room 612

SPECIAL SESSION

HUMANITIES AND TECHNOLOGIES FOR THE SUSTAINABLE PEACE 

AND CO-EXISTENCE IN CONTACT ZONE 

THE LONG ECHO OF THE FROZEN CONFLICT: 

DIVERGENT VIEWPOINTS ON THE KOREAN WAR

Chair:	Kyounghwa Lim	-	Chung-Ang	University,	South	Korea	

The Korean War and Stalin’s Calculus: Soviet Strategies before, during and after the War 

Vladimir Tikhonov	-	University	of	Oslo,	Norway	

While participating only peripherally on the battlefield - mostly in the form of aviation support and the dispatch of 

military	advisors	-	Soviet	Union	was	just	as	important	player	in	the	Korean	War	as	both	Koreas,	People’s	Republic	

of	China	or	the	United	States.	It	was	the	Soviet	acquiescence	to	Kim	Il	5	Sung’s	initiative	on	‘liberating’	South	Korea	

in January 1950 that made the war possible in the first place. Stalin was also keenly involved throughout all the two 

tumultuous years of armistice negotiations, despite having ostensibly ceded the operational control over the truce 

diplomacy to his Chinese and North Korean allies. This presentation, based on Soviet diplomatic documentation, 

will deal with the subtle negotiating process between the ‘anti-imperialist’ allies. It will focus on the ways in which 

both	Soviet	Union	and	its	East	Asian	partners	were	articulating	their	needs	and	ascertaining	their	(diverging)	inter-

ests while subscribing on the surface to the rhetoric of the ‘anti-imperialist unity.’ It will also outline war’s influences 

on	the	atmosphere	in	the	USSR	of	Stalin’s	last	years	when	the	war	in	Korea	overlapped	with	the	climax	of	early	Cold	

War strictures resulting in severe cuts on popular consumption and large-scale revival of certain Imperial Russian 
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ideologies and practices, state anti-Semitism included. 

The US Psychological Warfare vis-a-vis the POWs during the Korean War: An Analysis of Radio Broadcasting 

and Study Materials from the POW Camps

Jeon Gapsaeng	-	Seoul	National	University,	South	Korea	

Since	August	195,	the	Civil	Information	and	Education	(CI&E)	department	of	the	United	Nations	Command	(UNC)	

was implementing a broadcasting-based ‘re-education program’ for the North Korean and People’s Republic of Chi-

na	POWs	(prisoners	of	war),	mobilizing	US	military	and	civic	personal	 and	even	South	Korean	civilians	 for	 this	

purpose.	This	research	aims	at	analysing	the	development	of	the	US-led	psychological	warfare	vis-a-vis	the	POW,	

via the exploration of the ‘reeducational’ materials, literary works containing POWs’ ‘confessions’ and reflections 

as well as camp newspapers. It will also look at how these‘re-education’ programs were linked to the post-war an-

tiCommunist propaganda. 

 

Beyond the Boundaries of National Division and Separation: the Exchanges between the Torontobased Overseas 

Koreans’ Society for Facilitating Separated Families’ Meetings and North Korean Overseas Koreans Assistance 

Commission*

Han Sunghoon	-	Yonsei	University,	South	Korea

The aim of this presentations to shed light on the process through which the North America-based Korean migrants 

of North Korean refugee origins managed to arrange their visits to Pyongyang, and the broader meaning of these vis-

itations. Korea’s post-Liberation national division was cemented by Korean War. In this process, a number of North-

erners went South. Afterwards, some of these 6 Northern migrants to South Korea moved further to North America. 

Among them, Jeon Chungnim and Jeon Sunyeong, born to a Protestant family from Longjing (Northeastern China), 

reached South Korean via Tumen (Jilin Province, China) and North Korea, and then migrated to Toronto, Canada, 

in the early 1960s. Jeon Chungnim was a founding member of the Joint Korean Church there, and since 1973 pub-

lished The New Korea Times, criticizing Park Chung Hee’s rule and advocating democratization. After organizing 

the	Overseas	Koreans’	Society	 for	Facilitating	Separated	Families’	Meetings	on	 the	basis	of	his	newspaper,	 Jeon	

Chungnim started negotiating with Pyongyang about the possibility of arranging meetings for the divided families’ 

members. North Korean Workers Party’s policies on overseas Koreans originated in its work with the Japan-based 

Zainichi Koreans, and then were applied to the overseas Koreans from other areas. Their visitations to North Ko-

rea	were	arranged	by	United	Front	Department’s	Overseas	Koreans	Assistance	Commission.	These	visitations	and	

meetings, which took place in the times when the movement for peaceful unification and South-North exchanges 

were tabooed in South Korea and the world in general was still divided by the Cold War international order, helped 

to destroy the walls of national division and family separations.

* Simultaneous interpretation

S5-E   15.30 – 17.00  Room 605

RCCZ SPECIAL SESSION:

ROUNDTABLE: ART THAT RETRACES BORDERLINES AND MEMORIES

Moderator:	Hangyul Kim -	Chung-Ang	University,	South	Korea

The idea, practice, and reception of Border Art are now powerful elements that explain the recent art scenes world-

wide.	Border	as	a	notion	itself	has	been	questioned	through	different	works	of	art.	Along	the	US-Mexico	borderlines,	

European pedestrian borders, and tension-bearing Asian borderlands, art reflects thoughts, prejudices, a sense of 
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humor, violence, and irrationalities about divided territories. Both in terms of chronology and geography, it seems 

clear that different borderlands have now become common Topoi that artists explore freely. Among those in par-

ticular,	DMZ	between	two	Koreas	has	been	highly	(re)visited	by	young	Korean	artists	who	intend	to	perpetuate	the	

memories of division in Korean history at every level. Our roundtable will have as guests Seok Kyoung HAN and 

Jinjoo	KIM,	promising	artists	who	have	sought	the	meaning	of	borders	and	of	their	traces	 in	contemporary	 lives	

in Korea, and Professor Jaeyeon PARK, art historian, whose recent topic deals with the problems of Border Art. 

Throughout the stories and anecdotes related to their works and shows, from art scenes to theories, this roundtable 

will offer an occasion for pondering upon the role of art in practices of borders in our days.

 

Roundtable Participants

Seok Kyung Han – Artist

Jinjoo Kim - Artist, Archivist, Curator

Jaeyeon Park	-	Ajou	University,	South	Korea

Myung Ju Kang	-	Chung-Ang	University,	South	Korea

Saturday 25 June
Session 6

09.00 – 11.00

S6-A   09.00 – 11.00   Room 601

MIGRATION, CO-EXISTENCE, EXCLUSION AND IDENTITY

Understanding the Creation of Borderland Geographies in New Delhi

Shivangi Kaushik	-	University	of	Oxford,	United	Kingdom

This paper is a part of my doctoral research project which seeks to understand how the racialized subjectivities of 

female migrant students from the Northeastern region of India (NER) construct different narratives of belonging-

ness in the neighborhoods of New Delhi. Through their everyday practices of negotiating the city, I try to understand 

how borderland geographies unfold in the center of India i.e. New Delhi. It seeks to understand the experiences of 

female	students	from	NER	who	migrate	to	New	Delhi	(Delhi	University)	for	pursuing	their	undergraduate	degrees	

and who by the virtue of their physical features resemble the people of the neighboring countries of Tibet, Nepal, 

Bhutan, and China. By conducting an in-depth ethnography, the paper seeks to understand how they ‘world’ (Ong 

and Roy 2011) the neighborhoods of New Delhi through the creation of private hostels which cater to the female 

students from the region and where specific cuisines from NER are served. The paper then looks at the role of the 

churches (different branches like Catholic or Baptist churches) in Delhi in the lives of the migrant women from NER 

which address concerns of racial discrimination within Delhi and how it also mediates their access to hostels and 

colleges in the city. Do these institutions of accommodation and faith become ‘escape zones’ or do they become 

spaces of alienation in New Delhi?

I am currently staying in one of the hostels which accommodates only female students from NER in a locality called 

Old	Gupta	Colony	(near	Delhi	University)	and	from	my	ethnography,	a	story	is	emerging	where	it	is	obvious	that	not	

only they are stereotyped and excluded for their distinctive physical features but also for their behavioral patterns 

(they are assumed to be docile and obedient as well as licentious women), food choices and as well as their inability 

to converse fluently in Hindi are also ridiculed. This, then raises pertinent questions of belongingness where one can 

ask:	if	an	individual	requires	to	look	‘Indian’	enough,	need	to	speak	Hindi	fluently	or	follow	specific	social	practices	to	

belong	to	New	Delhi	(McDuie	Ra	2013)?	How	do	race	and	gender	then	intersect	for	these	women	to	constitute	them	

as racialized subjectivities within the different neighborhoods of New Delhi? I also seek to understand the quality of 
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access to institutions of higher education like that of colleges that these young women may have by understanding 

the nature of their classroom interactions with their teachers and students who are from different parts of India. 

How do instances of racial discrimination influence the way they consume the spaces of colleges in New Delhi, vis-

à-vis migrant students from other parts of the country? 

Articulations of race and racialization in India have barely received ample academic attention, as often ‘mainstream’ 

India (the other geographic regions of the country which are not a part of Northeast India) has denied that the worst 

forms of racial discrimination have always been reserved for the people from NER and also experiences of racial-

ization of Indians abroad often overshadow the experiences of racialization faced by the migrant students from the 

region within Indian cities.  Based on my fieldwork study, I argue that race in the context of New Delhi is uniquely de-

ployed:	not	only	to	create	the	racialized	Other	but	also,	to	constitute	boundaries	between	different	communities	and	

to make sure that people who possess different physical features and have different socio-cultural features do not 

belong to New Delhi. Even though some scholars have argued that race as a marker of physical differences is a futile 

concept, however, the importance of the epicanthic fold of the eye and the distinctiveness of the ‘Northeastern face’ 

(Wouters	&	Subba	2013)	cannot	be	undermined	in	this	particular	study.	The	distinctiveness	of	this	ethnographic	

paper it is hoped, will then lie in the way it is able to juxtapose the perspectives of these female migrants who move 

from a peripheral region to a city where they may be excluded from belonging and along with that of a person like 

myself who is also in the process of understanding where she herself belongs.

Contentious Borderlands?

Reflections on Co-existence, Belonging, and Shared Histories at the India-Pakistan Border

Philipp Zehmisch	-	South	Asia	Institute	Heidelberg,	Germany

Srishtee Sethi -	Lal	Bahadur	Shastri	National	Academy	of	Administration,	Mussoorie,	India	

The partition of British India in 1947 implied the institutionalization of a distinct mode of geography, landscape, and 

ideational	force	–	‘The	Borderlands	of	Northern	South	Asia’	(Gellner,	2013).	As	a	result,	previously	corresponding,	

often hybridized socio-cultural and religious traditions, as well as shared ethnic and linguistic features gradually 

transformed	into	means	of	ideological	contestation	and	conflict;	negotiations	of	citizenship	and	belonging	came	to	

be heavily influenced by hegemonic ethics of nationalism as well as religious conformism and indoctrination. 

Against these odds, our fieldwork on both sides of the Indo-Pak border (Sethi in India, Zehmisch on both sides) 

found	subdued,	silenced,	and	subaltern	voices	and	practices	challenging	hegemonic	discourse:	interlocutors	cling	

to notions of peaceful co-existence, fluid forms of hybrid religious practice, and, by and large, reject chauvinist ul-

tranationalist politics and rhetoric of hate. Instead, they continue to act according to an ethics of collaboration and 

solidarity across semantic and physical borders that includes a sense longing for lost and undivided homelands and 

landscapes, places of worship and ritual, and the cultivation of relationships on the other side of the border – both 

through social media communication and travel to visit relatives or sites of pilgrimage and worship. 

Investigating such dialectics between hegemony and counter-hegemony, our presentation draws a comparative, 

ethnographic	perspective	including	two	adjacent	borderlands:	Cholistan	in	South	Punjab,	Pakistan	and	Rajasthan	

in	India.	Our	analysis	centres	on	the	experiences	of	both	contested	categories	of	“Hindus”	and	“Muslims”.	Further,	

we aim to enable an understanding of borders as social and semantic spaces generating people’s histories and 

lifeworlds, and, thus, to represent this conflict-laden borderland from a non-hegemonic, cross-border perspective. 

Comparing Partitions through the Prism of Gender

Benjamin Joinau -	Hongik	University,	South	Korea

Anne Castaing - CNRS, France

Recent seminal work in the innovative field of Partition Studies has provided new insights into national partitions, 

perceived not only as historical events but also as processes with multiple long-term effects. Applied to Korea, 

India,	Vietnam,	former	Yugoslavia,	Sudan,	etc.,	it	has	allowed	to	highlight	the	structural	and	contextual	differences	

between partitions, but also the similarities that accompany their imagination, and consequently, their representa-
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tions. 

The cases of Korea and India, whose partitions are both concomitant (respectively 1945/1948 and 1947) and moti-

vated by very different issues, and whose post-partition histories are both quite similar (tensions between the new 

nations, diverse diasporas with strong agency) and singular, thus draw upon common patterns to bear witness to 

the experience of loss, nostalgia and fragmentation or the fantasy of reunification, thus developing a real aesthetics 

of partition. Beyond the representations themselves, this aesthetics participates in the constitution of an “habitus”, 

as a framework in which the social practices of partitioned nations are developed. In particular, it is in this context 

that counterfactual narratives invent possible futures and reinvent collective pasts. 

This co-authored paper, which exposes the results of the work we have carried out as part of the common project 

“Gender	and	Partitioned	Nations”	(2017-2019),	aims	to	explore	this	aesthetics	of	partition	by	highlighting	the	sig-

nificant role played by gender representations and sexual issues, which embody not only the nation, but also its du-

plication or fragmentation. We will focus on fictional representations in novels (India) and films (Korea) in order to 

question both the gendering of national partitions and the function of the motifs of love and couple in counterfactual 

narratives and utopian formulations of reunification.

Multiscriptalism in Northeast India:

Script reforms, Script-making and Contested Orthographies in a Borderland space

Deepak Naorem	-	University	of	Delhi,	India

This paper will look at the history of script reforms and script-making in a recalcitrant borderland space along the 

India-Myanmar	border.	Script	reforms	are	interventions	by	state	and	non-state	cultural	and	linguistic	organisations	

and movements in writing systems, not merely to correlate between the spoken languages and constituents of 

writing systems such as script and orthography. It also refers to the recasting and disciplining of scripts and orthog-

raphies for writing a particular language, to complement them with the ideological framework of states, and cultural 

and linguistic movements. One popular aspect of script reforms is script-making.  It refers to the invention, appropri-

ation and recuperation of older scripts by many communities on the frontiers of European colonial empires since the 

nineteenth century in the context of this study. This paper also engages with recent works in linguistic anthropology 

and	history	that	study	the	relevance	of	scripts	and	writing	systems	beyond	their	literary	and	documentary	practices;	

in political and identitarian movements. 

        The paper argues that colonial empires and their functionaries introduced scripts and script reforms to create 

linguistic	hegemony,	to	‘end,	bend	and	twist’	the	means	of	communication	of	the	colonised;	to	impose	more	pli-

ant histories and identities. It included developing scripts with appropriate orthography for writing languages like 

Meiteilon	(Manipuri),	either	by	appropriating	neighbouring	scripts	or	by	introducing	the	Roman	alphabet.	The	paper	

further argues that such colonial linguistic hegemony was contested, subverted and also appropriated, and in the 

process, vernacular script reforms and script-making emerged and challenged the predominant scripts advocated 

by either the colonial administration or the local elites. Such vernacular script reforms and script-making emerged 

as sites for asserting autonomy in the region, with the rejection of foreign scripts and orthographies and by ‘reviving’ 

indigenous	or	‘primordial’	orthography	and	scripts	for	writing	languages	like	Meiteilon.	It	will	also	look	at	how	polit-

ical power, ethnic and national identities, and hierarchies in the region are negotiated by choice of a particular script 

or an orthography for writing languages.

 

Re-placing Borderland/ Re-imagining Home: Tamil immigrant and Everyday Technology Used in Downtown Kuala 

Lumpur, Malaysia

Sorayut Aiemueayut	–	Chiang	Mai	University,	Thailand

In the past decade, the borderland has experienced across geopolitical issues between countries into the unclear 

area that contains the features of exceptional space. Simultaneously it has been presenting the traces of ex-regu-

lation ruptures from the former geographical and the intense connectivity to re-imaging the unclear area for the 
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human existence.

This paper examines the questions on how borderland is drawn on the new place and how the technological prac-

tise can re-imagine the unclear area. The topic discussion is based on object-oriented enquiry and focused on the 

various forms of media technology that is evolving in the Tamil immigrant community in downtown Kuala Lumpur, 

Malaysia,	included	three	sub-topics.	Firstly,	the	rising	of	borderland	in	downtown,	which	is	enclosed	with	the	de-

manding of labour by the fast-track economic development. The media technologies such as camera and printer are 

used	as	the	immigration	equipment	to	transform	the	Tamil	into	material	forms	in	the	local	studio.	Moreover,	the	(il)

legal process and the crossing border can be started and end up in downtown which far away from the borderline, 

because “the checkpoint” is hidden in a little corner in the restaurant/shop in the area. The Tamil immigrant per-

ceives this system in their term Kangani or migrant recruitment.

Secondly, using a smartphone is the nexus for re-imagining the unclear area of downtown to be home. In the Tamil 

term	Vittuku	Pohren	means	been	home,	this	term	is	instead	the	act	of	calling	back	home	in	South	India.	On	this	

sense, the everyday technological object can lead to the new form of displacement, change the status of the user 

from stranger labour into the long-distance sense of belonging. 

Lastly, this study develops the idea of borderland within the zone of technology to contribute to a more vivid of 

border living in the motion. 

S6-B   9.00 – 11.00   Room 602

KNOWLEDGE-NETWORK-INFRASTRUCTURE: (DIS)CONNECTIVITY AND

AMBIGUITY OF THE BORDERS

Convenor	and	Chair:	Busarin Lertchavalitsakul	-	Naresuan	University,	Thailand

	 Most	of	the	Asian	borderlands	today	are	becoming	associated	with	economics-oriented	cooperation	and	

development of regional connectivity to expand resource use and access in formerly isolated areas. Infrastructure 

development as part of the transformative borders is established in various forms, encouraging people to create new 

ways	for	making	a	living.	Meanwhile,	the	interaction	of	multiple	actors	and	non-actors	get	involved	to	produce	inno-

vative strategies to be part of the trend through different types of (re)networking and knowledge production. This 

panel brings three main themes of knowledge, network, and infrastructure to shed light on and nuances of people’s 

livelihood and their everyday practices along the studied borderlands. 

 This panel aims to grow discussions on knowledge of people who are living on physical borders and get 

affected by them. Diverse knowledge includes strategies to catch up with the changing structure and information 

technology to acquire more advantages in trade. This includes healthcare strategies among migrant workers that 

paradoxically creates loopholes of state control, leading to failure to monitor the spread of disease. This circum-

stance encourages us to think critically that how differently constructed knowledge engenders opportunities for 

some groups and unequal dependence of resources of those who are left behind. The cross-border network has 

been one of the aspects that borderland scholars have paid attention to. This panel introduces the freshest way to 

frame networks of human and non-human actors by asking “how does (re)networking intermingled with knowledge 

lead to politics of mobility of people, goods, finance, and technology. Last, this panel considers the concept of infra-

structure from different angles. It traces infrastructure from a traditional perspective—how physical infrastructure 

like	a	bridge,	road,	and	other	constructions	connect	and	promote	flows	of	entities	across	the	borders.	Meanwhile,	

it illustrates ‘soft infrastructure’ in non-material forms of laws and regulations, bureaucratic systems, and other 

services to boost people’s mobility while restricting access to modernity at the same time. 

This panel illustrates that three main themes are explicitly interdependent, one could be intermingled with another. 

For example, network making is associated with knowledge production, or it can transform into social infrastructure 

that people have created. By seeing them this way, integrated borders potentially turn into connected and/or dis-

connected at the same time, and generate ambiguity of the borders in many ways. Cases studies will be presented 
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from	the	panelists	studying	the	transformative	borders	of	Thailand	with	Myanmar	and	Lao	PDR.

Sending Money Back Home:

Banking Digitalization, Myanmar Migrant Workers, and Thailand-Myanmar Border Trade

Akkanut Wantanasombut -	Chulalongkorn	University,	Thailand

Thailand’s	Ministry	of	Labor	reported	in	2018	that	Thailand	had	accepted	3.1	million	legal	migrant	workers	from	her	

neighboring	countries,	two-thirds	of	the	figure	came	from	Myanmar.	For	decades,	this	huge	number	of	Myanmar	

migrant	workers	indirectly	benefits	Thailand-Myanmar	border	trade,	especially	the	process	they	send	money	back	

home	has	been	benefiting	 illicit	 trade.	Since	 the	banking	services	 in	 rural	 areas	of	Myanmar	where	 the	migrant	

workers came from are not yet developed, the workers usually send money back home through informal channels, 

which are parts of a circle that the illicit border traders use for paying their Thai suppliers when purchasing goods. 

Thus,	 this	 remitting	method	of	Myanmar	migrant	workers	plays	an	 important	 role	 in	 the	Thai-Myanmar	border	

trade. Yet the development of technologies in recent times has changed their ways of remittance dramatically. The 

digitalization of banking systems has offered migrant workers choices to do so. This research investigates how the 

digital	banking	sector	affects	different	groups	having	relationships	with	Myanmar	migrants:	their	ways	of	living,	their	

relatives’ living condition at home, and working environment with Thai employers. This research particularly looks 

at how this remitting method reflects everyday politics, and how the technological changes can probably create a 

chain-reaction	to	the	Thailand-Myanmar	border	trade	in	a	new	era.	It	also	examines	how	the	recent	banking	digita-

lization in both countries breaking through obstacles of financial mobilization in the past.

A Checkpoint: Border Bureaucracy and Ambiguous Infrastructure in the Myanmar-Thailand Borderland

Busarin Lertchavalitsakul -	Naresuan	University,	Thailand

A border checkpoint is one of the core infrastructure signifying sovereignty, and symbolizing state attempts to 

consolidate national security. On the opposite, it is also seen as sites of local communities’ desires and economic 

opportunities	awaiting	on	the	other	side	of	the	border.	Along	the	borders	between	Myanmar	and	Thailand,	different	

types of checkpoints are established by the Thai State but their functionality remains slightly studied. The Thai gov-

ernment	has	recently	promised	to	upgrade	one	of	the	informal	checkpoints	located	in	the	western	province	of	Mae	

Hong	Son	into	the	category	of	‘permanently	official’	to	boost	regional	economy	and	tourism,	including	to	establish	

logistic networks on a wider scale, by spending lavish budget to study the possibility of the project. However, its suc-

cess	has	been	suspended	due	to	political	unpredictability	on	the	Myanmar	side.	This	paper	looks	at	the	procedure	of	

upgrading the checkpoint and its current operation through the framework of ‘border infrastructure’, on how its con-

sequence impacting on various groups of people’s livelihood. The checkpoint infrastructure development includes 

hard and soft types of projections regarding town planning, technological operated system setup, bureaucratic ap-

paratus, and regulation and law implementation. Employing a qualitative research method, this study has found 

that the performance of different state agencies to maintain sovereignty and to manage cross-border flows through 

a checkpoint is conceptualized as ‘ambiguous infrastructure’ influenced by the uncertainty of political climate in 

peripheries. Thailand’s border bureaucracy has also put repercussion on cross-border mobility, while abating de-

sires of the state, as well as a local dream of the bright economy towards the region. Different types and scales of 

infrastructure illustrate various perceptions of people towards the checkpoint and dynamic use of the border within 

a spectrum of opportunity, intermission, disruption, restriction and so on.

Local Responses to BRI-Clustered Projects in Remote Borderlands of Southeast Asia

Lynn Thiesmeyer	-	Keio	University,	Japan

Large-scale, transborder development projects are typically “clustered” along the Connectivity projects of roads 

and pipelines being constructed by China, India and Russia. Because of their somewhat new ways of configuring the 

local economy, politics, and communities, such clusters defy conventional notions of border zones, of livelihoods, 
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and of self-determination. I focus on the impacts of projects that are built in borderlands in mainland Southeast Asia, 

those that have been geographically, politically, and economically remote from the center. Now that there are mul-

tiple “actors” in this region, particularly foreign investors in infrastructure and industry, large projects locate upon 

large, previously used spaces, and thus benefit some but remove access to resources for the local population. The 

repercussions upon these local populations are immediately both economic and political, in terms of land loss, rapid 

warming and environmental degradation from deforestation, and the undermining of autonomy. 

Among local responses to the deprivation of land and traditional livelihoods are mobility, participation in a shadow 

economy, and local resistance. The notions of unregulated mobilities and shadow economies put forth at this con-

ference have until recently centered around borders construed as geographical conduits that bring in mobile and 

shadow entities. Here, however, borders are presumed to be in the process of being newly configured. If this is so, 

it	is	often	without	regard	to	geography	or	its	academic	discipline;	rather,	it	includes	the	non-physical	space	of	live-

lihood	strategies	and	of	local	resistance.	Finally,	this	paper	questions	the	following:	For	whom	and	in	what	way	are	

the current border zones now presumably “open,” and to whom and what are they closed?  

Borders in Motion/Living In-Between:

Everyday State-Public Encounters at Chong Chom, a Thai-Cambodian Border Pass

Khathaleeya Liamdee	-	Institute	of	Asian	Studies,	Chulalongkorn	University,	Thailand

Border checkpoints are often seen as transit space for cross-border mobility controls or as the manifest of state 

territorialization where travelers to be inspected by the government authorities before leaving one country to en-

tering another country. For the study of Chong Chom – O’Smach border pass between Thailand and Cambodia, 

the checkpoint can also exhibit the border in motion based on everyday experiences of those who live in between 

two countries through their daily routines and different kinds of state-public encounters at the checkpoints. Based 

on ethnographic fieldwork and the concepts of in-betweenness and kinopolitics (Nail 2016), this research reveals 

how this border area became one of the destinations for Cambodian migrants after the end of Cambodian civil war 

through	their	migration	stories.	My	findings	are	about	how	mobility	and	works	at	the	immigration	checkpoints	with	

a variety of travel documents and residence permits which impact one’s stay duration in the neighboring country. 

The	analysis	of	the	power	relations	between	state	officers	and	border	crossers	reflects	how	mobility	and	security	

controls	function	among	state	agents	of	one	country	and	with	its	neighboring	country;	and	how	border	crossers	have	

negotiated with the authorities in order to live their lives and do businesses across the border. Furthermore, their 

border-crossing practices and encounters with state authorities shed lights on the bordering process and immigra-

tion policy especially on the Thai side that has been developed from its long-term involvement in allowing or block-

ing refugees and migrants from Cambodia since the Cold War period until the present. In other words, this research 

highlights the transformation of human flows, connections, and circulations at this border zone in the context of 

post-Cambodian civil war, ASEAN regional integration, and authoritarian regimes in Southeast Asia. 

Behind Resistance: How Grassroots Movements Shape the Border Landscapes of Special Economic Zones

Ratchada Arpornsilp	-	Australian	National	University,	Australia	

Special Economic Zones (SEZs) have rapidly expanded as a spatial model and engine to promote industrial eco-

nomic	growth	and	development	across	the	world.	In	the	Greater	Mekong	Subregion	(GMS),	the	promotion	of	SEZs	

is based upon the logic of regional integration and connectivity. Drawing from the collaborative frameworks of the 

ASEAN	Economic	Community,	the	GMS	Economic	Cooperation	Program	and	the	Ayeyarwady-Chao	Phraya-Me-

kong Economic Cooperation Strategy, the border SEZs are extensively driven by the Asian Development Bank and 

“One Belt, One Road” Initiative. In 2014 the Thai military government directed the establishment of SEZs in 10 target 

border	provinces.	Chiang	Khong	(in	translation	as	a	town	of	Mekong),	a	Thai-Lao	frontier	territory	of	Mekong	River	

located in Chiang Rai province of northern Thailand, is one of them. Through the authoritative imposition, parts of 

the Ing wetland forest in Chiang Khong were demarcated for SEZ development. Such an ambiguous process of pub-

lic or communal land conversion is conducted without an informed engagement of primary stakeholders at the local 
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level. Yet, these borderland communities have previously accessed and managed the designated lands and resourc-

es to sustain their livelihoods. The use of special economic zoning thence becomes the state’s governing technology 

to territorialize the borderland and integrate the borderlands in the global market economy. Applying a combined 

analytical lens of political ecology and social movements, this paper inquires how land and natural resource contes-

tations around SEZs stimulate collective actions. Employing an ethnographic case-study approach in Chiang Khong, 

the paper specifically explores the strategic influence that grassroots movements exert over the development vision 

of border SEZs and how these forces result in re-contouring the shape and relationship of various actors in the bor-

der landscapes. This paper will contribute to the deliberation of border SEZ public policy in Thailand and its impacts 

on	the	borderland	communities	with	implications	to	wider	GMS.

 

S6-C   9.00 – 11.00   Room 611

SPECIAL SESSION

HUMANITIES AND TECHNOLOGIES FOR THE SUSTAINABLE PEACE 

AND CO-EXISTENCE IN CONTACT ZONE

DIVISION AND THE WAR

Chair: Byungki Kim	-	Korea	University,	South	Korea	

The Korean Question at the Moscow Conference in 1945 

Kyoung-Hyun Min -	Korea	University,	South	Korea	

Ekaterina Nacharova - Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia 

The	section	concerning	Korea	at	the	Moscow	Conference	was	almost	entirely	based	on	the	project	of	the	Soviet	

delegation.	The	great	powers,	after	the	problem	during	the	London	session	of	the	Council	of	Ministers	of	Foreign	

Affairs, when a constructive dialogue could not be established, demonstrated their ability to reach an agreement in 

Moscow.	The	Soviet	government	regarded	the	outcome	of	the	Moscow	meeting	as	an	undeniable	success	exclu-

sively in the order of bilateral relations. 

Soviet Espionage, Sino-Soviet Relations, and the Outbreak of the Korean War 

Mark Kramer	-	Harvard	University,	United	States

After	World	War	 II,	 the	Soviet	Union	 initially	dissuaded	the	North	Korean	 leader	Kim	 Il-sung	 from	 launching	an	

attack against South Korea, but events in 1949 and early 1950 induced Soviet leader Joseph Stalin to shift in favor 

of	a	North	Korean	invasion.	In	January	1950,	Stalin	suddenly	offered	to	meet	with	Kim	in	Moscow	to	discuss	how	

“such an important matter as what [Kim] wishes to undertake in South Korea” could be “carefully prepared . . . and 

organized	so	that	the	risk	would	not	be	so	great.”	Soon	thereafter,	the	Soviet	Union	began	secretly	providing	large	

quantities of heavy weapons, support equipment, and planning advice to North Korea. Stalin invited Kim to come to 

Moscow	in	April	1950	to	discuss	what	could	be	done	on	the	Korean	peninsula.	

In the weeks leading up to Kim’s visit in April, Stalin sought additional assurance that there would not be “too great 

a	risk”	of	U.S.	 intervention	on	behalf	of	South	Korea.	When	Stalin	met	with	Kim,	he	warned	him	that	“if	you	get	

kicked	in	the	teeth	[by	the	United	States],	I	will	not	lift	a	finger	to	help	you.”	Kim	reassured	the	Soviet	leader	that	

the	United	States	would	not	respond	with	force.	Kim	argued	that	if	the	Communist	takeover	in	China	had	not	been	

enough	to	provoke	U.S.	intervention,	there	was	no	chance	that	events	in	a	much	smaller	country	like	Korea	would	

spur	the	United	States	to	act:	“America	lost	a	giant,	China,	but	still	did	not	intervene.	America	will	not	take	part	in	

such a small matter as a war on the Korean peninsula.” Kim also stressed that the North Korean army could seize the 

whole	of	South	Korea	within	a	few	days,	well	before	any	U.S.	military	action	would	be	feasible;	and	he	claimed	that	
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200,000 Communist Party members in South Korea were ready to start an uprising in support of the North Korean 

troops,	creating	a	fait	accompli.	These	assurances	gave	Stalin	greater	confidence	that	a	U.S.	military	response	would	

be highly unlikely. 

As a further precaution, Stalin did his best to ensure that Chinese troops would intervene if things somehow went 

awry. (Stalin had no intention of dispatching Soviet ground forces to fight on the Korean peninsula, though he did 

later	secretly	permit	the	use	of	Soviet	pilots	and	air	defense	personnel.)	Initially,	Stalin	surmised	that	Mao	would	be	

unwilling	to	commit	China	to	North	Korea’s	defense.	This	suspicion	proved	well-founded.	Mao’s	overriding	priority	

was	to	regain	Taiwan	by	force,	and	he	did	not	want	to	divert	Chinese	troops	elsewhere	or	run	the	risk	of	U.S.	mili-

tary intervention in Korea until the Taiwan issue had been settled and “the Chinese revolution is complete.” Stalin 

therefore	had	to	force	Mao’s	hand.	In	May	1950,	shortly	after	Kim	visited	Moscow,	the	North	Korean	leader	went	

to	Beijing	at	Stalin’s	behest	and	informed	Mao	that	Stalin	had	consented	to	the	proposed	incursion.	This	revelation	

caught	Mao	by	surprise,	and	he	asked	for	clarification	from	Stalin	himself,	who	promptly	confirmed	that	“in	light	of	

the	changed	international	circumstances,	[we	in	Moscow]	now	agree	with	the	Koreans’	proposal	to	move	toward	

reunification.”	Stalin’s	and	Kim’s	maneuvers	left	Mao	with	little	choice	but	to	approve	of	the	operation.

With all these safeguards in place, Stalin made a final decision to press ahead. He sharply stepped up the supplies 

of Soviet weaponry to North Korea and dispatched a high-level Soviet military delegation to Pyongyang to complete 

the operational plans for an invasion, which were implemented on 25 June 1950.

Documents	 that	have	 recently	 come	 to	 light	 from	 the	 former	Soviet	Union	and	 from	China	 indicate	 that	Soviet	

espionage played an important part in Stalin’s decisions leading up to the outbreak of the Korean War. The nature 

of	Soviet	relations	with	the	new	Communist	regime	in	China	also	had	an	important	effect.	My	presentation	for	the	

special session on 25 June 2020 will explore both of these elements in detail.

Moscow’s Fear of Japan and the Improvised Division of Korea, 1945-1946 

Kathryn Weathersby	-	Georgetown	University,	United	States

Based	on	Russian	and	American	archival	records	this	paper	examines	Moscow’s	approach	to	the	Korean	question	

from the Potsdam Conference in July/August 1945 to the opening of the Joint Soviet/American Commission in 

March	1946.	It	argues	that	Moscow	initially	subordinated	the	Korean	issue	to	its	top	priority	of	establishing	as	large	

a role as possible in setting occupation policy for Japan. Consequently, while the allies agreed at Potsdam that the 

Soviet Army would be responsible for defeating Japanese forces in Korea, Stalin accepted without comment the 

sudden American proposal to divide the peninsula into two occupation zones. Soviet diplomats moreover declined 

to	raise	the	Korea	issue	at	the	London	Conference	of	Foreign	Ministers	in	September	1945.	However,	when	Amer-

ican intransigence on Japan at the London Conference raised the specter that Japan would in the future attack 

the	Soviet	Union,	perhaps	together	with	the	United	States,	Moscow	resolved	to	transform	its	zone	in	Korea	into	a	

reliable security buffer. 

Stalin	turned	his	attention	to	Korea	in	December,	at	the	Moscow	Conference	of	Allied	Foreign	Ministers,	as	he	had	

given up hope for a favorable resolution on Japan. The Soviets regarded it as politically inexpedient to oppose cre-

ation of a unified government for Korea, so they solved their dilemma by agreeing to establish a unified government 

through consultations with “democratic parties and social organizations,” the definition of which the Soviets could 

control. Thus, as Koreans in the South expressed strong opposition to the trusteeship agreement in January 1946, 

Soviet	officials	in	the	North	instructed	Korean	Communists	to	support	the	agreement.	When	the	Joint	Commission	

met	in	March	1946,	the	Soviet	representatives	insisted	that	the	Commission	could	only	groups	that	supported	the	

Moscow	conference	decision.	Since	the	Americans	would	clearly	not	accept	such	a	limitation,	Moscow	prevented	

the establishment of a non-friendly government in Seoul, kept its security buffer in the north, while maintaining the 

face-saving posture of adherence to the allied decision of December 1945.
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Two Korean Divisions – The DMZ and Memory 

Michael Devine	-	Wyoming	University,	United	States

Overlooking	Incheon	Harbor	stands	a	huge	monumental	statue	of	General	Douglas	MacArthur	watching	over	the	

site	of	 the	great,	victorious	 landing	of	United	States	 led	 forces	 in	September	of	1950	that	 turned	the	tide	of	 the	

Korean War. At the base of the statue is an inscription that includes the general’s words that in war “there is no 

substitute for victory.” This memorial was erected in 1957 during the regime of the Republic of Korea President 

Rhee Syngman to honor the famous American military leader and to express the view of Rhee and his followers that 

Korea would have been re-united under South Korean leadership if only the general had been left in command and 

not	removed	by	United	States	president,	Harry	S.	Truman.	Indeed,	Truman	had	caused	the	division	of	the	Korean	

peninsula--- twice. 

First, at the Potsdam Conference in July of 1945 when he had negotiated an administrative division of Korea at the 

38th parallel to temporarily manage the withdrawal of Japanese forces from Korea once the Second World War 

came to an end. This dividing line became permanent and resulted in two competing regimes and open warfare 

when the North attacked the South on June 25, 1950. Truman again allowed a Korean division when his administra-

tion entered negotiations with the Chinese and North Koreans that he knew would set in place the status quo ante 

bellum. 

While	the	DMZ	presents	a	physical	barrier	to	a	unified	Korea,	sharply	divided	memories	of	the	war	on	both	sides	of	

the	DMZ	also	obstruct	any	effort	toward	unification	and	reconciliation.	To	many	South	Koreans,	General	MacArthur	

is	not	a	hero;	rather,	he	symbolizes	American	interference	in	Korean	civil	strife,	a	devastating	war	that	took	the	lives	

of	2.5	million	Koreans,	and	U.S.	support	for	a	series	of	cruel	dictatorial	regimes	that	were	allowed	to	perpetuate	

horrible	atrocities	on	tens	of	thousands	of	Korean	civilians.	In	North	Korea,	where	only	one	official	narrative	of	the	

Korean War is permitted, the war is remembered as a heroic defense of the Fatherland against an American-led 

invasion initiated in October of 1950. 

The	conflicting	and	contested	memories	of	the	Korean	War	will	be	as	difficult	to	erase	as	the	physical	border	at	the	

DMZ.

Korea’s Question and the UN Paris Session (December 1948 ) as Seen through the French Press

Laurent Quisefit -	EHESS	and	Bibliothèque	Universitaire	des	Langues	et	Civilisations	(BULAC),	France

“From	September	to	December	1948,	the	general	Assembly	of	the	UNO	held	its	third	session	at	the	Palais	de	Chail-

lot (Trocadero) in Paris. The plenary sessions took place from September, 21st, and closed on December 12th.How-

ever,	the	Political	commission	of	the	UNO	was	unable	to	solve	the	question	of	the	Korean	unification.	The	question	

of	a	conciliation	of	the	two	Korean	states,	raised	by	the	UNTCOK	(United	Nations	Temporary	Commission	for	Ko-

rea)	was	not	taken	into	consideration,	nor	the	risk	of	civil	war.	The	UN	Political	Commission,	under	the	powerful	

influence of Foster Dulles, eventually voted the recognition of the Seoul government and recommended that a new 

UN	Commission	for	Korea	shall	be	established	(UN	General	Assembly	195	(III);	December	12	1948).	The	analysis	of	

the French Press shows virulent critics about the endless discussions and debates opposing the delegates, the waste 

of time and money, and the meager results of the Session. 

Concerning Korea, the French newspapers are confirming that the French journalists had little interest for this so 

unknown and so distant country. One observed, however, in some more ambitious newspapers, elements which 

show that neither the time allotted nor the conditions of the debates on Korea were of such a nature as to resolve 

the question of the unity of Korea, in spite of the warnings of the Temporary Commission on the risks of economic 

crisis and civil war, pointed out in the Temporary Commission’s report. In fact the final vote for Korea seemed to be 

the	exact	contrary	of	what	the	UNTCOK	had	recommended	in	its	report.”
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11.30 – 13.15

S7-A   11.30 – 13.15   Room 601

ANXIOUS ZONES: OPPORTUNITY AND ANXIETY IN ASIAN BORDERLANDS

Convenor	and	Chair:	Mikel J.H. Venhovens	-	Aarhus	University,	Denmark

Borderlands are often designated as a ‘special’ territory within the nation state due to their geographical location. 

As borderlands are the environment where the ‘state-effect becomes most visible often through the creation of 

specific zones with favourable circumstances such as the location of development zones, trade, mobility and zones 

of exception. This panel however, wants to focus on the notion that the geographical location also brings into being 

issues that are not necessarily productive or positive. Whether it is during times of prosperity or during times of 

hardship, anxieties regarding what the future holds after certain ruptures can have a significant effect on the border 

landscape, populations and projects.

Anxiety,	which	can	be	defined	as:	a	state	of	agitation,	being	troubled	in	mind,	and	uneasiness	about	a	coming	event	

(Tyrer, 1999, p. 3) is then a physically embodied state involving both mental and emotional distress, combined with 

a more diffuse sense of uneasiness about a coming event. The focus on temporality lies in looking at what the future 

holds and how current events will affect the future, both as us individuals, but also us as part of combined entities 

such	as	governments	and	(nation-)	states.		Mobility	creates	opportunity	but	also	complications.	Territorial	vicinity	

to other states creates diplomatic opportunities but also tensions. Infrastructural / developmental projects can 

spring economic expansion or social and environmental degradation. Post conflict borderlands can bring different 

populations into contact with each other in order to start a reconciliation, but can also renew tensions leading up to 

renewed (structural) violence.

 So, how does anxiety materialize in borderlands specifically? How do the opportunities that come with develop-

ment cope with setbacks or envisioned futures never met? What kind of role does technology play in this? How 

are these anxieties dealt with by the local affected populations and the authorities and how does this affect their 

co-existence?

This panel focuses on different cases of anxieties across the Asian Borderlands in order to illustrate, analyze, un-

derstand different forms of anxieties and their impact created and developed by the dynamics that come with the 

aspects of borderlands. 

The papers in the panel analyze both direct as well as indirect impacts of borderland anxieties. The panel aims to 

discuss	the	creation	of	diverse	forms	of	anxiety;	the	physical,	symbolic	and	affective	impacts	of	anxieties	on	popula-

tions;	the	processes	that	enables	their	proliferation;	and	the	socio-political	changes	and	politics	that	have	emerged	

as result of these specific anxieties.

Anxiety or Opportunity: Refugees in the Urbanizing Thailand-Burma Borderland 

Jiraporn Laocharoenwong	-	Chulalongkorn	University,	Thailand

This paper considers anxiety in the Thailand-Burma borderland, specifically as it relates to (mostly ethnic Karen) 

refugees	in	the	Mae	La	camp,	which	has	been	in	existence	for	over	thirty	years.	Based	on	long-term	ethnographic	

fieldwork,	it	argues	that	the	central	focus	of	refugee	anxiety	in	Mae	La	has	not	been	related	to	staying	in	the	camp,	

but rather to impending threats of having to leave. 

Counter to common notions of refugee camps being temporary and of refugees living a life in a suspended state, 

waiting	to	either	resettle	or	return,	Mae	La	reflects	a	quite	different	dynamic,	in	which	I	argue	temporal	anxiety	has	

been rather manageable and has actually met with opportunity. In the rapidly urbanizing camp, refugees have built 
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durable houses and infrastructure. They are widely connected to the borderland at large for work, religious, and 

other activities, essentially living a straddled life along the border. The camp even attracts a considerable flow of 

non-refugees coming to the camp from the wider borderland to seek opportunities, which they lack in rural areas. 

The refugee camp, albeit still under control of the Thai state, has managed to carve out its own space as a hub of 

connection, co-existing with the borderland, the status quo of which is accepted by all actors involved. With new 

mega-developments from China across the border in Burma potentially shifting the borderland’s economic balance 

and upsetting the status quo, new opportunities are reasons for optimism, but at the same time anxieties regarding 

the refugees’ straddled life arise.

Making ‘No Man’s Lands’:

Global War Infrastructures and Remoteness across China-Burma-India in the Mid-20th Century

Aditya Kiran Kakati - International Institute for Asian Studies (IIAS), The Netherlands

This	paper	views	new	connectivities	and	subsequent	‘closures’	that	occurred	after	WWII	across	India	and	Myan-

mar borders to investigate the paradoxes of globalized interconnection engendered by wartime technologies and 

infrastructure. Distance-demolishing technologies (Scott 2009) like aerial technology, railways and motorable road 

infrastructure were assumed to have peculiar impact in the so-called ‘non-state’ spaces, especially after a ‘glo-

balizing’ (Barkawi 2006) event such as WWII. WWII had intensified militarized infrastructure and dramatically 

re-structured mobilities and connectivity of this region on a trans-Asian scale, in contrast to the previous periods 

of perceived ‘isolation’ (Charney 2019). This paper will show how war was a driver of global interconnection at one 

moment, and paradoxically, in its aftermath produced fragmentation and exclusion in the China-Burma-India (CBI) 

frontiers.

WWII was a key historical moment when technological means to make ‘anxiety causing’ spaces such as frontiers 

‘knowable’	were	mobilised,	which	in	turn	fuelled	Euro-American	‘technological	triumphalism’	(Macekura	and	Mane-

la 2018). However, the enchantment (Harvey and Knox 2012) of technology and infrastructure, and the contingency 

underneath aspirations of connectivity sit uncomfortably with the contradictory outcomes and the vested interests 

that produced obscurity, closure and exclusions. The paper reviews the circumstances that drove the Allied wartime 

state in these borderlands which had temporarily become a trans-regional supra-state entity by forging infrastruc-

tures of connectivity. Yet, this quickly fell into decline resulting in closure of the Indo-Burma borderlands, particularly 

through the ruination of the Ledo-Burma road – a process driven by anxieties about rival competitors for sovereignty, 

which resulted in selective policies of creating isolation and exclusion. The dynamics of this reveals why certain 

geographies remained ‘isolated’ and ‘remote’ after WWII. The broader implications suggest that the rhetoric or 

perception of closure reinforces the exceptionality of these spaces as being ‘ungovernable’. 

De Facto-ness: Tangible Uncertainty in the Semi-Recognized Borderlands of Abkhazia

Mikel J.H. Venhovens	-	Aarhus	University,	Denmark

This papers focuses on how ‘de facto-ness’ becomes tangible in the borderlands of the de-facto state of Abkha-

zia. The identification of these de-facto political anomalies as being labeled and conceptualized as ‘de-facto’, by 

definition indicates their frail and anxious position within the international community and broader geo-political 

environment. De-facto by definition meaning ‘in fact’, refers to the notion that although not being recognized by the 

international community (de-jure) it in practice acts and works as a sovereign nation state. 

The political and societal situation of Abkhazia is significantly marked, influenced and formed by their de facto sta-

tus. While ‘de facto’ is mostly used in order to describe the political situation and status of the Abkhazian Republic 

within the international community, with this paper I would like to broaden the concept of de facto by arguing that 

the de facto status of Abkhazia creates a certain ‘unique’ environment with certain facets that are tainted with anx-

iety and uncertainty. With this paper I argue that the ‘de facto-ness’ does therefore seeps from the (geo-) political 

into the societal and everyday life of the people living in these entities. These dynamics become especially visible 

and	tangible	the	Abkhazian	borderlands	of	the	Gal(i)	region.	These	borderlands	are	the	landscape	where	the	post-
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war	Georgian	minority	are	situated,	which	according	to	the	Abkhaz	authorities	are	deemed	to	be	the	tangible	threat	

to Abkhazian state-ness as they are conceived to be diffusing the uncertain Abkhazian statehood.  

So, how does ‘de facto-ness’ look? How is it made tangible in a post-conflict environment where co-existence is 

deemed to be undesirable? And how do people navigate these forms of de facto-ness and its accompanying uncer-

tainty? What can we learn from these de-facto borderlands when we look at the broader scope of Asian border-

lands?

The Panacea for Territorial Anxiety: (Re)Construction of Indonesian Border Checkpoints (2015-Present)

Sindhunata Hargyono	-	Northwestern	University,	United	States

This presentation illustrates how geopolitical anxiety materializes in the introduction of a new border checkpoint 

technology	in	Indonesian	border	areas:	the	construction	of	Pos	Lintas	Batas	Nasional	(National	Border	Checkpoint;	

PLBN). Taking the persistence of the Indonesian government to expedite certain border checkpoint development 

despite infrastructural and diplomatic roadblocks, I argue that the government devises PLBN as a cure-all solution 

for all existing border problems and anxieties. Specifically, state planners deem PLBN to solve anxieties stemming 

from enduring socio-cultural ties of cross-border subjects, cross-border economic inequality and dependency, and 

the problem of national image and representation. This presentation relies on data taken from state planning docu-

ments and internet sources.

S7-B   11.30 – 13.15   Room 602

BORDERS IN MOTION IN FRONTIER ZONES I

Convenor	and	Chair:	Martin van der Velde	-	Radboud	University	Nijmegen,	The	Netherlands

This panel wants to address the processes of rapid change in the southeast Asian borderlands. The contributors all 

link their presentations to the concept of borders in relational motion with other aspects of the geography of growth 

and development, and the geopolitics surrounding these processes. Borders, or perhaps better the consequences 

of borders, might be considered to be constantly moving and in motion. They are part of evolutionary processes as 

well as evolutionary processes themselves. Borders are also clearly relational and multi-scalar, horizontally as well 

as vertical constructs and in order to grasp what is going on, have to be studied in this way. This also gives rise to 

various ‘hidden’ borders that reflect frictions and discourses of practice coming out of all sorts of border-related 

mobility (physical or non-physical). These hidden borders will, in many cases, not correspond to nation-state sover-

eignty (or similarly defined territories) and being in motion creating frontiers, again both in a more concrete physical 

interpretation as well as more abstract societal.

This panel consist of two parts namely as Borders in motion in Frontier Zones I and Borders in motion in Frontier 

Zones II.

Below is the list of the first part of panelists and topics in Borders in motion in Frontier Zones I

Martin	van	der	Velde	provides	insights	into	the	utilization	of	the	Threshold	Approach	in	examining	the	decision-mak-

ing process of individuals who (plan to) move in space. This paper focuses especially on the impact of a multi-scalar 

force-field on labor-market dynamics in the border-region. This presentation is also meant as a more conceptual 

backbone	for	the	overarching	theme	of		“Borders	in	Motion”.

Shubhanginee Singh analyses the transition of a frontier into a border zone taking place in Arunachal Pradesh, India.

Lidya Sitohang elaborates the insight of a Cross Border Dynamics framework in examining manifest and latent 

cross-border	interactions	in	a	border	regional	development	context	at	the	Indonesian-Malyasian	border.

The	list	of	the	panelists	in	the	second	part	of	this	panel	continues	in	Borders	in	Motion	in	Frontier	Zones	II.

Transnational Labour Migration: A Multi-Scalar Perspective on Cross-Border Labour Market Regions
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Martin van der Velde	-	Radboud	University	Nijmegen,	The	Netherlands

This presentation wants to discuss cross-border labour mobility. Trying to understand this flow we apply first of all 

a threshold approach that was developed on borders, mobility and migration. Central in this approach is the deci-

sion-making process of individuals who (plan to) move in space. During this process they have to decide on three 

geographical thresholds. The first concerns the idea to cross national borders, the second the possible destination 

(across the border), and the third concerns the mobility trajectories or routes involving borders. This decision-mak-

ing process is embedded in a ‘force-field’ of impacting factors on different levels of scale. This paper wants to focus 

especially on the impact of this multi-scalar force-field on labour-market dynamics in the border-region. To do this 

is applies an adapted version of a scheme originally developed by Chen (2018) in the context of cross-border coop-

eration. This scheme is setup around two sets of factors, the first one composed of the actors on different levels of 

scale and the second one of the mechanisms (resources, power, and opportunities). This presentation is also meant 

as	a	more	conceptual	backbone	for	the	overarching	theme	of	“Borders	in	Motion”.

Transition from a ‘Frontier’ to a ‘Border’ 

Shubhanginee Singh	-	Jawaharlal	Nehru	University,	India

Historically, the present territory of Arunachal Pradesh, which falls under Schendel’s reference of ‘Zomia’, has ex-

isted as one of the ‘empty’ territories on the periphery of Indian state. The region and its people had thicker cultural 

and trade ties with people across the Tibetan plateau than rest of India. At the time of independence of Indian state, 

it was referred as a ‘frontier region’, or ‘frontier tracts’ instead of a border state. It was treated as a frontier from sev-

eral perspectives of settlement, resource, and security. In last few decades the territory has emerged as strategically 

most important last border state of India in the eastern sector. This attention to the territory of Arunachal Pradesh 

was accorded by Indian state after the Sino India war of 1962. Firstly, in this paper an attempt will be made to see 

the transition of a ‘frontier’ into a ‘border’ with the establishment of political and territorial authority of Indian state 

in this region. The presence of state has been ensured in this ‘frontier’ through operationalisation of dual dynamics 

of security and development. To counter Chinese presence across the border, Indian state has undertaken several 

highway projects, along with construction of several dams, advanced landing grounds, which is simultaneously ac-

companied with suspension of previous regimes of resource ownership of native people and establishment of a new 

order. In order to understand these contemporary transformations in the ‘frontier’, second objective of this paper 

would be to use ‘border’ as an analytical category to bring forth lived experiences of citizenship of communities in 

the region. This would be an attempt to gather the understanding of communities towards the unmaking of hitherto 

‘frontier’ and making of the ‘border state’, as well as their engagement with the contemporary developmental state.

Cross-Border Interaction in the Context of Border Region Development in Krayan, Kalimantan, Indonesia whilst 

Garuda is in my Chest

Lidya Sitohang	-	Radboud	University	Nijmegen,	The	Netherlands

The	world	 is	on	the	move.	Various	parts	are	striving	for	 interdependence	and	 integration	according	to	Martinez’	

typology	(1994).	Nevertheless,	his	typology	does	not	allow	for	a	sufficient	understanding	of	the	dynamics	of	border	

crossing behaviour. In this paper I therefore propose an analytical approach to cross-border dynamics that provides 

a better framework for the ways in which borders are produced and reproduced. The cross-border interaction re-

ferred to in this paper focuses on the interplay between border inhabitants, the state, and institutions in the Krayan 

border	region	with	Malaysia.	This	interplay	can	be	characterised	by	the	development	in	this	border	region	on	the	one	

hand, and by the shared cultural background of the inhabitants of the two border regions on the other. By consider-

ing characteristics influencing cross-border interactions, this paper unravels the key factors involved in the making 

and remaking of the border by inhabitants. These factors show how inhabitants crossings are sometimes enabled 

and	at	other	moments	constrained.	More	specifically,	 this	paper	addresses	 three	 types	of	 cross	border	 interac-
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tion:	accepted,	contested,	and	non-manifest.	With	this	distinction	we	not	only	give	insight	into	how	contemporary	

cross-border behaviour is looked upon, but also how the interaction between the two adjacent states often has 

developed, impacts of state sovereignty on cross-border activities, and the other way around. The impact strongly 

differs per activity. This not only shows that a dynamic approach to the cross-border interaction process is neces-

sary, and also helps to understand why, whenever border inhabitants are questioned about their border-crossings 

and	regional	development,	they	respond	with	the	saying		‘Garuda	di	dadaku,	Malaysia	Ringgit	di	perutku’	(‘Whilst	

Garuda	is	in	my	Chest,	Malaysian	Ringgit	is	in	my	stomach’).	This	is	a	clear	indication	for	the	fact	that	both	men-

tal-emotional as well as a more rational factors are at play.

 

S7-C   11.30 – 13.15   Room 612

RCCZ SPECIAL SESSION:

CHINA AND BORDER QUESTION

An analysis of the Border Demarcation between China and Three Central Asian Countries after Dissolution of the 

Soviet Union, 1991-2011: Focusing ‘Separatism’ Problem and Disputed Areas

Chul-Hyun PARK	-Kookmin	University,	South	Korea

This study examines the impact of diplomatic policy and ‘separatism’ problem on the border demarcation process 

between China and Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan that became independent after the dissolution of the 

Soviet	Union.	The	border	demarcation	problem	between	China	and	three	Central	Asian	countries	has	its	origins	in

the Sino-Soviet border disputes since 1949. First, this study analyzes the issue of border disputes during the socialist 

period, focusing the concept of national borders, the intensification of Sino-Soviet conflicts, and three rounds of bor-

der demarcation negotiations. Next, we analyze China’s Central Asian foreign policy and perception of ‘separatism’ 

after	the	dissolution	of	the	Soviet	Union.	In	addition,	the	border	demarcation	of	the	three	Central	Asian	countries	

is analyzed in detail, focusing on the negotiation background, negotiation process, and disputed areas. Kazakhstan, 

Kyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan each showed differences in the number and nature of border disputes with China, which 

they	inherited	from	the	Soviet	Union,	and	in	particular,	their	reactions	of	‘non-governmental	forces’	to	the	border	

delimitation results varied. In conclusion, I raise the need for a comprehensive and detailed analysis on the conflict 

zones and the domestic responses of each country through follow-up research.

Restored Korean Ethnicity and China’s Post-Socialist Local Development in mid-1970s and 1980s:

Yanbian Koreans in Perspective

Woo PARK -Hansung	University,	South	Korea

The purpose of this study is to explore the relationship between Korean Chinese’s ethnicity and the China’s post-So-

cialist local development. To do this, it focuses on the experiences of Korean Chinese in Yanbian Korean Autono-

mous	Prefecture	in	the	mid-1970s	and	1980s.	The	result	of	the	study	is	as	follows:	The	political	rehabilitation	of	

the Cultural Revolution, economic liberalization, and improvement of Sino-North Korea relations simultaneously 

restored the local and transnational Koreanness of the Yanbian Koreans. Local Koreanness served as an ingredient, 

and transnational Koreanness served as resource for local development. The study concludes that the restoration of 

minority ethnicity was directly connected to the early stage of China’s post-socialist local development.

The Social Foundation of Local Development in Chian after Reform and Opening-up:

Restored Mobilities in the Border between Hong Kong and Shenzhen

Jongsuk YOON	-	The	Univeristy	of	Seoul,	South	Korea

This study explores how socialist China achieved rapid economic growth after reform and opening-up, focusing on 
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the social foundation. In particular, through the case of Shenzhen, which is adjacent to the capitalist city, Hong Kong, 

the restoration of mobilities through historical heritage and current developmentalism is a key social basis for the 

miraculous economic growth of Shenzhen. However, the present results and future prospects pose another huge 

challenges. Despite the restoration and expansion of mobilities driving more wide-area and integrated development, 

complex socioeconomic inequalities and controversies, including key issues such as language, culture, and ethnic 

disparities pose challenge to Chinese society in the era of post-growth.

S7-D  11.30 – 13.15   Room 605

RCCZ SPECIAL SESSION:

WOMEN’S LIBERATION AND THE TERRITORIES OF WOMEN IN THE 1980S

Chiar:	Jihye HONG -	Sungkyunkwan	Univeristy,	South	Korea	

Interpreting the “Korean Housework Movement” as a ‘Contemporary Text’

Kim Minji	-	Seoul	National	Univeristy,	South	Korea	

  This paper explores the ‘narratives’ that emerged in the Yeojoyeon (short for 25se Yeoseong jogijeongnyeonje 

pyejiundong;	Women’s	Associations	for	the	Abolition	of	Women’s	Forced	Early-retirement	at	25)	report	and	their	

implications. Yeojoyeon occupies an important place in Korean feminism for having critiqued the way women’s 

‘housework’ was perceived and led to the Korean Equal Employment Opportunity Act, being passed in 1987, and the 

formation	of	Korean	Women’s	Associations	United	(KWAU).	Yeojoyeon’s	significance	is	also	underscored	by	the	

fact that one of the leading Korean feminist magazines, Tomoon, was one of the first to introduce the movement to 

its readers while focusing on the “Consciousness raising” developed through the movement. I scrutinize different 

aspects of Yeojoyeon by analyzing how the ‘narratives’ are produced through the movement.

  Yeojoyeon is especially unique in the way it departs from the formal format of a report. While it does discuss Lee 

Gyeong-suk’s	case	(a	woman	who	was	given	unfair	compensation	citing	women’s	early	retirement	from	the	work-

force after losing her ability to work due to a car accident), it also includes experiences of other female workers, a 

play dramatizing the problems women faced in society and a survey. In other words, the report is an anthology of 

women’s narratives. Women’s narratives were portrayed not as individualistic but portray as ‘entanglements’ and 

reflected the conviction that “Women’s issues can be resolved only with everybody’s participation,” an answer a 

majority voted for in the survey. And such a belief in 1980s still holds great value in Korean society.

The Integration of Women’s magazine and the Publications of Woman’s studies and Feminist Movements  

: Focusing on Housewives and Daily Practice of “home bildung”

Hong jihye -	Sungkyunkwan	Univeristy,	South	Korea	

  This study puts together the publications of women’s studies, feminist movements and Yeoseongdonga, a general 

women’s magazine, with focus on “housewife”, a new group of women that then feminist movement leaders and 

publishing industry in the 1980s called for. It aims to comprehend the image of “home bildung” that was designed by 

the multiple agents and manifoldly review relevant features. The literary movements in the 1980s actively introduced 

publications on the literature of women’s liberation in an effort to define the boundary of women on the ground of 

the history of intelligence and culture. The women’s magazines as well achieved high sales and established a solid 

foodhold in the market of commercial magazines in a short period of time. Such atmosphere developed sponta-

neous communication among female writers and readers of diverse classes. The feminism as a form of “home bil-

dung” that the academia of women’s studies and feminist movements aimed to deliver encountered its counterpart 

receiver,	Yeoseongdonga,	regardless	of	their	original	purpose.	Meanwhile,	Yeoseongdonga	was	perceived	not	only	

as a commercial magazines loaded with lots of advertisements but also as a general interest magazine that mainly 
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covered topics for gossip, obscene stories and structures arousing interests to guarantee certain level of circulation. 

However, such distorted perception on  women’s magazines in fact was rooted on the disparagement of the female 

readers. Hence, this paper states that Yeoseongdonga promptly epitomized the major agendas and logics that the 

publications of the feminist movements advocated and argues that it held a class of female readers who actively 

accepted the ideas in the form of “home bildung”. Furthermore, it examines in multilateral perspectives the literary 

and cultural historical scenes that were manifested when the feminism developed from then unprecedentedly un-

folded feminist movements and female communities was integrated with Yeoseongdonga and typical housewives 

in the 1980s.

The Imagery and Meaning of Urban Poor Women in Women’s Magazines in the 1980s

Choi Eun-ah	-	Sungkyunkwan	Univeristy,	South	Korea	

The 1980s saw rapid urban development while the popular movements and pro-democracy movements peaked. 

The military dictatorship took ambivalent attitude of inspection and liberalization toward the public which even-

tually generated diverse communities of academic activities while media that delivered their respective ideologies 

sprang up. Women’s studies and feminist movements grew along with the mainstream around 1985. Hence, this pa-

per highlights how “the poor” or “movement”, another key words that indicate the period, were resonated with the 

directivity of the feminist liberation manifested in the publications by the academia of women’s studies and feminist 

movements. Accordingly, the newsletters issued by female activists and the academic journals published by aca-

demic groups, the majority of which was female intellectuals were collected. Among them, the articles that shedded 

lights on women’s fight for their right to live and issues in their daily life were analyzed. Based on the analysis, it con-

templated the rediscovered and visualized daily life of women in poverty, the aspects and values of their protests in 

the 1980s. In addition, it aims to examine how the women in poverty were configured in Yeoseongdonga(Women’s 

Donga) and Yeoseongjungang(Women’s Jungang), commercial magazines that targeted general female public. This 

study pieces together the tendencies of coeval women’s magazines in different forms with divergent ideologies and 

social positions of the publishers and editors. Therefore, it attempts to construe the life of women in poverty and 

their transformational movements as a whole that were embodied in diverse texts of the 1980s and determine its 

significance.

The Denied Sexual Self-Determination and a Strange Peace

: An Analysis of Kim In-suk’s The Long Night and Quickly Approaching Morning

Lee Hannah -	Dongguk	Univeristy,	South	Korea	

In	this	article,	I	re-read	Kim	In-suk’s	novel	The	Long	Night	and	Quickly	Approaching	Morning	from	the	perspective	

of feminist legal criticism, which emphasizes descriptions of the pain of women who are located outside the scope 

of legal action. and It is also based on the point that injuries suffered by women are frequently not recognized and 

the corresponding damage is not compensated in legal culture. This novel was positioned as “a bestseller in college 

towns” in 1991, and during this period, many novels described the innumerable tragedies of characters who joined 

the pro-democracy movement in the 1980s. The book tells the story of an encounter between Song Eun-jae, who is 

student-turned	laborer,	and	Jung	Man-woo,	who	promises	to	love	her	in	a	one-sided	manner.	This	novel	used	to	be	

seen	as	“a	novel	that	relives	the	pain	of	a	laborer	through	love”;	however,	in	this	article,	I	would	like	to	re-read	this	

novel by paying attention to the heart of the heroine Song Eun-jae.

  “Sexual self-determination” suggests that sexual violence is not just a physical matter but also something that 

leads	to	the	suppression	of	free	will	and	self-determination.	Therefore,	it	was	very	difficult	to	realize	sexual	self-de-

termination, even inside the contemporary feminist movement. At this moment, the sense of crisis focused primar-

ily and “humans” and “people” and not on the “gender” of women who were sexual assault victims. Eun-jae feels 

shame	that	she	wants	to	make	Jung	Man-woo	into	a	great,	genuine	laborer;	at	the	same	time,	she	feels	“hostility”	

toward	him	because	he	raped	her.	More	precisely,	her	low-visibility	shame	exposes	the	subordination	of	women	to	

the audience, and it remains as form of “strong hostility” that questions social conformity. In summary,
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this	novel,	which	names	only	Jung	Man-woo	as	an	“upright	democratic	citizen,”	amplifies	two	“shouts”	that	were	

prohibited	outside	of	the	text:	the	shout	of	laborers	and	the	shout	of	women	who	were	the	victims	of	sexual	violence.	

These shouts ring out over the court of law. In this way, this novel asks that, based on the assumption that democra-

cy was established on the basis of the consent of citizens, who is considered to be a “citizen” within the democratic 

system that was instituted in the early 1990s?

S7-E   11.30 – 13.15   Room 611

RCCZ SPECIAL SESSION:

HISTORY IN BORDERLANDS AND CONTACT ZONES

Experience in Contact Zones and Multiple Identities of  Kim Maria in the Late Korean Empire under the

Rule Japanese Imperialism

Hyeon-Jin Kim - The Independence Hall of Korea

This	study	wanted	to	look	directly	at	Kim	Maria,	a	woman	who	lived	in	an	era.

Kim	Maria	is	traditional	and	modern	beyond	the	turn	and	live	in	a	position	with	a	figure.	She	was	an	independence	

activist	from	the	upper	class	of	the	local	aristocracy,	as	well	as	a	woman,	colonized,	and	non-Western.	Kim	Maria,	

who was on the contact zones between the center and the surrounding area, was a contact zoner who experienced 

contact areas by encountering various factors such as Christianity, public domain, and American life. As a result, I 

tried to reconstruct his life wandering in the contact zones and identify his mixed identity.

Kim	Maria	accepted	Christianity	faithfully	and	culturally	still	maintained	a	Confucian	lifestyle.	As	a	result,	Kim	Maria	

escaped from the traditional female image that played her role in the family, but was unable to approach the modern 

Western female image that advocated complete liberation. She had Hyeonmoyangcheo-ism. And Christianity led to 

the escapement of sinocentrism and national education, which emphasized loyalty, had a national consciousness. 

Kim	Maria	who	grew	up	under	the	Confucian	culture	is	not	by	vacancy	while	a	suit	to	the	west,	China	and	was	able	

to	easily	switch	to	national	consciousness.	Kim	Maria,	who	was	able	to	interact	with	independence	activists	such	

as Ahn Chang-ho during his school days, and faced direct Japanese public power, including dispersion of army, 

developed	a	sense	of	national	consciousness.	The	formation	of	Kim	Maria’s	women’s	consciousness	and	national	

consciousness was largely influenced by the family environment on contact zones between Christianity and Con-

fucianism.

Kim	Maria	cracked	the	education	of	Hyeonmoyangcheo-ism,	seeing	the	educational	environment	of	Japan	and	the	

West and their practical social participation, but failed to escape completely. Starting with the February 8 Declara-

tion	of	Independence,	Kim	Maria	encountered	and	clashed	in	the	public	domain	with	a	man	who	could	not	escape	

patriarchy. In the early days, the Korean Patriotic Women’s Association sought cooperation with them, and after 

being elected to the Shanghai Provisional Assembly, they participated in the independence movement with voting 

rights	on	an	equal	footing	with	men.	Kim	Maria,	who	later	studied	in	the	U.S.,	established	the	Geunhwahoe	Asso-

ciation, which was an independent organization of women without men’s instructions and help, and pioneered her 

career	as	a	woman	after	returning	to	Korea.	Kim	Maria	was	not	simply	absorbed	into	the	activities	of	the	men	in	

public sector.

This background played a role in the lives of American women who had seen and learned while studying in the 

United	States.	In	Kim	Maria’s	eyes,	American	women	proved	their	existence	by	behavior	and	learning	rather	than	

verbally	calling	for	women’s	liberation.	Kim	Maria	wanted	to	emulate	the	modern	life	of	Americans	who	were	both	

working and learning. But at the same time, she experienced racism behind American civilization in the off-school 

labor	market.	While	adapting	to	life	in	the	United	States,	he	was	a	stranger,	an	Asian,	and	a	contact	zoner	in	the	

United	States.

Kim	Maria,	who	had	experienced	the	border	in	Christianity,	the	public	domain,	and	the	inner	and	outer	space	of	the	

United	States,	showed	various	layers.	Kim	Maria,	who	first	found	her	own	territory	as	a	woman,	had	multiple	iden-
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tities	regarding	patriarchy.	Rather	than	overcoming	patriarchy,	Kim	Maria	accepted	some	of	it	and	was	able	to	take	

her	place	as	a	woman.	Ironically,	Kim	Maria	did	not	break	head-on	through	patriarchy,	so	she	was	able	to	defend	

her	territory	as	a	female	independence	activist	in	the	public	domain	and	claim	celibacy.	The	reason	why	Kim	Maria	

was able to remain single as an individual choice while denying women’s liberation was because there was a gap 

between ideology, reality and practice.

Kim	Maria,	an	independence	activist,	was	a	figure	who	sought	her	identity	in	the	realm	of	the	nation.	Nationalism	

did not simply deprive women of the opportunity to become independent by converging on the great discourse of 

ethnicity.	Kim	Maria’s	idea	that	women	should	fulfill	their	national	responsibilities	as	a	member	of	nation	like	men	

was an attempt to expand new areas of activity in a society where most women were trapped in the old family prac-

tices.	In	addition,	Kim	Maria	saw	the	purpose	of	the	independence	movement	as	well	as	raising	children	and	making	

money in the private sector as well as in the public sphere of politics and diplomacy.

Kim	Maria’s	national	consciousness	was	firm,	but	the	process	of	overcoming	Western	centralism	and	dualism	be-

hind	Christianity	and	Western	civilization	was	necessary.	Kim	Maria,	supported	by	missionaries,	maintained	a	close	

relationship	while	facing	the	double	image	of	Japan.	And	while	studying	in	the	United	States,	I	

experienced	their	modern	and	racist	bare	faces.	Kim	Maria	was	determined	to	solidify	her	Korean	identity	by	com-

paring	herself	with	other	hitters	in	the	U.S.	and	the	West,	while	also	trying	to	further	strengthen	her	unstable	Korean	

identity,	which	was	not	supported	by	the	U.S.	but	also	by	her	own	country	as	an	exile.

A study on the space for the formation of Korean’s public opinion in Incheon from the 1920s to the mid-1930s 

: Focusing on Aegwan, Kabukijwa and Incheon Public Hall

So-hyun Jeong  -  Bupyeong Cultural Center, South Korea

		Due	to	the	implementation	of	Culture	Sovereignty	after	the	March	1st	Movement,	the	Korean	society	under	Japa-

nese Colonial Period could have freedom of assembly and association in part and tried to hold rallies with forming 

various groups nationally. The Korean groups used assembly facilities including theaters and public halls to hold var-

ious events such as lectures, debates, conferences, inauguration ceremonies, relief meetings, plays, and concerts. 

Accordingly, theaters and public halls were used as public sphere for Korean society to discuss social problems and 

devise	solutions		throughout	the	1920s	and	1930s.	The	assembly	space,	which	was	allowed	restrictively	for	efficient	

colonial ruling system, finally became as a public sphere to express the opinions of Koreans beyond the intentions 

and designs of colonial power.

  This paper is case study to investigate the existence of the ‘colonial public sphere’ in Incheon through the analysis 

of the location and utilization of the Korean assembly spaces-theater, public hall- activated in the 1920s and 1930s. 

Specifically, the goal of this article is to analyze the regional public sphere in Incheon during the colonial period, 

focusing on Aegwan, Kabukijwa and Incheon Public Hall, where Korean used as an assembly hall. Since the opening 

port, Incheon has made the entry of foreign elements faster and more extensive than other regions because of  its 

geographical conditions adjacent to Seoul. Foreigners like Japanese, Chinese, and Westerners settled in its open 

port area in Incheon and established their own settlements. Accordingly, Incheon was reborn as an international city 

where various ethnic groups coexist after the opening port.

  Furthermore, there was a mixed-residence quarter where multi-ethnic groups lived on the border of Korean village 

at the open port. Contact and exchanges among ethnic groups continued here. This mixed residence situation con-

tinued even during the Japanese Colonial Period even after this time, and Koreans have became open-minded about 

heterogeneous cultures by contacting and conflicting with foreigners in their daily lives.

  Aegwan, Kabukijwa, and Incheon Public Hall were assembly spaces built near a mixed-residence quarter in com-

mon. The appearance of Aegwan, Kabukijwa, and Incheon Public Hall, which were actively used as political and cul-

tural public places throughout the 1920s, gradually became smaller due to changes in the way of japanese colonial 

power.	With	the	enforcement	of	Public	Peace	Maintenance	Law	in	1925,	political	assembly	activities	were	greatly	

restricted	on	this	places,	and	with	 the	 inauguration	of	Governor-General	Ugaki	 in	 1931,	 the	control	of	 the	public	

sphere was strengthened, resulting in the loss of political public sphere function. Since then, the public spheres, 
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which were used only as fundraising venues, had have completely lost their function as cultural public sphere when 

Governor-General	Minami	took	office	in	1936	along	with	the	militarization	of	Japan.

  As such, entering the public sphere limited by the surveillance and control of colonial power was never easy for 

Koreans. Despite the oppression of colonial power, the Korean society solidified its position as a subject of public 

sphere through indirect expression of political opinions, fundraising activities as self-rescue measures, and solidarity 

with other ethnic groups throughout the 1920s and mid-30s. Therefore, the efforts of the Korean society in Incheon 

of this era to squeezed into the restricted passages and prepare a national assembly hall need to be reevaluated in 

terms of securing the autonomous private sector rather than simply resistance.

Commemoration and Memorial Service for Koreans who Died in the War and Policy to Produce Japanese Loyal 

Subjects during the General Mobilization System (1937~1945)

Sung-Hwan Jang	-	Chung-Ang	University,	South	Korea

This study is aimed to examine the process of ‘producing Japanese loyal subjects’ under the Japanese colonial rule 

by	comparing	the	‘death’	of	colonized	Koreans	and	Japanese	during	the	period	of	the	General	Mobilization	System	

(1937-1945).	The	Japanese	Empire’s	General	Mobilization	System	was	implemented	for	the	purpose	of	integrating	

and	coordinating	policies	in	all	areas	organically	and	mobilizing	munitions	efficiently.	To	maximize	efficiency	in	the	

process, they required Koreans’ voluntary participation.

Japan employed diverse devices to induce the participation of Koreans, and one of them was to glorify and propa-

gate	the	death	of	Koreans.	This	work	began	in	earnest	after	1938	when	the	Army’s	Special	Volunteer	System	was	

enforced.	Japan	tried	to	obtain	the	efficiency	of	mobilization	by	glorifying	the	death	of	Koreans	as	 ‘death	for	the	

country. Herein lies the idea that ‘death for the country’ on the battlefield must not be sad but honorable and noble 

in	order	to	secure	the	efficiency	of	mobilization	for	war.	In	other	words.	Japan	tried	to	mobilize	Koreans	for	war	by	

turning Koreans into subjects of the Empire through ‘death for the country’.

If	so,	what	kind	of	attitude	did	the	Japanese	Empire	take	toward	the	death	of	Koreans	actually?	Given	that	com-

memoration and memorial service for the dead were related to the ideal image of the nation presented to the peo-

ple by the state, what was the ideal death they suggested to Koreans, and how did their treatment to death differ 

between Koreans and Japanese? Through research on Koreans and Japanese who died then, this study is intended 

to	investigate	contradictions	in	the	Japanese	Empire’s	policy	to	produce	Japanese	loyal	subjects	during	the	General	

Mobilization	System.

Rethinking The Social Responsibility of an Architect : Words and Works of Chung Gu-yon

Man Joong Kim -	Binghamton	University,	United	States

Chung	Gu-yon	(정기용, 1945-2011) was an architect who had dedicated most of his career to participating in public 

architect	projects.	His	“Miracle	Library	Project”	and	“Muju	County	Community	Project”	are	representative	works	

of art to estimate Chung’s architectural philosophy. Despite living as a lifetime architect, Chung studied Applied 

Art	(Plastic	Art)	in	the	first	place.	After	Chung	had	met	Kim	Swoo-geun	and	read	a	biography	of	William	Morris,	

he decided to study architecture due to the publicness of the architecture, whereas plastic art was too private and 

methodologically limited for him to achieve general improvement for society. After finishing his architectural educa-

tion in France, Chung came back to Korea and rebelled against the authoritarianism in Korean architectural society 

and pursue the rehabilitation of living and community spirit. 

This article will demonstrate how Chung’s architecture resisted opportunism and tried to build up alternative mo-

dernities.	 First,	 some	 influential	 figures	who	affected	philosophy	of	Chung	 should	be	briefly	presented;	William	

Morris,	Martin	Heidegger,	Anatole	Kopp,	 and	Hassan	 Fathy.	Also,	 an	 analysis	 of	Chung’s	monographs,	 articles,	

critiques, and documentary film would provide a better understanding of his “Sympathetic Architecture.” In the last 
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two	chapters,	a	critical	review	of	Chung’s	Muju	project	follows.	Additionally,	the	controversy	of	Zaha	Hadid’s	Dong-

daemun	Design	Plaza	(DDP)	will	be	introduced	in	comparison	with	the	plan	of	Joh	&	Chung.	Thus,	the	paper	seeks	

to provide total understanding of Chung as an engaging intellectual.

Saturday 25 June
Session 8

14.15 – 16.00

S8-A   14.15 – 16.00   Room 601

TECHNOLOGIES AT THE PERIPHERY: BORDERS, MATERIALITIES AND CULTURE

Convenor	and	Chair:	Khetrimayum Monish Singh - The Centre for Internet and Society, India 

The idea of the Northeast India still tends to remain within a landlocked perspective, largely driven by rhetoric of 

developmentalism. This has shaped the discourse of understanding Northeast with centre-periphery policy and 

planning approach on infrastructures and development. However, till now very little to almost no attention has been 

directed in understanding the presence of technology, its infrastructures and, as a result, the creation of specific 

forms of culture (popular culture, informal markets, digital practices) in the borderland. This moves away from the 

usual focus and debate on the centre-periphery of top-down approach on planning development to a focus upon 

the presence of technology in the peripheral, giving rise to specific forms of consumption and practices. The under-

standing	of	the	above	is	based	on	four	case	studies	from		Assam	and	Manipur,	two	borderland	states	from	this	re-

gion.  This panel seeks to mobilise the understanding of various meanings of peripheral fluidity, and the subsequent 

emergence	of	alternate	practices	as	result	of	technology.	More	specifically,	the	first	and	second	case	studies	on	bor-

der control measures, and cross-border economy of hardware goods reflect specific forms of cultural and informal 

outcomes. Furthermore, the third and the fourth case studies highlight specific forms and extent of consumptions 

of cross border technologies with examples of Korean pop culture and virality of social media memes from Bangla-

desh. With these case studies the larger engagement of this panel will be to try and locate material entanglements 

of infrastructures as a meaningful way of understanding the emerging cultures, which in turn challenge the way the 

region has been understood and engaged with.

 

Making Borders Smart: Electronic Surveillance and Fluid Borders in Assam

Khetrimayum Monish Singh - The Centre for Internet and Society, India

In the wake of political rhetoric and legal concerns around the question of ‘illegal immigration’ in India, there has 

been a reinvigorated policy mobilization around the question of securitization and on the need for territorial rein-

forcement. In recent times, this has been specially in the form of newer technologies of international border control 

around the world, and more so in India. In this context, this paper focuses on the border control policies in Assam, 

largely due to the legal provisions and political history around ‘illegal immigration’ in these border states from Ban-

gladesh. For this, the case study specifically focuses on the various methods of electronic surveillance of a 61 Kms 

stretch of international riverine border into Bangladesh by the Brahmaputra river in the Dhubri district. This includes 

parts on which habitable riverine islands/ areas (chars) exist and which represent the fluid nature of cross-border 

mobilities, now largely governed through hi-tech electronic surveillance to detect movement. Through this, the pa-

per attempts to analyze the ‘sociotechnical building and maintenance’ of this infrastructure which represents larger 

concerns around ‘cartographic anxieties’ and securitization, and the role and mediation of digital technology in this 

‘governance of risks.’

Circulation, Technology, and the Social Economy of Informal Practices:
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The Case of Moreh/ Namphalong Market in the Indo-Myanmar 

Rajiv Kumar Mishra -	Jawaharlal	Nehru	University,	India

Khetrimayum	Monish	Singh	-	The	Centre	for	Internet	and	Society,	India

The idea of circulation represents a flux, understood both in terms of the ‘forms of circulation’ as well as the ‘circula-

tion of forms’ŏ. The former denotes the nature of the circulation, while the latter focuses on forms of content circu-

lating in a given geographical area, both reflecting unique and specific cultural practices. This paper focuses on the 

circulation of technological artefacts, specifically hardware, such as electronics parts, mobile phones, accessories, 

and	other	such	devices	through	Moreh	(in	Tengnoupal	District),	a	town	in	Manipur	(India)	and	through	Namphalong	

Market	(Myanmar)	–	international	twin	markets	across	the	Indo-Myanmar	border.	The	paper	argues	through	this	

case study, that this cross-border trade transactions becomes one way of understanding the political economy of 

informal expertise, which emerge largely based on informal learning and negotiates the formal structures of econo-

my and ways of accessibility of goods and services. For the case study, the paper uses data based on unstructured 

interviews	and	informal	discussions	in	the	Moreh/	Namphalong	Markets	in	an	attempt	to	understand	the	political	

economy and the informal practices enabled by these cross-border transactions.

Memes Beyond Borders: Understanding the Virality of Bangladeshi Meme Content in Assam

Sagorika Singha - Sarai, Centre for the Study of Developing Societies, India

This	paper	is	intrigued	by	the	current	popularity	of	Bangladeshi	social	media	content	in	the	forms	of	videos,	GIFs	and	

memes in Assam and neighbouring states. By focussing on such content, generally consisting of hilarious Sylheti 

dubbed over Bollywood film segments, and spoofy, low-quality content of Bangladeshi Hero Alom of the so-bad-

that-it’s-good	kind,	this	paper	introduces	the	conception	of	trivial	mobile	media	matter.	TMMM	refers	to	transbor-

der sharing of mundane, mostly social and mobile-media based, content which are triggered by cultural and linguis-

tic	affinity	and	access.	These	exchanges,	both	via	the	sharing	of	the	content	and	the	conversation	online	that	follows,	

take place beyond the scope of the broader political dialogue and acts as an informal extension of transregional 

engagement impelled by otherwise trivial, social media ‘drivels’. These content and conversations, however, when 

read against the grain of the history across territories, reveal an alternative way of comprehending the transforming 

histories and new perspectives on borders and contested states. It opens up the subversive possibilities in imagining 

territories	through	the	notion	of	marginalities,	new	media	and	shared	affinities.

Culture as Content, Content as Culture: Tracing the Korean Wave in Manipur

Sylvia Sagolsem	-	University	of	Delhi,	India

The unprecedented and ongoing popularity of the Korean Wave or ‘Hallyu’ phenomenon in the northeastern region 

in	India,	especially	Manipur,	has	been	a	result	of	several	cultural	and	political	reasons.	First	was	the	definitive	ban-

ning of mainstream Indian popular culture (Hindi movies) by sub nationalist separatist groups in the state since 

2000. This move was based on the agenda of protecting the local culture and tradition from ‘cultural imperialism’ 

of the Hindi cinema industry. Consequently, a vacuum was created which alienated generations from the Hindi 

Cinema	Industry;	and	led	to	the	introduction	of	Korean	popular	culture	(movies,	TV	series,	fashion,	food	habit	and	

language) among the local population through various media. Second was the political economy of Korean cinema 

and	TV	dramas	through	Korean	satellite	channels	such	as	Arirang	TV	and	KBS	World.	Moreover,	K-Pop	music	vid-

eos are also available due to the geographical ease of regional access through cross border trade markets, filling 

the	demands	of	the	local	market	fueled	by	a	preexisting	cultural	affinity	to	East	and	Southeast	Asian	regions.	This	

paper, while tracing the longer history of this phenomenon through older media practices, specifically focuses on 

the transnational and cross border flows of cultural content through the proliferation and diffusion of K-Pop content 

through	the	local	market	economy;	and	the	emergence	of	newer	forms	of	sub	cultural	content	among	the	younger	

generation mediated through the ubiquity of smartphones over the last few decades.
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S8-B   14.15 – 16.00   Room 602

BORDERS IN MOTION IN FRONTIER ZONES II

Convenor	and	Chair:	Martin van der Velde	-	Radboud	University	Nijmegen,	The	Netherlands

This panel wants to address the processes of rapid change in the southeast Asian borderlands. The contributors all 

link their presentations to the concept of borders in relational motion with other aspects of the geography of growth 

and development, and the geopolitics surrounding these processes. Borders, or perhaps better the consequences 

of borders, might be considered to be constantly moving and in motion. They are part of evolutionary processes as 

well as evolutionary processes themselves. Borders are also clearly relational and multi-scalar, horizontally as well 

as vertical constructs and in order to grasp what is going on, have to be studied in this way. This also gives rise to 

various ‘hidden’ borders that reflect frictions and discourses of practice coming out of all sorts of border-related 

mobility (physical or non-physical). These hidden borders will, in many cases, not correspond to nation-state sover-

eignty (or similarly defined territories) and being in motion creating frontiers, again both in a more concrete physical 

interpretation as well as more abstract societal.

This panel consist of two parts namely as Borders in motion in Frontier Zones I and Borders in motion in Frontier 

Zones II.

Below is the list of the second part of panelists and topics in the panel of Borders in motion in Frontier Zones II.

Nur	Widiyanto	highlights	how	borderless	zone	in	the	interior	Sabah	(Malaysia)	is	resulting	from	the	Mount	Kinabalu	

enactment as a tourist destination. 

Ainul	Fajri	presents	the	case	of	Rohingya	refugees	from	Myanmar	in	crossing	the	floating	border	of	the	Malacca	

Straits	between	Indonesia,	Malaysia,	and	Thailand,	to	seek	asylum.

Arindam Sarma’s elaborates insights into how the precarity of lives in India’s Northeast borderland is constructed 

through literary texts. 

Tourism and The Development of Migrant Borderless Zone in Malaysia; A Study in Kinabalu Park Area, Sabah

Nur Widiyanto - Ambarrukmo Tourism Institute, Indonesia

Emanuela Agra - Ambarrukmo Tourism Institute, Indonesia

In	the	last	few	decades	Malaysia	has	witnessed	the	growth	of	tourism	as	a	key	driver	for	the	economic	progresses,	

including in Sabah. According to the statistic, the number of tourist arrival to Sabah reached 4.1 million people, in-

cluding	around	1,5	million	foreign	tourists	and	earned	RM,	9,01	billion	in	2019.	Among	dozens	of	destinations,	Mount	

Kinabalu is the most popular site for tourist to visit. In the same vein, the establishment of Kinabalu Park in 1964 has 

brought	a	dilemma	for	the	Dusun	community	living	nearby;	it	triggers	the	dispossession	from	the	customary	lands,	

while	it	also	offers	various	economic	opportunities.	Along	the	history,	Mount	Kinabalu	and	agriculture	have	been	

placed as the core of cultural pattern for the Dusun people. Employing the ethnographic method, this study explores 

the role of tourism in developing the “migrant borderless zone” marked by the influx of Indonesian migrant to sev-

eral villages surrounding the park. After decades of engaging tourism, agricultural lands tend to be abandoned, left 

for the elders and foreign workers coming to grow vegetables. Recently, church and the Indonesian school are the 

melting pot of hundreds of Indonesian migrants. Religious factor and the advance communication technology have 

played the important role to this hinterland-to-hinterland migration pattern. The majority of migrants are Christians, 

similar	to	the	religion	of	the	host	community.	Moreover,	through	the	advance	of	ICT,	these	Indonesian	migrants	en-

sure their families in the home country that crossing Sulawesi Sea to grow vegetables in Sabah is a promising option.  

However, the outbreak of Covids19 and suspensions toward tourism activities has brought problems to this frontiers 

zone. The decline of tourism has forced local people to return to the agricultural sector, while, the Indonesian mi-

grants managing the land have to face the mobility restriction to return to the home country.
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Border(ing) between Human Conditions:  Indonesia’s Response to Boat Refugees

Ainul Fajri	-	Radboud	University	Nijmegen,	The	Netherlands

The	Malacca	Straits	between	Indonesia,	Malaysia,	and	Thailand	has	been	a	scene	of	the	“floating	border”	for	mixed	

maritime movements to these countries. Regardless the irregular migrants have a right to seek asylum under the 

international law and not to be penalized for their mode of entry, only a small number of the maritime asylum seeker 

authorized	to	 land	onshore.	 In	May	2015,	 the	 Indonesian	fishermen	rescued	boatloads	of	 the	Rohingya	refugees	

from	Myanmar	and	the	Bangladeshi	migrants	in	a	severe	condition	despite	orders	from	the	Indonesian	military	not	

to help those caught at sea. It was worth noting that all of the Rohingya refugees arriving by boats at that time were 

recognized as prima facie refugees and received a decent temporary assistant in the host. On the contrary, many 

asylum applicants that arrived by air with a valid visa and then go on to pursue asylum claims facing an orderly 

queue and lack of access to accommodations. Legally speaking, both categories are subject to the same assessment 

criteria;	in	practice,	they	require	further	investigation.	Thus,	this	paper	seeks	to	answer	how	do	the	border	(floating	

border or airports), and the process of crossing the border play a role in determining the outcome of asylum-seeking 

in Indonesia? In another word, How do we make sense Aceh fishermen’s humanity against “those who arrived in dire 

condition” after rickety boat journey, and the asylum procedure applied to those “privileged social class“ who arrive 

through the airports and regular border checkpoint?” Drawing on the case study of Rohingya refugees in Indonesia, 

this paper will contribute to our understanding of the frictions and discourses of border consequences of different 

sorts of border-related mobility.

The Immigrants-City Spatial Relationship: A Preliminary Research Experiment in the

China-Myanmar Borderlands

Tingshu Zhu	-	Mahidol	University,	Thailand

The	economic	and	political	landscape	in	the	China-Myanmar	borderlands	has	gone	through	drastic	transformations	

since	the	early	2010s,	due	to	varied	forces	including	China’s	Belt	and	Road	Initiative,	the	domestic	conflicts	in	Myan-

mar,	the	rise	of	digital	economy,	and,	most	devastatingly,	the	COVID-19	pandemic.	The	border	cities	on	the	Chinese	

side	had	been	the	home	of	thousands	of	Myanmar	immigrants	over	the	past	three	decades,	but	now	the	economic	

and	 institutional	environments	 that	once	stimulated	 the	 transnational	 immigration	 from	Myanmar	 to	China	and	

sustained	the	transnational	lives	of	Myanmar	immigrants	haven	been	gradually	altered,	towards	a	more	pernicious	

end.	For	the	Myanmar	 jewellers	who	have	settled	down	in	the	border	cities	of	Yunnan	Province	 in	southwestern	

China,	unprecedented	economic	difficulties	started	to	emerge	in	the	mid-2010s	at	the	onset	of	China’s	assertive	

national anti-corruption campaign, and the economic as well as institutional predicaments intensified following the 

piecemeal but profound institutional reshuffle of a few immigration governance units and the takeover of the trans-

national jewellery business by live-streaming trade.

Apart	from	those	tumultuous	changes	of	the	2010s,	great	divergences	have	existed	in	Myanmar	immigrants’	ways	

of living a transnational life in China. The unique urban conditions defined by both geographical and historical forces 

render	disparate	the	relations	between	Myanmar	immigrants’	lived	spaces	and	the	urban	spaces	of	the	host	cities.	

During the fieldwork in the border cities of Yunnan Province in 2019, I was intrigued by the distinct urban spatial 

relationships	between	immigrants	and	the	host	cities	as	the	consequences	of	the	interaction	between	the	Myanmar	

immigrants’ transnational immigration and the local urban restructuring. Inspired by the theories of the production 

of space, in this study I experiment with a space-informed theoretical and analytical approach to immigration in 

urban contexts.

Borderland Solidarity, Underground Networks, and the Politically Unthinkable in Kachinland 

Emily Hong	-	Haverford	College,	United	States

This paper articulates “borderland solidarity” as a method for ethnographic engagement and as an analytic for un-

derstanding activism. It draws on ethnographic fieldwork and filmmaking in Kachinland, an unrecognized state in 
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the	borderlands	of	Myanmar,	India,	China,	and	Thailand.	Against	a	backdrop	of	war,	extraction	of	coveted	resources,	

and the neocolonial interventions of development “experts,” I examine political practices in the domains of indige-

nous law and media through which Kachin environmental activists imagine a different future. I discuss the Kachin 

concept of solidarity, zin lum, which environmental activists describe as a recursive phenomenology of affect and 

action key to organizing in a climate of political fear. I argue that in the Kachin borderlands, activism, filmmaking, and 

lawmaking have long intermingled aboveground, underground, and cross-border practices to challenge the state’s 

monopoly on the means of production, representation, and governance. I describe how the material geography of 

the Kachin borderlands throws into sharp relief the multiple and layered afterlives of colonialism with which all eth-

nographers	must	grapple.	Ultimately,	I	show	how	otherwise	unthinkable	political	acts	during	military	rule—in	the	

realms of activism and filmmaking—were made possible through borderland mobilities and underground networks 

characterized by inter-ethnic and transnational connections.

S8-C   14.15 – 16.00   Room 611

CO-EXISTING ETHNICITIES AND (CO-EXISTING) MATERIALITY 

ON THE NORTHERN ASIAN BORDERLANDS

Convenor:	Aurore Dumont - Centre national de la recherche scientifique (CNRS), France

Chair :	Anne Dalles Marechal –	Groupe	Sociétés,	Religions,	Laïcités	,	France

The	collapse	of	the	USSR	and	the	recent	One	belt	One	Road	Initiative	launched	by	the	Chinese	government	have	

brought new political and socio-economic stakes on Northern Asian borderlands. The now opened borders lead to 

the emergence of movements and interactions between people and objects. Following the recent works on frontier 

perspectives		in	Northern	Asia	(Frontier	Encounters:	Knowledge	and	Practice	at	the	Russian,	Chinese	and	Mongo-

lian	Border,	ed.	Billé,	Delaplace,	Humphrey,	2012;	Northeast	Asian	Borders:	History,	Politics,	and	Local	Societies,	ed.	

Konagaya,	Shaglanova,	2016;	Mirrorlands:	Russia,	China	and	Journeys	in	Between,	Pulford,	2019),	we	wish	to	ex-

plore how borderlands shape ethnicity and materiality in the everyday life of minority groups living in different parts 

of	Northern	Asia	(from	Mongolia,	Russia,	Northeast	China	to	Korea	and	Japan).	Bringing	together	anthropology,	

sociology, and other related disciplines, this panel aims at understanding how daily or sporadic coexistence between 

transborder people (i.e. same ethnic groups scattered in different countries such as the Buryats, the Hezhe/Nanai 

the	Evenki,	the	Mongols,	Koreans,	and	so	on)	shapes	a	changing	self-perception	of	“ethnic	identity”	and	produces	

a	plural	materiality.	Materiality	is	not	restricted	to	any	particular	object	but	would	rather	encompass	a	variety	of	

forms, including basic commodity, artefacts, exhibition, political meetings, etc. 

We	are	particularly	interested	in	exploring	the	following	topics:	

- Cultural and politics exhibitions on different sides of the border

- Interethnic meetings or encounters

- Cultural heritage and material culture 

- Comparison of the impact of cultural politics on different sides of the border 

Changing Perceptions of Ethnicity on the Sino-Mongolian and Sino-Russian Borderlands

Aurore Dumont - Centre national de la recherche scientifique (CNRS), France

The	borderlands	demarcating	North-East	China	with	Russia	and	Mongolia	are	home	to	numerous	Tungus	and	Mon-

gol	 trans-border	groups.	Separated	 for	decades,	 these	 indigenous	people	have,	 since	 the	 fall	of	 the	USSR,	more	

opportunities to meet each other during various economic and cultural exchanges. What happens then when people 

from the same ethnic background but living in different countries interact? What kind of perceptions do the borders 

create, eliminate or transform? This presentation addresses the issue of ethnicity and the way its perception is 

shaped through regular and irregular meetings along the borders. It gives special focus to “otherness” and “likeness,” 
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two notions that are recurrent in everyday  discourses. 

The	research	is	based	on	fieldwork	conducted	over	the	past	10	years	among	the	Tungus	and	Mongol	“ethnic	minori-

ties”	scattered	in	the	Heilongjiang	province	and	the	Inner	Mongolia	Autonomous	Region.	I	will	present	multiple	case	

studies involving Buryats, Orochen and Evenki who bear witness to diverse impressions and feelings about their 

“kin-others” during trans-border meetings.

 

“(Re)Creation of Visible “Ethnic Identities” amongst the Hezhe in China and the Nanaï in Russia:

A Comparative Study of Cultural Heritage Processes

Anne Dalles Marechal	–	Groupe	Sociétés,	Religions,	Laïcités,	France

In	Northern	China,	the	safeguarding	of	Hezhe	crafts	and	practices,	promoted	both	by	the	UNESCO	and	the	Chi-

nese administration, resulted in the creation of a new type of artefacts made from fishskins, and the promotion of 

shamanistic storytelling. In Russia, amongst the Nanais, the promotion of the usage of fishskins goes alongside the 

wider feminine activity of embroidery, known to protect the wearer from evil spirits. Through the comparison of 

these different contexts, two ways of considering what is « ethnic » can thus be confronted.

On the one hand, in China, the (re)creation of heritage is linked to tourism and is promoted within a financial frame-

work. The valorisation of the material (fishskins) and practice (storytelling) as a mark of ethnicity goes alongside the 

creation of objects and shows within new structures and networks to promote them. On the other hand, in Russia, 

the valorisation of embroideries as cultural heritage creates a “visible” culture in museums, expositions and shows. 

The emphasis on an “old knowledge”, transmitted through generations, is used to legitimize the practice and knowl-

edge of the artist, who then becomes a bearer of tradition.  

In this presentations, I will attempt to show how the place of the artefacts or shows thus created underline the 

place of each group within a dominating culture (numerically and culturally), whose cultural politics influence the 

production of material culture.

The Buryat ‘Three Manly Games’ in Three Non-Buryat Nation States: 

Traditional Sports’ Role in Shaping a Transborder Minority’s Groups’ Identities and Materialities

Stefan Krist	-	Inner	Mongolia	University,	China

Baigal Khuasai -	National	University	of	Mongolia,	Mongolia

The	Buryats	settle	in	Russia,	Mongolia	and	China	near	the	borders	with	the	respective	two	other	countries,	thus	are	

both border and transborder people and, in addition, an ethnic minority everywhere.

The	paper	 deals	with	 the	 Eryn	Gurban	Naadan,	 the	Buryat	 ‘Three	Manly	Games’,	 archery,	wrestling,	 and	horse	

racing, of which in all three countries numerous competitions are held locally and regionally, but several also at 

supraregional and international levels. The paper discusses the transborder movements of people, animals, objects 

and ideas in conjunction with these sports activities, which have greatly increased since the opening of the borders 

in the early-1990s. The most striking examples for this process are biennially held sports and folklore festivals at-

tended by Buryat sportspeople and artists from all three countries. The largest of these events are the Altargana 

festivals,	which	are	hosted	on	a	rotating	base	by	the	regional	governments	of	Buryat	regions	in	Russia	and	Mongolia	

since the mid-1990s. Buryat sportspeople – especially wrestlers – and Buryat artists – especially dancers – are how-

ever also crossing the borders for attending smaller local events. By doing so and by competing in these sports with 

each other and by dancing and singing together they foster a common Buryat self-identity and, at the same time, the 

self-esteem of the members of the Buryat minorities in all three countries, as these events showcase their culture as 

distinct	from	the	Russian,	Mongolian	and	Chinese.

Efforts made by the organizers of these events for reinforcing a common Buryat identity are described, and in partic-

ular the measures which were taken to unify the competitions’ procedures, rules and equipment and gear require-

ments, but also the differences which remain due to the decades-long separation and the different cultural influ-

ences from the dominant ethnic and national cultures in the three countries, thus a process of ongoing negotiations 

between still plural identities and materialities.
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S8-D  14.15 – 16.00   Room 612

RCCZ SPECIAL SESSION:

CROSSING-BORDERS WITH K-CULTURE

On	May	31,	2022,	K-pop	idol	BTS	visited	the	White	House	to	discuss	anti-Asian	hate	crimes.	This	shows	that	fans	

have been very active in forming political voices around the globe. The act of participation has grown enormously, 

and the cultural activities reproduced and consumed by fans create an imaginary interaction with idols. Fan culture 

is sometimes very political, and fans become activists. At the same time, it should be noted that social media plat-

form users consuming K-culture are not always loyal fans. Nowadays, consumer culture is changing with new media 

technologies. The cultural barrier is much smaller than traditional state borders before globalization. In the digital 

era, cultural consumers as prosumers, creating fan activities. This consumer culture has become more familiar with 

the increased power of fandoms. Furthermore, the Korean music industry did not wrestle with digitization but em-

braced it. As a result, K-pop fans were able to meet the needs of their international fan base. In this respect, this 

panel	presentation	will	talk	about	the	consumption	culture	of	K-culture	and	K-pop	from	the	lenses	of	Gender	Con-

structions,	Glocal	Identity	Construction,	and	fandom	culture.	K-culture	is	claimed	to	be	a	cross-border	phenomenon	

that is becoming global. Significantly, the presenters pay special attention to how K-Culture crosses, atomizes, and 

reconstructs several borders between countries, genders, languages, etc.

Is Hallyu truly globalized?: Revisiting UK based consumption of Korean Culture

Dongjoon Lee	-	Hongik	University,	South	Korea

Gender Constructions in Korean Pop Music and their Implications for Gender Identity Negotiation among Korean 

Language Learners in the United Kingdom

Soyoon Park	-	York	St.	Johns	University,	United	Kingdom

Dialogues Beyond Borders: K-pop Fans’ Multilingual Practices and Glocal Identity Construction

Suok Kwon	-	Indiana	University,	United	States

K-Pop in China in the Mobile Internet Period

Aimee Meicheng Sun	-	Nanyang	Technological	University,	Singapore

S8-E   14.15 – 16.00   Room 605

RCCZ SPECIAL SESSION:

THE FUTURE OF THE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY SYSTEM AND BORDERLESS ECONOMIC WORLD 

Chair: Jihoon Park	-	Chung-Ang	University,	South	Korea

 

The Possibility and Limitations of RMB Globalisation: The Nature of Money and Social Trust 

Kyuteg Lim	-	Korea	University,	South	Korea

The	existing	literature	has	broadened	our	understanding	of	the	process	of	Chinese	renminbi	(RMB)	globalisation—

from	the	characterisation	of	the	domestic	dimension	of	China	to	the	foreign	making	of	the	RMB.	However,	it	does	

not pay attention to a crucial conceptual distinction between money as a medium of exchange in the sphere of mar-

ket transactions and money as ‘money of account’, operating outside the sphere of market transactions. This paper 

argues	that	the	process	of	RMB	globalisation	is	inherently	political	and	social	in	a	way	that	the	lack	of	foreign	actors’	

trust	in	the	RMB	restricts	the	dynamic	creation	of	credit	and	debt	rlations	measured	in	the	RMB	outside	China.	Their	
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lack	of	trust	in	the	RMB	is	fundamentally	derived	from	the	power	characteristic	of	the	Chinese	state.	Thus,	this	paper	

contributes to international political economy (IPE) literature by  revealing associations among the nature of money, 

the	foreign	making	of	the	RMB	and	the	Chinese	state.	

The policy paradigm of Financial Regulation and the Ontology of Financial Markets 

Jaehwan Jung	-	Ulsan	University,	South	Korea

This study analyzes the rationale behind different interpretations of the 2008 financial crisis through the lens of 

the ontology of financial markets in terms of agent-structure problem. There are two distinctive meta-theoretical 

approaches	in	addressing	the	agent-structure	problem:	bottom-up	and	top-down.	The	bottom-up	approach	seeks	

to explain macroscopic properties through individual agents’ properties and interactions. The top-down approach 

seeks to explain individual agents’ behavior through structural properties. The bottom-up approach can be subdivid-

ed into monistic individualism, which equates individual rationality to collective rationality, and dualistic individual-

ism according to which the complexity of interactions can result in inconsistency between individual and collective 

rationality. The top-down approach can be subdivided into constraining structuralism, which understands the social 

structure as an incentive structure faced by individual agents, and constitutive structuralism, which understands it 

as a generative structure that enables social action. These four approaches provide not only different explanations 

of the 2008 financial crisis, but also different prescriptions for the direction of global financial reform.

China’s “Belt and Road Initiative” Strategy and Domestic Politics: A Discourse Analysis of People’s Daily. 

Yulbin Lee	-	Sungkyunkwan	University,	South	Korea

This study gives a discourse analysis of China’s Domestic Policies in accordance with Belt and Road Initiative. With 

China’s rise in the international political economy, China’s foreign policies have changed. For this reason, the Chi-

nese party-state system came to need to govern public opinion in terms of the new policies. In particular, one of the 

most important foreign policies is the Belt and Road Initiatives. The it encountered a criticism that the government 

should focus on domestic issues such as a poverty problem or that the Belt and Road Initiative was a waste of fi-

nancial burgets. In response, the Chinese government has presented a new discourse in order to obtain supports 

from people in the nation. Based on a discourse analysis of People’s Daily, this study examines the discourse of the 

Chinese government. By doing so, it argues that even in an authoritarian regime, domestic factors have an influence, 

albeit partly, on their policy regime.
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Saturday 25 June
Session 9

18.30 – 21.00

S9-A   18.30 – 21.00   Room 605

RCCZ SPECIAL SESSION:

FILM SCREENING & CONVERSATION – COMFORT*

Moderator:	Yun-jong Lee	-	Dongguk	University,	South	Korea

Director:	Emmanuel Moonchil Park

Woohyung Chon - RCCZ, South Korea

How complicated and contradictory a person´s life is! So is the life of Kim Soonak, which the documentary Comfort 

presents. Kim Soonak had been forced into a “comfort woman” by the Japanese Imperial Army and lived a miserable 

life.	After	liberation,	she	lived	in	the	prostitute	quarters	to	survive,	did	sex	business	in	the	US	military	camp	town,	

and	peddled	goods	from	the	US	military.	The	film	stands	out	for	delicate	directing,	by	reading	aloud	the	testimony	of	

Kim Soonak in the local dialect and using various media such as animations and videos from archive. Through this 

film, we intend to focus the issue of ‘comfort woman’ as an event that exists in Contact Zones beyond the borders 

of East Asia, rather than from a nationalism. After the screening, film critic Lee Yun-Jong will host a cine talk with 

director	Park	Moonchil	and	professor	Chon	Woohyung.

* Simultaneous interpretation
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electric lines, fences, train tracks) are ladened with implications for livelihoods and the environment that pastoralists 

and their herds depend upon. The border frames the pastoralist world, draws roads and cargo and places humans, 

animals	and	minerals	 in	a	shared	sphere.	Our	research	 in	 two	Mongolian	mining	districts	(Khan	Bogd,	Gurvant-

es) examines how infrastructural development challenges the co-existence of pastoralism and mining. This occurs 

through altered pasture access, land fragmentation, reconfigured livelihoods, perceived health threats (e.g. dust 

in	human/animal	 respiratory	systems;	contaminated	water),	uncertain	water	availability	and	 transitioning	social	

patterns. In placing the herder-livestock relation within a mega-mining framing we identify the transition in practice 

and	possibility	confronting	mobile	pastoralists	in	the	Mongolian	Gobi.

The Trans-Himalayan Trade of Medicinal Plants at the Northeast Nepal

Arjun Chapagain	-	City	University	of	Hong	Kong,	Hong	Kong	SAR

The Nepal-China border was tightened in 2008 and a Chinese border check post was established at the Bhotk-

hola-Tibet border in the northeast Nepal Himalaya in 2011. This border control has politically ruptured the original 

connection of traditional exchange among people, goods, and ideas by displacing the community from its everyday 

borderlands. In this paper, I focus on the cross-Himalayan medicinal plants’ collectors in the northeast Nepal Hi-

malaya border region to study their daily practices in a broader context of modernization of Tibetan medicine in 

China, and infrastructural development in Nepal after the border control. I build upon ethnographic stories of local 

inhabitants such as ordinary and commercial farmers, traders, and exporters.

In addition to cross-border trade, medicinal plants are used for Tibetan medicine and amulets preparation and 

seasonal exchanges at southern Nepalese plains by local villagers. Border control has ended the traditional human 

exchanges but allowed the government authorities to regulate exchanges of goods. The medicinal plants are gath-

ered from the buffer zone, community, and national forest by the opportunistic and dedicated collectors, and culti-

vated by ordinary villagers, women, as well as traditional practitioners and traders, and supplied to Tibetan traders 

via village-level traders and exporters. The traditional barter system has been replaced by commercial trade and 

cross-border traders act as a major supplier of sacred medicinal plants.

I argue that the supply of medicinal plants from Bhotkhola has largely marginalized the old-fashioned practices of 

low-profile agents, and influenced not only the traditional practitioners but also the women and ordinary villagers 

towards the commercial value relying on traditional knowledge, cultural and religious imagination of Tibetan me-

dicinal plants through the individual experiences and everyday practices at northeast Sino-Nepal borderlands. The 

geography of medical knowledge, trade, and modern medical industry are always intertwined, revealing capitalism 

in an alternative form.
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